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PART I. INTRODUCfiON. 

This thesis discusses a study on coordination of Production and Sales. In this part the study 

is introduced. The objective and methods of the research are described together with the 

practical and theoretical context of the subject of this study. 



Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION. 

1.1. RESEARCH SUBJECT AND QUESTIONS. 

The greek slave Aesop, who lived in the first half of the sixth century B.C. was a famous 

fabulist. One of his fables concerns a middle-aged man who had two mistresses1. It says: 

"A middle-aged man had two mistresses, one young and lovely, the other well past 

her time. The older woman, embarrassed by having a lover younger than herself would 

pluck out the black hairs from his head whenever she was with him. The younger 

woman, ashamed at being seen with an aging lover, would pluck out the gray hairs. 

And so it was that between the two of them, the middle-aged man soon became bald" 

This fable is not quoted here to formulate an assumption on how to recognize a middle-aged 

man with two mistresses but for its resemblance with the relationship between production, 

sales and profits. In this metaphor profit would be the middle aged man who is plucked by 

his two mistresses; the production and sales function. The common objective of a man with 

hair is lost in the focus on local objectives of either a man with grey hair or a man with black 

hair. When organizations have a considerable history of separated sales and production func

tions, Sales and Production seem more and more to live their own life, with a focus on local 

objectives, respectively sales volume and efficiency. They can easily start to be separate 

culture groups talking of "them salesmen" and "those guys back there in Production". Often 

also a physical separation takes place when sales offices are built in customer friendly 

environments, with the production facilities in industrialized areas. But, however much 

separate Production and Sales may have become to be, together they have to keep the com

pany going, together they fulfil customer needs at a profit. Therefore their activities must be 

coordinated, qualitative (what), quantitative (how much} and in time (when). Coordination of 

the two mistresses is necessary to prevent the middle aged man from being plucked. 

The research subject of this thesis concerns coordination of Production and Sales. Much 

research has been directed at either one of these functions, but an. integral look at this is only 

scarcely present in the literature. Also in practice coordination between Production and Sales 

is often poorly executed. Common indicators of poor coordination are high inventories, low 

customer service levels, long lead-times, obsolescence, over-time work, unreliable lead-times, 

lost sales, high production costs and even low prices. 

1The fable is cited in "The fables of Aesop", by Patrick and Justina Gregory, Harvard Common 
Press, Gambit Books, Harvard, Boston Massachusetts, 1975. 
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This is ample reason to dedicate a research project on this subject An instrument for 

coordination of Production and Sales needs to be usable both commercially and in Production. 

Coordination of the two functions is required to execute the primary process activities of 

Production and Sales more effectively and efficiently. With more effectively we mean that 

service levels towards the customers are increased leading to a better competitive position. 

This should be established efficiently, that is, with a minimal amount of scarce resources. The 

purpose of this study is to better understand the requirements and possibilities of Producti

on/Sales coordination. The results are directed at a description of the Production/Sales 

relationship in which coordination requirements are identified in relation to situational aspects. 

Coordination requirements determine which coordination mechanisms should be used to achie

ve the best possible coordination. 

This leads to the following problem definition: 

"Develop an integrated framework to describe coordination requirements and possibilities 

of the Production/Sales interface of industrial production companies." 

This study is a first step in the process of theory building for the Production/Sales interface 

and therefore mainly explorative. The framework should provide the basis for further research 

in which initial findings can be validated. Explorative research needs to be broad and open

minded to prevent omittance of important aspects. In this study we discuss the following 

research questions: 

- What are the elements of the Production/Sales relationship? 

- What are the main causes of the identified conflicts between the two functions and how 

can coordination contribute to decreasing the dysfunctionality of these conflicts? 

- What are the most important situational aspects which influence the requirements and 

possibilities of coordination of Production and Sales? 

- What are the available coordination mechanisms and when should they be used in relation 

with the identified situational aspects? 

In this study we have used three research methods to get an answer to these questions: 

- Desk research of the available literature and visits to conferences and seminars. 

- Case studies, execution of several studies in practice (in a total of 5 companies). 

- A telephone survey of 54 companies. 

These three methods have been used in a complementary way. 

The contribution of this research can be separated in two parts: 

- it provides a framework for researchers to base the formulation of hypotheses and further 

theory building on. 
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- it provides insight in the relationship between Production and Sales so that practitioners 

such as marketing managers, plant managers, operations managers, sales managers, general 

managers and consultants can diagnose situations in practice and it provides guidelines on 

which the design of a coordination tool can be based. 

With this the relevance for both science and practice is warranted. 

In this introductory chapter we will further describe the focus and methodology of this study. 

In section 1.2 we will define the scope of this study, the kind of practical situations we 

consider and the place of the production and sales functions within a network of inter- and 

intra-company relationships. In section 1.3 we will shortly discuss coordination of Production 

and Sales based on the literature. In section 1.4 we will further describe the research methods 

we have used. We will end this chapter with an outline of the contents this thesis in section 

1.5. 

1.2 PRACTICAL RESEARCH CONTEXT 

When industrial companies grow bigger, one of the first separations of functions they develop 

is between Production and Sales, or manufacturing and marketing1. It is only in very small 

companies that the person who produces the product also sells the product A situation like 

that exists when for example a craftsman sells his pottery. Also in service organizations like 

consulting agencies the consultant may be involved in acquisition of assignments. But as soon 

as there are some more persons in an organization, people will specialize in either Production 

or sales. If the craftsman marries, his wife may then run the shop so he can devote all of his 

time to the production process and a coordination need starts to exist 

This study looks at the coordination problem of Production and Sales. It thereby focuses on 

production companies which sell their products on industrial markets, that is, to other 

companies. This means that it does not consider service organizations (banks, insurance 

companies, transportation companies) or consumer oriented organizations (retailers). Still, this 

leaves a considerable part of total industry in the area of interest of this study. 

The relationship of Production and Sales in industrial production companies is mainly based 

on the goods flow and information flow through a company. The basic interdependence is that 

1 In this text we will use the terms Production and Sales as we focus on operational 
process coordination. In the literature most often the terms Manufacturing and Marketing are 
used. We will reserve these latter terms for the strategic level of the interface between these 
two functions. 
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Production depends on Sales information for decisions on what to produce while Sales 

depends on Production for the products to fulfil customer orders. In these companies we 

identify three primary process functions: 

- Sales function, involved in the marketing of the products, selling to customers 

- Production function, performing a transformation process on materials leading to the 

products with the help of resources. 

- Purchasing function, responsible for procurement of materials and services. 

We define the functions to include not only the primary process activities but also the 

planning and control of these activities. So, for example, the sales function includes visiting 

customers as well as the allocation of salespeople to different sales activities. Next to these 

primary process functions, a company will have a management function. 'This management 

function provides the primary process functions with objectives and controls their 

performance. As we only consider industrial markets, the companies subject of this study will 

be selling to other companies with similar functions. This puts Production and Sales in a 

network as depicted in figure 1.1. 

. Figure 1.1. Production and sales in a network 

Goods flow 

In figure 1.1. the bold arrows depict the goods flow through the company functions, the small 

arrows depict the information flow, between and within companies. In figure 1.1. only the 

main information flows are shown, but in practice there will be information exchange between 

each combination of two functions. For example, management may be involved in selling 

products and thereby have contact with the customer's purchasing function, or the sales 

function may have to provide technical information directly to the production function of the 
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customer company. Therefore, to really understand the Production/Sales relationship, also the 

interaction with other functions of this network should be studied. As we have defined 

effectiveness to be measu.-ed by service levels to the customers, naturally these customers 

should be involved in the discussion of coordination of Production and Sales. Although our 

focus is on coordination of Production and Sales, we should also analyze the relevant influ

ential aspects concerning the customers (or markets). This includes buying behaviour and 

customer relationships. 

In the Production/Sales relationship both mechanical and behavioral aspects can be identified, 

there is a machine, products and information side and a human side. Although we will discuss 

some of the behavioral aspects, this study will focus on the mechanistic or rational side of 

the relationship. 

1.3. THEORETICAL RESEARCH CONTEXT. 

In this era of integral management, recognizing the importance of functional interdependence, 

it is often argued that functional conflicts should be avoided. Functional conflicts within 

industrial organizations are generally acknowledged, especially those between Production and 

Sales (Hayes & Wheelwright 1986). In general, March and Simon relate the existence of 

interunit conflict to interdependence of units at the one hand and differences in objectives and 

perspective on the other (March & Simon 1958). The conflict area between the production 

and sales function has got some attention in the literature. One of the first papers explicitly 

dealing with this issue is by Shapiro (Shapiro 1977). He identifies the areas of conflict, for 

example capacity planning and breadth of product line (see figure 1.2.). In accordance with 

March and Simon these areas comprise the functional interdependence of Production and 

Sales. For example, in product line issues the sales function wants many different products 

to satisfy more customers, in contradiction to Production which, in order to be able to make 

economical production runs, wants the product line to be limited. According to Shapiro the 

causes of the existing conflicts are the functional orientation (costs versus turnover), the 

evaluation and reward systems based on these orientations, the differences in culture but also 

the mere complexity of the interrelationships. 

More recently, Powers et al identify several sources of conflicts which are related to the areas 

defined by Shapiro (see figure 1.2). The problems and conflicts they describe mainly concern 

inaccuracy or uncertainty in information flows, both in production and sales planning systems 

(Powers eta/ 1987). 
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Figure 1.2. Conflict areas identified. 

Problem area 

Information flow: 
- Capacity planning 

and long-range 
sales forecasting 

- Production 
scheduling 

Product flow: 
- Quality 

assurance 

Breadth of product 
line. 

New product 
introduction 

- Distribution 

Orientation: 
Cost control 

Typical Sales 
comment 

'Why don't we have 
enough capacity?' 

"Our lead-times 
are too long. • 

"Why can't we have 
reasonable quality 
at reasonable 
costs.• 

"Our customers 
demand variety." 

"New products are 
our life blood." 

"Why don't we ever 
have the right 
products in stock?" 

"Our costs are so 
high that we are not 
competitive.• 

Typical Production 
comment 

"Why didn't we have accurate 
sales forecasts?" 

"We need realistic 
customer commitments 
and stable forecasts.• 

"Why must we always offer 
options that are too hard 
to manufacture and that 
offer little customer 
utility. • 

"The product line is too 
broad ~ all we get are 
short, uneconomical runs.• 

"Unnecessary design changes 
are very expensive.• 

"We can't keep everything 
in stock. 

"We can't provide fast 
delivery, high quality, 
broad variety at low costs. 

(Adapted from Shapiro 1977 and Powers et al 1987) 

The papers described above are mainly argumentive and not based on any empirical evidence. 

We have found only few relevant empirical research papers on the subject of the 

Production/Sales interface. These papers discuss role relationships (Clare & Sanford 1984) and 

agreements on goals and planned actions (St. John 1991). Attribution of dissimilar personal 

values to role partners between Production and Sales, as reported by Clare and Sanford, leads 

to creation of "distance" or differences in orientation between members of these functions. 

From role partner choice and role partner value attributions Clare & Sanford conclude that 

there is more potential for conflict than for cooperation at the marketing-manufacturing inter

face. St. John studied the differences between Production and Sales in; 

- perceived competitive pressures, 

- objectives and 

- recommended actions to obtain objectives. 

The findings suggest that Production and Sales functions agree on the general characteristics 

of competitive pressures, like reliable due dates and quality, and agree on objectives, like 

improving profit margins or develop a full line of products. They disagree, however, on speci

fic courses of actions to meet these objectives, for example decreasing manufacturing costs 

or elimination of low profit items. Most disagreements were found to be firm specific, the 
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results do not show a consistent pattern of favoured or opposed actions by marketing or 

Production as suggested by Shapiro. Only the elimination of low profit items was found to 

be consistently favoured by manufacturing. It must be noted that in this study respondents 

were asked to answer from a firm perspective, not from a functional perspective. Also other 

papers, not specifically dealing with the Production/Sales interface, recognize the conflict. 

Several papers concerning manufacturing strategy discuss the danger of not incorporating 

manufacturing aspects in company strategy (Skinner 1969, Hayes & Wheelwright 1985). 

Skinner points out that a focus of Production on productivity may be in conflict with market

ing objectives of being a full range, high quality supplier (Skinner 1986). 

Although the amount of the relevant literature is limited, we can deduce from the above that 

conflicts between Production and Sales are acknowledged. Only few authors have suggested 

how to resolve these conflicts. Organization theorists have provided us with several lists of 

general mechanisms to resolve or avoid conflict (Mintzberg 1983, Galbraith 1973, Thompson 

1967, March & Simon 1958). To quote the latter, conflicts can be resolved by problem 

solving behaviour, persuasion, bargaining and political behaviour. Problem solving should be 

preferred to effectively reach overall objectives. Although general constructs are provided, 

these papers do not operationalize their findings to the Production/Sales interface. 

Shapiro, in the same paper as refered to above, suggests that the conflict cannot be completely 

resolved but should be managed through explicit policies, reward systems directed at 

interfunctional cooperation, and making people better understand each other, for example by 

mixed career paths. The issue of actual coordination of production and sales objectives is dis

cussed in the paper of Payton (Payton 1986). He argues that understanding the functional 

interdependence is crucial to be able to coordinate objectives and provides a classification of 

levels of objectives to assist in the process of recognizing functional interdependence. 

However, both Shapiro and Payton are not very explicit. 

Authors providing coordination suggestions for the Production/Sales interface focus on 

problem solving tools like integrated planning. Many production planning models and many 

sales planning models exist, but only very few integral models have been described. Hall & 

St. John state that in certain situations especially joint planning can be helpful in resolving 

the conflict (Hall & St. John 1991). An example of a strategic integral model is described by 

Crittenden, the PROD/CUST model (Crittenden 1992). Figure 1.3. provides an overview of 

the production and sales aspects included in this model. Although the model actually 

calculates what is the best strategy, Crittenden goes on to state that the main value of the 

model is in constructing it, not in using it. The model should be constructed by production 

and sales people together, thereby increasing mutual understanding of each other's problems 
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and objectives. Another strategic model can be found in Hill, where strategic manufacturing 

aspects like process technology and facilities are balanced with order winning criteria like 

delivery lead-time or quality (Hill 1985). Both these strategic models do not discuss lower 

levels of coordination. 

Figure 1.3. Strategic integral model for Production/Sales planning. 

Data 

Manipulation 

Production aspects 

Production costs 
Available capacity 
Cycle time 
Inventory 
Safety stock 

Sales aspects. 

Standard price 
Customization premium 
Selling effort 
Selling costs 

Yield data 

L>Equal 

Demand forecast 

supply with demand<_j 

1 
Determine profit impact (per product, per customer). 

Next to these qualitatively, strategy oriented papers, there have been some attempts to 

mathematically solve the coordination problem (see e.g. Abad & Sweeney 1982 or Damon 

& Schramm 1972). This does not seem to be very helpful in understanding or resolving the 

conflict due to the high amount of questionable assumptions. As these papers are based on 

the Holt, Modigliani, Muth & Simon inventory control model, these papers neglect important 

aspects of interdependence like product differences (product line breadth), as all products are 

assumed to have similar production characteristics. Also uncertainties in cost and demand 

patterns are neglected, all demand is assumed to be fulfilled and cost are assumed be to stable 

and known. Interdependence and uncertainty have been identified as important causes of the 

existing conflicts between Production and Sales. 

From this overview we can conclude that there are three kinds of papers on the 

Production/Sales interface. Papers identifying sources of conflict, papers describing (strategic) 

coordination tools and quantitative papers. All these papers do not specifically describe the 

way Production and Sales are presently coordinated in practice. Also these papers do not 

make· a distinction between different production or sales situations. Most papers implicitly 

assume that companies are in a make-to-stock situation where customers are supplied from 

end product inventories in the distribution system. It can be expected that different production 

and sales situations will have an influence on the way the Production and Sales functions 

should be coordinated. Although the need for an analysis of interdependence is recognized, 

the aspects influencing interdependence are not yet identified. A framework describing 

Production/Sales coordination needs and possibilities is not available. As follows from the 

research questions, this thesis will present such a framework. 
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1.4. RESEARCH METHODS. 

The main character of this study is explorative, it aims to give a good description of a 

problem field. According to Weick, a theory can be accurate, simple and general, but never 

at the same time (Weick 1979). A theory can only score high on two of these characteristics, 

an accurate and general theory cannot be simple. Moving towards simplicity will lead to a 

reduction in generality or accuracy. This study is meant to be accurate and general in its 

description of the relationship of Production and Sales, and also in its description of 

influential aspects of this relationship. As Bonini's paradox can be summarized, the more 

accurate a theory describes reality, the less applicable it is in practice (Bonini 1963). So, in 

providing coordination guidelines we exchange accuracy for simplicity as here we want to 

provide a usable framework for practitioners. 

The description and conclusions of this study are based on three types of research activities; 

case studies, a survey and desk research. We will further describe each of these activities in 

the following: 

- Desk research. 

A considerable amount of time has been spent on studying available literature on the 

subject However, as we can see from the previous section, the literature on the subject is 

scarce. This means that for our description of the Production/Sales interface we had to rely 

on the literature dealing with either Production or Sales. In general we have used the 

literature to get initial insight in a matter to be discussed or studied. Where applicable, 

available constructs from the literature have been used in the description. Most often 

describing the Production/Sales interface required a combination of insights from different 

sources as most sources are limited in their scope. 

- Case studies. 

10 

The literature provided us with some basic insight in what may be important influential 

aspects. The initial insights of the desk research needed to be further developed by other 

research methods so that a contribution to the field could be made. As the study is 

explorative it requires a complete and full understanding of the subject. Case studies enable 

an in-depth analysis of a research subject. The subject of coordination of Production and 

Sales has been studied in (five) industrial companies through participation in improvement 

projects in these companies. The researcher hereby acted as a consultant. Bach project had 

an operational objective of actually improving Production/Sales coordination. The 

objectives of the case studies varied as each company had different operational needs. 

However, each project consisted of an analysis and design phase, implementation was only 

initiated or totally left to organizational members. The case studies have been very useful 

in identifying the important situational aspects which influence coordination needs and 



possibilities. Although acquisition of projects limited research possibilities, the five cases 

represent a variety of practical situations. The analysis results of the cases are used in 

developing a typology of practical situations. The design results are used in the framework 

describing coordination requirements and possible coordination tools in chapter 10. Three 

of these projects are presented as case descriptions in part IV of this thesis, the other pt()· 

jects provide illustrative examples which are used throughout the text. 

- Telephone survey. 

A larger sample of situations can be studied by means of a survey. Through a survey of 

54 companies more data were gathered on the subject. The main objective of the survey 

was to get better insight in how Production and Sales coordinated their plans and activities 

in relation with the production control structure of the company. The underlying idea, 

based on the literature and a first case study, was that companies with different production 

control structures, for example manufacturing standard products and selling from an end 

product inventory or a situation where products are designed and manufactured to customer 

. order specifics, would have different information and coordination requirements. We iden

tify three production control structures; Make-to-stock (MTS), Make-to-order (MTO) and. 

Engineer-to-Order (ETO). The production control structure of a company is fixed for a 

longer period as it involves much of the manufacturing equipment and market channel (dis

tribution system) investments. The applicability of the structure depends on market require

ments on product line breadth and delivery lead-times, manufacturing technology and costs. 

In relation with the three structures, methods of coordination, experienced problems and 

suggested improvements have been identified. 

As the survey was explorative, the way to gather information on these subjects was by 

structured telephone interviews with both the sales manager and the production manager 

of each company. An overview of the survey questions can be found in appendix 1. The 

population selected consisted of small and medium size companies (between 50 and 500 

employees) in the Netherlands. The size of the companies enabled us to easily identify the 

people responsible for either production or sales and the respondents would have enough 

knowledge of both operations and control of the primary processes to answer all questions. 

Contacts were made with the CEO of each company. A total of 140 companies have been 

approached of which 54 (39%) agreed to participate. When the CEO agreed to participate 

he was asked which persons, responsible for production or sales, to interview. In all cases, 

after introduction to the survey by the CEO, the sales and production managers agreed to 

co-operate. 

The structure and contents of the questionnaire were mainly based on previously gained 

experiences in the preliminary interviews in four companies from a similar population. In 
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these companies we had extensive open interviews with both production and sales man

agers to gather information on the production and sales processes, the production control 

structure and coordination mechanisms. This enabled us to select more specifically the 

subjects of the questionnaire and limit the amount of time for an interview to 25 minutes. 

The questionnaire used in the telephone interviews of the survey consisted of both open 

end questions and multiple choice questions. Only where very diverse qualitative or 

quantitative information was needed open end questions were used. After formulation the 

questionnaire was tested in another four companies. The data of these tests are included 

in the overall results as the questionnaire seemed to work well enough. There are three 

parts in the questionnaire (see appendix 1.); 

- tactical level coordination of plans and budgets, 

- operational level coordination of customer order related activities, 

- and company characteristics concerning products, markets, size, structure and 

operational processes. 

The data gathered were coded (open-end questions were classified) and entered in a Lotus 

123 spreadsheet. From this frequency tables can easily be made, sorted to various keys. 

The differences between Production and Sales where the same questions were asked were 

tested with a t-test for matched pairs, the differences between groups were tested with the 

difference between population proportions in binomial distributions. 

The results of this survey are used in part II and part Ill. In part II, the description of the 

Production/Sales relationship, the results are used to illustrate the theoretically deduced 

differences and relationships between Production and Sales on the aspects of process, 

structure and objectives. The survey provides only a limited amount of data on cultural 

differences due to the nature of this aspect. In part Ill, the typology of different 

Production/Sales situations, the survey results are used to further illustrate the meaning of 

the production control structure dimension (chapter 8), as the survey was particularly 

directed at identifying the importance of that dimension. The other two dimensions are not 

stable or unambiguously apparent at the company level so the survey cannot provide much 

material to further illustrate these dimensions. 

Together these research activities enable us to give a good description of the Production/Sales 

relationship in relation to its environment so that the problem definition and research 

questions are fulfilled. 
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1.5. OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 

In this study we try to clarify some of the problems of coordinating Production and Sales. 

Thereto, in part II, we first describe the relationship of these two functions on four 

organizational aspects, process, structure, culture and objectives. This should give a clear view 

of the mutual dependent relationship of the two functions, what needs to be coordinated 

between who. The frrst chapter of this part gives a description of the production process and 

the sales process and the way these processes are controlled. The basic process characteristics 

show what the primary process interdependence is, but also they show what the differences 

concerning controllability are which influences the coordination possibilities. Similarly, in the 

following three chapters we describe the structure of the two functions and how they are 

embedded in the total organization, the culture of the two functions and the objectives as they 

are set by higher levels of management to identify coordination needs and possibilities. 

From this description it will become clear that there are several contingencies with 

environmental aspects. In part III therefore a typology will be developed in which 

communication requirements are described in relation to the contingency factors. In the 

typology production and sales aspects are integrated. We identify three contingency factors 

comprising the production control structure, customer relationships and customer order types. 

The three chapters of part III each describe one dimension of the typology. 

In the final part IV, possible coordination mechanisms are described for the different 

production and sales situations of the typology. Part IV frrst describes general theoretical 

coordination constructs which are then operationalized to the Production/Sales interface. Based 

on the typology the coordination requirements and tools are discussed for each conceivable 

combination of typology dimensions. We show how the interdependence between Production 

and Sales can be characterized and which coordination tools should be used. This discussion 

is further illustrated in chapters 10, 11 and 12 of this thesis which describe case studies. 

These case studies are used to provide an integral describtion of the Production/Sales 

relationship within a certain environment. The cases describe a company, the coordination 

problem and possible solutions to the problem. In a last chapter we summarize the findings 

of this study in some conclusions. Also we provide recommendations concerning the way to 

handle a Production/Sales coordination problem in practice. Finally we discuss possibilities 

for further research by formulating several research questions concerning coordination of 

Production and Sales 
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PART II: THE PRODUCTION-SALES RELATIONSHIP. 

Oliver Wight, the MRP pioneer, once said: " When people do not fully understand a 

fundamental problem their solutions will be over sophisticated and overly complex." In this 

part we will describe the functions of Production and Sales and their relationship to come to 

a full understanding of the Production/Sales coordination problem. This requires a framework 

of the relevant aspects of the relationship. In this first description of the relationship we will 

not focus on one or two aspects but we intend to be complete. Only when there is a full 

understanding of the meaning of the aspects we can decide what to focus on. 

A framework to describe the Production/Sales relationship cannot be found in the literature. 

However, we can deduce several aspects which are relevant in such a framework from various 

descriptions of Production or Sales. Coordination is related to activities to be performed, the 

interdependece between these activities or processes determine the infonnation and 

coordination requirements (Thompson 1967).1f all activities are executed by one person there 

is no need for coordination, coordination will take place internally. However in all industrial 

organizations some division of labour has taken place. The way the processes are chopped up 

into tasks for separate (groups of) people determines the need for coordination between these 

groups. This means that we will have to take a look at the structure of organizations. 

Coordination is a process between people, it requires people to speak the same language, to 

understand each other right and to be willing to share information. Organizational culture is 

important in that, it can be a facilitator of coordination, people with the same culture 

understand each other with half a word as they have common frames of reference to interpret 

the information (see for example Deal & Kennedy 1982). Coordination between different 

culture groups is much harder to achieve. 

These three aspects, processes, structure and culture are interrelated. The work flow 

interdependence of the processes is an important grouping or structuring criterion, but also, 

the other way around, activities as part of the processes may be assigned to already existing 

groups. Work flow interdependence is not the only criterion for grouping, other criteria 

concern social and professional issues. If grouping is based on these criteria, groups are a 

strong basis for developing (sub)cultures. People in professional groups usually already share 

the same back-ground in which the basis of a professional culture may already have been laid. 

Typical for organizations is an overall common objective which keeps them together. Typical 

for coordination problems is a perceived conflict of objectives. With this we have a fourth 
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aspect of importance to coordination (Payton 1986). Objectives are linked to structure, and 

processes. Objectives need to be meaningful to the (groups of) persons they are given to, that 

means they need to be related to the activities these persons have to perform. Managers of 

groups or departments are typically the persons to whom objectives are appointed. Culture and 

objectives are interrelated, to be meaningful objectives need to be stated in the right language, 

in line with the frame of reference of a specific culture. One can think of volume quotas 

stated in value for salespersons. The other way around, the culture norms and values will play 

a strong role in how people evaluate their own and each other's work. This may deviate from 

formal objectives and reward systems. 

Figure ILL Aspects of the Production/Sales relationship 

Processes 

These four aspects can be put in a framework as depicted in figure II.l. 

The relationship of Production and Sales can be described as a total of the four aspects, 

between these aspects there are dotted lines to symbolize the interrelations between these 

aspects. However, to be able to clearly describe them we will discuss these aspects one by 

one in the following chapters. Where necessary we will identify relationships with other 

aspects. This leads to the following contents of this part: 

- Chapter 2. Process. 

What activities are being performed by the functions and how are these activities related. 

What are the main characteristics of these activities and what does that mean for their 

interdependencies. 

- Chapter 3. Structure. 

How are the functions embedded in the overall organization and what are the 
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characteristics of their internal organizational structure. 

- Chapter 4. Culture. 

What are the underlying assumptions of their way of working and what are dominant 

values and norms. What are the main characteristics of their separate culture and how do 

they differ from each other. 

- Chapter 5. Objectives. 

How are the objectives stated and how are they related to each other and to the overall 

company objectives. 

The discussion of these aspects is mainly based on the literature. In the literature we can find 

descriptions of the four aspects for both Production and Sales, however, these descriptions in 

the literature are not related to each other as they are in this part. In each chapter we will 

discuss the implications for coordination of the descriptions given in the literature. Also we 

will illustrate the differences between Production and Sales deduced from the literature with 

results from the survey. This description provides insight in the Production/Sales relationship 

which is needed to fully understand coordination needs and to identify possible causes of 

coordination problems. 
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Chapter 2. THE SALES AND PRODUCllON PROCESSES. 

2.1 INTRODUCllON. 

Both sales and production are considered main primary processes within industrial 

organizations. The link between the processes is that the output of the sales process, being 

customer orders, determine the need for the output of the production proct(ss, being the 

products. At the same time the (possible future) output of the production process determines 

what can be sold. In other words, Sales creates the customer orders, Production creates the 

products to fulfil these customer orders. Information about market requirements and 

production capacity or product availability must be exchanged between the two functions to 

enable effective execution of the processes. In this chapter we will describe the process of 

each function. We will thereby discuss the characteristics which are relevant to coordination: 

- The flexibility of the process, which determines the adaptability to externally caused 

changes in volume or mix of the goods flow or information flow. 

- The relation between input and output, which determines the controllability of the process, 

in how far can the desired output be managed by changing the input of sales or production 

capacity. 

These characteristics of the processes determine the space within which coordination can take 

place. When, for example, both flexibility and controllability of a the production process are 

low Production cannot react to the variety demanded by Sales. Coordination can only be 

directed at adapting demand to production constraints which is one-way coordination only. 

There has to be a balance between the need for control and possibilities to control processes 

(Hoevenaars 1991). A change in the goods flow for Production can be caused by sales when 

they manage to attract more customer orders. For Sales changes like that are less obvious, but 

external changes can be caused by a market fluctuations unrelated to sales effort. One can 

think of increasing demand for cans in the harvesting season. In relation to the second point 

we will briefly discuss the way the processes are controlled. With control we mean here 

operational control, directed at efficiency and effectiveness of the specific tasks of Production 

and Sales (see Anthony 1965). Production and Sales control can be achieved in various ways, 

each with emphasis on different performance criteria. The way operational departments are 

controlled has much influence on communication relationships and coordination possibilities. 

When, for example, the main performance criteria of the two functions are not related, 

separate control of each function will not lead to coordination of the two functions. 

In this chapter we will discuss the above consecutively for Sales and Production based on the . 
literature and survey results. In section 2.2 we will describe the sales process following by 
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section 2.3 on sales control. The next two sections, 2.4 and 2.5 will do the same for 

Production. In a last section we will make some remarks on the link between these two 

processes and the coordination possibilities related to that. 

2.2 THE SALES PROCESS. 

Selling on industrial markets can be defined as: Developing and maintaining customer 

relationships in order to make profitable sales. In commonly used descriptions of the sales 

process six stages can be identified (Churchill et al 1985); 

- prospecting, 

- opening the relationship, 

- qualifying the prospect, 

making the sales presentation, 

- closing the sale and 

- servicing. 

These steps consider selling to a new customer. After these steps have been gone through for 

a frrst time with a new customer, repeated ordering may take place without the first four 

steps. Also, the time spent in going through the steps may vary from several months, in 

situations where complicated products most be sold in new markets, to an hour or less in 

situations with low uncertainty and complexity. To go through the steps of the selling process 

mainly concerns uncertainty reduction, both for the buyer and the seller. Uncertainty reduction 

takes place by the exchange of information between buyer and seller. The buyer is provided 

with ever more specific information about the seller organization and details of the products 

to be bought. This of course involves the sales force, but sometimes also higher management 

functions are engaged in customer contacts. Through the process of selling the seller moves 

from the notion of a roughly qualified and quantified market potential to a specific order. 

Each step in the sales process leads to more specific demand information and a higher 

probability of getting an order. Estimates of future demand can be made based on the 

quotations and contacts made. 

To get a better feeling for the main activities of the selling process we will further discuss 

each of the six steps identified. 

- Prospecting for customers. 

This frrst step involves the search for new customers. This must be an ongoing process 

because markets and customers are dynamic. When prospecting is neglected the sales 

volume of the company will steadily decrease. There are many techniques for prospecting. 

In industrialized countries there are detailed descriptions of some markets available, but 
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also telephone directories or trade association lists may be used. Salespersons should look 

for other applications of the products and contact the companies involved. In other cases 

the customer may take the initiative, answering to an advertisement or another promotional 

activity. Typical promotional activities leading to prospects in industrial markets are trade 

exhibitions, where many potential customers can be contacted. 

- Opening the contact 

After the potential customer has been spotted, the contact must be made. More specific 

information about this customer must be gathered. The buying team or decision making 

unit consisting of persons which influence the buying process within the customer 

organization must be identified. Some interest of the buying organization must be raised 

so that enough information can be gathered to properly qualify the prospect. This may be 

hard and unpleasant work for the many refusals to enter a customer organization that may 

be expected. Often this task is executed by experienced "die-hard" salespersons which 

know their business thoroughly. 

Qualifying the prospect. 

This concerns the evaluation of the information gathered during the first two steps to see 

whether a profitable relationship or sale can be set up. The crucial point here is to be 

objective and realistic. In prospect qualification we can identify three steps (Szymanski 

1988): 

- Prospect or suspect; does the lead have any potential at all or not. 

- Prospect potential; is it a high potential or a low potential customer. 

- Type of customer; what are the selling and product requirements of the customer. 

The information gathered about the prospect must be compared with company or marketing 

strategies to see whether there is a "fit" between buyer and seller. 

- Making a sales presentation. 

In this step the products to be sold are presented to the customer. Detailed information 

about its main features and characteristics are presented to the customer. This may be to 

one or more persons in one or more meetings. When the products are complicated a 

demonstration may be helpful. Visits with potential customers to established (highly 

satisfied) customers which are presently using the product can be persuasive sales presenta

tions. The objective of the presentation is to convince potential buyers of the superiority 

of the product features. In some cases low prices may be important, in other cases more 

emphasis will be placed on product quality. The sales presentation may be ended with a 

quotation which briefly states what can be offered together with price and lead-time 

indications. Based on the quotations customers can assess several suppliers and then decide 

where to place the order. 

- Closing the sale. 

Organizations and people tend to postpone buying decisions when possible. Therefore, the 
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salesperson will have to take the initiative in trying to close the sale. After the presentation 

the customer is likely to see some disadvantages or other problems. The salesperson must 

then deal with these objections and again try to close the sale. Closing a sale means that 

customers commit themselves to placing an order. The close of the sales includes 

processing, gathering and registration of the customer orders. After a buying commitment 

has been obtained, the full specification of the products must take place and the delivery 

lead time, prices and final specifications must be confmned to the customer. In situations 

of complex customer specific products the specification of the requirements may take 

considerable time. In quotations made in the sales presentation step the products are only 

globally specified and not totally engineered for this would be too costly. Detailed 

specification may require lots of customer specific information. Order processing and 

confirmation is often performed by other people than the ones executing the previous steps 

in the sales process, for example by an in-side sales office. Customer orders may concern 

just one or many items. 

- Servicing the customer. 

With the close of the sale it is not over yet. Often, the salesperson is also responsible for 

some after sales activities like the delivery process or installation. As a happy customer 

is a most likely prospect for further sales the salesperson will have to keep in touch after 

the sale is made in case problems arise, or, more positive, when the customer wants to 

reorder. 

In this description of the sales process we can see some differences between simple or 

complex products and low or high uncertainty buying situations. Both high complexity and 

uncertainty lead to increased information requirements of the potential customer requiring 

more emphasis on the presentation step, while with simple standard products the whole 

process may take less than an hour. 

Figure 2.1 The selling and buying process. 

Steps in the selling process Steps in the buying process. 

TIME 
Prospecting <--Identification of a need 

<--Specification 

<---Search for suppliers 
Opening the contact ----> 

Qualifying the prospect 

Making the sales pre sen- --> ..::---Gathering of proposals 
tat ion 

<--Supplier selection 
Closing the sale ------:> 

11·<--- Evaluation 
Servicing. --------> 
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In figure 2.1 the selling process and the Buygrid model of organizational buying (Robinson, 

Faris and Wind 1967) are related to each other. The identified industrial buying steps of this 

model include identification of a need, specification, search for suppliers and supplier quali

fication, gathering of proposals and bids, evaluation of quotations and supplier selection, 

ordering and evaluation. After this cycle has been gone through for an initial purchase, 

simplified reordering may take place, for example, a customer may pick up the phone and 

place an order for another 10,000 products at the order desk of the inside sales office. 

In addition to the operational selling process, the sales task consists for a large part of non

selling activities directed at maintaining the customer relationship and future sales. These 

activities have a long term tactical focus. The building stones of a customer relationships are 

individual transactions. This means that long term activities and operational selling activities 

cannot easily be separated. The development of buyer-seller relationships is described by 

Ford. He identifies 5 stages (Ford 1980): 

- The pre-relationship stage, evaluation of possible new supplier. 

- The early stage, negotiation of sample delivery 

- The development stage, contract signed or delivery scale build-up 

- The long term stage, after several major purchases 

- The fmal stage, in long established stable markets. 

In this description of the industrial sales process as different stages in a buyer-seller 

relationship the sale process does not concern individual orders. Operational sales activities 

are related to the long term, tactical perspective of relationships. The customer may implicitly 

use its future sales potential to get better conditions on a specified order. An individual order 

can never be looked at separately from future potential. For example, this may take the form 

of "We've always been a good customer to you, now why can't you deliver us a little quicker 

this one time". In this way the salesperson is forced to give in to better conditions on a 

specific order. Also one can think of situations to gain a new customer. It may be necessary 

to allow for some special conditions or to expedite an initial order to make sure the customer 

is satisfied on this first purchase. Re-ordering may follow then. This does not mean that 

established customers can be less well serviced. Once a relationship has been established 

customers are less likely to switch to other suppliers. Therefore, selling, even order taking, 

cannot be considered as a purely operational activity. It is not just the individual order which 

is at stake but the customer relationship. 

As the selling process is not a physical process it is hard to determine the sales capacity of 

the sales force. A sales force of 10 persons may have a selling capacity of 10,000 items per 

year, based on the average amount of time necessary to sell an item. This is mainly related 

to the information exchange capacity, but how much information needs to be exchanged for 
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one item to be sold cannot be determined. Order processing capacity is more flexible in 

number of items than information exchange capacity. Therefore weekly realized sales volumes 

may fluctuate from 0 to say 1000 items while the average sales volume (capacity) is 200 

items per week. The flexibility demands on the sales force capacity are twofold, from the 

market (external) and from production and inventory control. We will discuss these briefly. 

- Market volume and mix fluctuation. 

Short term market variability is present in most industrial markets. For the sales force this 

may mean that one day they sell nothing and the next day orders for thousands of items 

may have to be processed. The order processing flexibility of the sales function when ex

pressed in number of products (goods flow) is very high. Order processing is almost 

indifferent to processing ten orders for one item or ten orders for thousand items. Also 

ordering for product A or product B will probably be the same in processing workload. Of 

course there is a limit to the flexibility in information flow terms, that is the amount of 

orders that can be processed, but this limit will not easily be reached as salespersons can 

easily switch from long term selling activities (maintaining relations) to short term 

activities (order processing). When order processing is executed by a dedicated group of 

people, for example an inside sales desk, capacity can more easily be determined. This 

means that sales is highly flexible towards short term customer order volume or mix 

fluctuations, Sales can easily cope with short term demand fluctuations. Structural, long 

term demand changes will require capacity adaptations of the sales function, which can 

only be achieved through increasing or decreasing the amount of salespeople or salespeople 

effectiveness. 

- Production or inventory voluml and mix variation. 

Sales flexibility may also be interpreted, in a way similar to production flexibility, as the 

ability of the sales force to actively adapt the sales volume and mix of sales, that is, to 

make customers buy more products. The need for this could be a result of production 

volume and/or mix variations. To keep inventories at acceptable levels or to use available 

production capacity, the sales force may need to adapt the volume and/or mix. However, 

this kind of sales flexibility of the sales function is limited. Concerning the volume it is 

obvious that on the short term salespeople can always sell less products, simply by 

refusing orders, however, the long term consequences of this may be devastating. But when 

a company for example is overstocked, Sales cannot easily adjust the sales volume 

upwards. Sales actions, rebates and promotion can lead to a temporary rise in sales 

volume. There is some influence of sales on the volume sold but it is hard to quantify this 

influence. To influence the mix of products several sales tools are available. Customers can 

be persuaded to buy substituting products, thereby decreasing the demand for a certain 

product running short. Promotional actions directed at one particular model can lead to an 

increase in sales. The effectiveness of this kind of tools depends on the possibilities of the 
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market to accept temporary substitute products. As we will discuss in the next section on 

sales control there is no direct link between selling effort and sales volume. 

This means that sales flexibility towards the market is high, Sales can in most situations cope 

with available volume or change in the mix without getting in capacity problems. Sales 

flexibility towards Production is low as in that case the market is the limiting factor, not the 

sales capacity. Customers need or use products in a certain amount which may not easily be 

changed. Much depends on the availability of acceptable substitutes. 

2.3. SALES CONTROL. 

Sales management is concerned with the planning and control of the sales process. This 

involves setting the budget for sales activities and determining norms for sales performance, 

often called a sales plan. The sales force must be managed so that the capacity or time 

available of salespeople is allocated over different sales activities in a way to get the best 

possible performance (see figure 2.2). However, the links between the various elements of 

figure 2.2. are weak, for example the link between time allocation and sales performance is 

not strong as many other aspects influence sales performance. Also, the incentives and norms 

cannot be operationally defined, a salesperson cannnot be given a "workorder" to sell 10 items 

to customer A, norms or incentives can only be directive. 

Figure 2.2. Sales control 

Actuality. 
(customer 

Sales Control 
, norms) 

'------> Sales capacity --> Time allocation 
(salespersons) order taking 

prospecting 
promotion 

- etc. 

Sales performance 
(sales volume, profitability) 

The main input for setting the norms for sales performance in sales management is the overall 

marketing plan or strategy in which market opportunities are identified and the sales 

objectives are quantified. Sales plans must be set according to this strategy. Sales planning 

is based on the forecast of the market potential. Forecasts are important to every department 

of a company. They will be used in sales management for quota setting and budget planning. 

Forecasts can be generated based on historical sales, using techniques like exponential 
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smoothing or other ways of extrapolation. However, as markets are dynamic, next to the 

history some expert opinions are also necessary to forecast sales of for example new products 

and markets. As the sales function is closest to the markets they are actively involved in 

forecasting. Bottom up forecasting, for example, means that each salesperson provides a 

forecast of the demand of his or her customer group. These forecasts are then accumulated 

to get a total demand forecast. This forecast can be the basis for planning and budgeting of 

all functions in the company. 

The performance of an individual salesperson is not easily measured or controlled. The 

allocation of time is not directly related to the performance measures. The sales process 

mainly concerns the exchange of information. The sales performance is determined both by 

the quality of the selling effort and by the quantity of the selling effort. An example of a 

quality aspect of the selling effort is sales prospect qualification. Effective salespersons can 

better qualify a prospect than others, that is, they can more accurately predict the ultimate 

sales potential of a new customer (Szymanski 1988). Effective salespersons therefore do not 

waste their time on low potential prospects. Other quality aspects of the selling effort are 

persuasiveness, presentation quality, product knowledge, adaptiveness (to the customers 

situation) and closing ability. All these factors are not easily quantified and related to the 

sales volume. No factor concerning salesperson or organizational characteristics adequately 

predicts sales performance (see Churchill et al 1985). For example, increasing the sales 

presentation quality will have some effect on sales volume but how much is not clear. 

Another factor that complicates sales control is the lack of a direct link between sales effort 

(input) and realized customer orders (output). Reasons for that include the time lag from effort 

to outcome. Going through the steps of the sale process may take months. Especially in 

situations where quotations are submitted there may be a considerable amount of time 

between the effort of the sales presentation (input) and the actual moment of ordering 

(output). Next to this, there are several other factors which influence the sales volume like 

interrelated demand for multiple products (product line synergy), promotion and sales actions, 

competitor actions and market volatility. All these factors make it hard to fmd a meaningful 

relation between sales effort and sales effectiveness. 

In sales force control there are basically two directions, output-based control and behaviour

based control (Anderson & Oliver 1987). Control of sales performance is often tried to be 

achieved through the use of sales quotas. Quotas can be directed at output like sales volume 

or behaviour like number of sales calls. If the quotas set are achieved or exceeded the sales 

persons are paid bonuses. The target sales volume for a longer period can be determined in 

the quota levels. The purpose of sales quotas is twofold: 
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- Providing incentives for salespeople 

- Controlling and evaluating salespeople's effort. 

In setting the quotas it is important to keep them easy to understand, achievable and complete. 

There are three types of sales quotas: volume, financial and activity quota. The first two are 

output based, the other is behaviour based. Companies usually work with a mix of these three 

types of quotas. Each type has advantages and disadvantages. 

- Sales volume ( value, units, points). 

Value or unit quota simply say: sell $ 100.- worth of this or sell 200 units product B. 

Value quotas are very sensitive to price increases or reductions. A 10% increase of prices 

means that the planning can be met while the volume in items drops 10%. Also, a $ 100 

quota is indifferent to selling 5 items of product X at $ 20 or 100 items of product Y at 

$ 1. As we can see from sales management research and practice, planning in dollars is 

most common in sales management. The value quotas very much fit the sales culture of 

"money makers" and "turnover builders". Physical unit quotas can be a problem when 

many different products are sold. It is impossible to set a quota for each product. Product 

families can be defined to set aggregate quotas. Within the product families the salesperson 

should be free to sell whatever can be sold to meet the quota. High product modularity can 

be an advantage here. A points quota means that a salesman has to score enough points 

selling products which are weighted on a point scale. The scale can be made volume 

dependent e.g. ~eight the first 100 items sold with 5 points each, the next hundred with 

3 points and above 200 with only one point each. In general the points system is used to 

prevent salesmen from selling only easy to sell or low profit products from the total range 

by giving low points to these products and high points to other more profitable products. 

- Financial (gross margin, net profit). 
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These quotas require the salesperson to achieve a financial objective like a yearly gross 

margin level of$ 100,000. Selling products in a way which results in inefficient production 

or high inventory levels induces high costs and low net profits. Net profit quotas directly 

reflect management objectives of a higher level. The main disadvantage is that a net profit 

system is very complicated and not very clear. There are many factors outside the 

influence of the salesperson, sales volume is only one factor in determining net profit. It 

is hard to give a salesperson feedback on his or her performance at any given moment. A 

very complicated tool must be developed in which net profit of sales is reflected. Very 

precise costs data must be gathered and calculation systems must be developed. Although 

this is not easy, there are developments in this direction. Systems could be developed 

which reflect the direct costs and profits of selling a certain amount of one item. An 

example of this are Direct Product Profitability systems which calculate a profit score for 

each product in a retailers range based on direct distributiun and shop costs. These costs 

consider handling, storage, pricing, transport etc. Similar to this salespeople and sales 



management should know more about the profitability of supplying a customer which can 

be used as part of the sales control system. 

- Activity (sales calls, prospecting etc). 

These quotas require the salesperson to spend a certain part of their time on every sales 

activity, e.g visit each customer once a month and visit 20 prospects. Activity quotas are 

important in preventing the salesman from doing only some activities of his job like 

sticking to old customers and neglecting the search for new customers which can endanger 

the continuity of sales on the long run. 

There are several ways to set the level of the quotas. 

- Historical levels and a yearly increase. 

This neglects the sales potential of a territory but is simple and easy to understand. A 

yearly increase of the quota with a certain percentage can result in the salesman moving 

his sales from one year to another once his quotas are met. 

- Use the sales forecasts. 

When quotas are strongly related to the salesman's own forecast, salesman are apt to put 

in low forecasts. This makes their quotas easy to achieve but their forecasts very 

unreliable. Some quota setting techniques can prevent this by tying bonuses to forecasting 

accuracy and sales volume. An example of this is the Gonik scheme (see Mantrala & 

Raman 1990). 

Another. management consideration in setting the level of the quotas is that it should provide 

an incentive to the salespeople. There are several discussions on how to do this. Some 

companies use very high level quotas to provide the salesperson with a challenging mission, 

others use easy achievable quotas as achievement recognition is an important motivator. When 

sales quotas are set either high or low to provide an incentive to salespeople, it is hard to tell 

what the result of that will be. 

From the above we can conclude that the controllability of the sales process is low at the 

operational level. There is no direct link between sales effort and the sales volume (in number 

of items or value), especially not at the short term. Also, the qualitative aspects which 

influence sales force effectiveness are not easily regulated, increasing the quality may take 

a long time, decreasing the quality is not desirable because of bad long term consequences. 

Present ways of sales control are mostly directed at maximising the sales volume, achieve or 

exceed the target. The need for sales control within the sales function is low as the sales 

function is highly flexible towards demand variability, however the need for sales control for 

other functions is very high as these functions work on a budget based on the expected sales 

volume. Several companies have recognized that need and they have made considerable effort 

to better control the sales process. A better knowledge of markets and customers can 

significantly improve controllability of the sales process. 
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2.4. PRODUCTION PROCESS. 

The production process here is considered as the whole of activities creating the products 

which are sold to customers. It can be defined as: 

The transformation of materials into products through the use of capacity resources. 

This process is depicted in figure 2.3. The triangles are inventory of respectively materials 

or products, the rectangle presents a capacity resource. Input inventory of materials is waiting 

to be processed, output inventory is waiting to be transported or sold. The transformation 

process can consist of one ore more production stages, each with input, output and capacities. 

Typical steps through the production chain are respectively: refining, component manu

facturing, and assembly. The three major aspects in the definition of production processes are 

materials, capacity resources and products. We will discuss these aspects separately. 

Figure 2.3. The production process 

Material PrOduction process Product 

Capacity 

Materials. 

As materials we consider input in the transformation process which is absorbed or consumed 

in some finite or discrete amount. Quantities of materials are typically expressed in items or 

some other quantity expression (pounds, gallons etc). The materials usually are purchased 

from another company. Depending on the place in the production chain the materials can vary 

from raw materials like oil or ore, to pre-assembled components like pumps or printed circuit 

boards. Materials can be common for many end products, or dedicated for one product only. 

Commonality of parts increases production flexibility (see Giesberts 1993) but this flexibility 

can be limited by insufficient availability of parts and materials. 

Capacity resources. 

Capacity resources can be divided into two major groups; labour and machines. In contrast 

to materials, capacity resources are not consumed during the transformation process. 

Resources can be used over a longer period of time. However, this distinction between 

materials and resources is not very sharp as, due to, for example, wear of machines also 

resources are "consumed" in the transformation process. The amount of available capacity is 

usually expressed in time equivalents (hours, minutes). Capacity can be dedicated or mix 
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flexible, some machines are dedicated to a few products, others can be used for the 

production of many different products like a milling machine. The same can be true for 

labour, production workers can be specialized or generally trained craftsman. Production 

flexibility is limited both in volume and in mix because of limited capacity. Volume 

flexibility can be achieved through an increase in work pace, overtime or adding an extra shift 

or extra machines and people. In general we can say that production volume flexibility 

increases with the available reaction time. At the short term capacity can only be changed 

through addition of overtime, over a longer period extra people or machines can be added. 

Especially the extension of machine capacity may require many months. Usually mix 

flexibility is higher than volume flexibility. Different products can be made during the time 

available, but the time available cannot be extended above 24 hours a day or other limitations. 

For most capacity resources there is a fixed input/output relation. Much has been done to set 

norm-times for production activities and determine utilisation rates. Turn on a machine and 

it will produce 100 items per hour, provided that materials are available. However, the 

input/output relation is variable when production processes are not fully controlled. Especially 

in process industries there may be a variable yield of a specific production process. Also, 

output·volurne is dependent on the amount of time used for changeovers which are important 

in batch production systems. The output of the production system can then only be determined 

when the product mix is known. 

Products. 

In this text we define products as the output from the transformation process. The products 

will be sold to the customer. This does not mean that the products of one transformation 

process cannot be input for a next. As we only consider industrial markets this will usually 

be the case. We define products here to clearly separate the input for the production process 

(materials) from the output in one production stage. 

The actual transformation process can take many form·s. A commonly used classification is 

based on the number of products produced together, batch size. In this way, five forms of 

transformation processes or production technology can be identified (Bertrand et a/1990). 

- Process production or continuous flow. 

Typical for this situation is that there are no discrete products that can be identified during 

the production process. A batch size cannot be determined. There is a continuous flow of 

product which may pass several workstations. Transport is often through pipelines or with 

conveyor belts. Typical examples are chemical plants ~uch as oil refineries and food 

processing industries. Machine capacity is most important in this form in relation .to mix 

and volume flexibility. Machines are dedicated to the flow. Through the production process 

the variety of products increases, it is a divergent flow. Usually product differentiation 
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takes place through the use of additives or packaging. This means that materials have a 

high commonality. 

- Line production. 

In this situation many workstations are sequentially coupled by fixed transport systems for 

the production of discreet products. Batch size is one in ideal line production situations. 

Product routing is fixed. There is a high horizontal job specialization, with short repetitive 

tasks at each workstation. This type of production systems is often used when products are 

repetitively produced in very large amounts. Many consumer products are produced in this 

kind of production processes like cars or television sets. The product range of such a line 

often concerns only one model but with many minor differences (options and types), for 

example 15" TV sets with or without remote control, teletext, stereo etc. Mix flexibility 

is high but limited to versions of one model. Short term volume flexibility can be achieved 

through overtime work. An extra line will require a large investment and can only be 

accomplished over a long period of time. Materials have modemte commonality, the goods 

flow is convergent as the main activity in this form of production process is assembly. 

- Batch production. 

In batch production systems a variety of products go through the transformation system 

in groups of a limited number of products (a batch). Changeover times are important. A 

changeover means that before a batch can be started on a workstation some extra activities 

must be performed like cleaning of equipment, changing a die or a mould, or install some 

special tooling. After that, the batch can be processed, and move on to a next workstation. 

Typical examples of this production technology can be found in printing or packaging 

industries and component manufacturing. Mix and volume flexibility are interdependent 

due to the existence of changeover times. Many changeovers mean a high mix flexibility, 

but as changeover times are unproductive, limit the volume. Often the amount of 

production time used for changeovers is measured as a indicator of efficiency. The product 

range may be large due to the use of multi-purpose machinery. Often customer specific 

products are produced in this way. 

- Job shop production. 
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A job shop concerns a situation where there is no fixed product routing. Products may be 

produced in small batches or one at a time. Typically this concerns a large variety of 

products produced on universal machines. Both opemtors and machines can handle many 

products. An important issue here is scheduling. Often there are large inventories of work 

in progress. Examples are customer specific tools or small machines. Mix flexibility is high 

as materials, machines and labour are common to many end products. Volume capacity can 

be achieved through overtime work or an extra shift. Machines have low utilization mtes 

and will not often limit volume flexibility. An increase in volume however will lead to 

longer lead-times. 



- One of a kind or project production. 

This concerns the production of large, one of a kind installations. Often these are capital 

goods engineered and produced entirely to customer specification. The production process 

of such installations can often be organized as a project. The place of the operations is 

fixed, operators of different skills work sequentially on the installation. Examples are ships 

and buildings. Mix and volume flexibility are high. 

Companies have to decide how to produce products or product ranges. This is not a free 

choice for the two extremes of project and process production as technology is the most 

important factor in these situations. Some products can only be produced in a flow process, 

others require a project organization for reasons of size and uniqueness. For smaller, discrete 

products the choice between line, batch or job shop has to be made. The choice of production 

technology is a strategic matter which should be coordinated with other strategic aspects (Hill 

1985). In this text we do not further discuss the way such a decision should be made but we 

consider production systems as they are. 

2.5. PRODUCTION CONTROL 

Control of production processes should concern the quality, volume and timing of the 

products produced. A well controlled production process leads to a high production 

performance, that is, products being available in the right quality, in the right quantity and 

at the right time at minimal costs. This can be achieved by optimal allocation of production 

capacity, both people and machines. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the production 

control process. The links in figure 2.4 are much stronger than in sales control, for example 

the time needed to process a certain amount of materials is very well predictable. Actuality 

large determines what to do in Production as it has a hard link with capacity and material 

allocation. 

Figure 2.4. Production control 

Production control 
(incentives, norms) 
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Actuality 
(demand) 

I 
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(people and machines:_ 
- producing 
- maintenance 
- changeover 
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Ll ------, 

1 
Production performance 

(volume, efficiency, timeliness) 
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Production control may not be easy as most production processes are complicated in some 

respect. Some assembly processes require the time availability of thousands of components 

and parts, for example in the automobile industries. An out-of-stock situation or malfunction 

of just one tiny component can block the whole process of production. So here the material 

aspect is complicated. In job shops or flow processes the control of lead-times may require 

extensive scheduling of capacities. Here the relationship between utilization rates and lead

times may make the scheduling of several sequential capacities very complex. Further 

complicating the control of production processes is the variability in output of capacity 

resources due to machine break-downs and quality problems. 

We can identify two levels in production control (Bertrand et all990): 

- Goods Flow Control (GFC), coordination of the goods flow or stock points between 

production units; 

- Production Unit (PU) control. 

Production Units consist of one or more transformation processes within which the amount 

and the use of capacity must be coordinated by PU control. PU's should be more or less self 

contained groups. The level of goods flow control is directly related to customer orders and 

inventory control. The level of PU control is mostly related with the use of capacity within 

the PUs and lead-times through the production units. If the rectangle in figure 2.2 is a PU, 

then the two inventory points would be controlled at the goods flow level, the processes 

within the rectangle would be controlled at the PU level. 

Presently there are three basic concepts of production control, Material Requirements Planning 

(MRP), Just in Time (JIT) and Optimized Production Technology (OPT). We will discuss 

these briefly. 

- MRP. 
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Of these three concepts MRP is the oldest one known. Some thirty years ago the idea was 

developed that from an end-product (or end-product equivalents) production schedule the 

requirements of materials in timing and quantity could be determined. To do that a Bill-of

Material (BOM) is created in which the relations between end products, components and 

materials are described. However, only some twenty years ago the (high) amount of 

computer capacity to make these calculations became available at an acceptable price level. 

MRP is first and most concerned with the goods flow aspect of production control. Only 

after the requirements are determined a capacity check is made to see whether the 

production schedule is feasible. MRP assumes fixed lead-times but does not provide any 

tool to indeed control these lead-times. Later developments in MRP have lead to the addi

tion of Master Production Schedule (in MRP ll) which should be used to make a 

coordinated decision between Production and Sales on the end-product quantities (Orlicky 



1975). MRP was introduced as the solution to production control in all businesses and is 

often used as a framework for production control software. This claim of being universally 

applicable has been criticized by some authors (see for example Bertrand et al 1990). The 

heavy emphasis on the material aspect makes MRP less appropriate in process and project 

environments due to the lack of a specified BOM. 

- JIT 

The JIT or Kanban system fmds it origin in Japan, mainly in the Toyota automobile plants. 

It is based on the replenishment of stocks between processes and focused on minimization 

of Work-in-Progress (WIP). A stock of components or products is replenished only by the 

amount used (or sold) from this stock. It thereby integrates PU and goods flow control. It 

can be considered a pull system. In contrast to MRP it does not require an extensive 

computerized support system. Its rules and principles are ~imple, "optimization" takes place 

through a continuous process of trail and error. Therefore it is most suitable for line 

processes with a high amount of repetition in relatively stable environments, like line 

production processes with many versions of one modeL A basic principle of JIT is to 

reduce WIP inventories to find production problems. When problems are identified they 

can be tackled, the main problem in JIT systems is the reduction of changeover times (see 

Schonberger). Much effort is put in the minimization of changeover times based on 

techniques like SMED (Single Minute Exchange of Dies, see Shingo 1985). JIT is the only 

production control system that incorporates a notion of quality, due to the low inventories 

products must be perfect. The vulnerability of the system - if something is late or of low 

quality the whole system will be blocked - is at the same time its strength as it invokes 

a drive for improvement and a strong notion of responsibility by all production workers. 

The link with the sales function is in the assembly schedule of end products. In this 

schedule customer orders and demand forecasts are incorporated, this schedule must be 

fixed for a period long enough to allow for specific components to be supplied to the line. 

- OPT. 

A more recent system is optimized production technology (Goldratt 1984). OPT, like MRP, 

is a computerized production planning optimization system. Next to this, OPT has 10 

production control principles, some of which are in direct contrast with traditional rules 

of thumb (see table 2.1). It focuses on the capacity aspect of production control. To 

optimize the throughput and control Work-in-Progress, capacity planning is directed at 

keeping capacity bottlenecks fully utilized. The mathematics used in OPT scheduling 

software (Brain-module) are not accessible for analysis. Although OPT focuses at PU 

control and capacity, it does not do much for lead-time control. For the material aspect it 

is very much similar to MRP. 

The choice of the above ways to control very much depends on production process specifics, 

neither of the presented and presently known production control system is universally 
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applicable, nor do they provide an integral control of lead-times, quality, volume and timing. 

Table 2.1. Traditional versus OPT. 

Traditional 

Balance capacity, then try to 
maintain flow. 

Level of utilization of any 
worker is determined by his 
own potential. 

Utilization and activation of 
a worker are the same. 

An hour lost at a bottleneck 
is just an hour lost at that 
resource. 
An hour saved at a non
bottleneck is an hour saved at 
that resource. 

Splitting and overlapping of 
batches should be discouraged. 

The process batch should be 
constant in time and along its 
route. 

Schedules should be determined 
by sequentially: 
- Predetermining the batch size 

Calculating lead time 
Assigning priorities 

- Adjusting when necessary. 

Motto: 
A global optimum is reached by 
insuring local optimums. 

(Adapted from Fox 1983). 

OPT 

Balance flow, not capacity. 

Level of utilization of a non
bottleneck is not determined 
by its own potential but by some 
other constraints in the system. 

Utilization and activation of a 
resource are not the same. 

An hour lost at a bottleneck is 
just an hour lost for the total 
system. 
An hour saved at a non-bottleneck 
is just a mirage. 

The transfer batch may not, and many 
times should not, be equal to the 
process batch. 

The process batch should be variable, 
not fixed. 

Schedules should be established 
by looking at all of the constraints 
simultaneously (with lead-times as a 
result of this). 

Motto: 
The sum of local optimums is not 
equal to the global optimum. 

The way production is controlled is obviously related to the way Production and Sales can 

be coordinated, each system requires different information input from the sales function. On 

the other hand, the way production is controlled is important in the process of order 

acceptance in the way it provides lead-times and availability information. The controllability 

of the production process on the aspects of volume and lead-times is reasonable, but requires 

complex systems. Most machines and other capacity resources have known characteristics of 

production volume per hour, average break-down time. Variations and uncertainty limit 

control of production processes. Simplification of production process characteristics, for 

example by reducing changeover times in JIT systems, can increase the controllability, 

probably more than by implementing complex control systems. 
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2.6. THE LINK BETWEEN SALES AND PRODUCfiON PROCESSES. 

The physical link between production and sales processes is formed by the goods flow or 

products, the products are produced in Production and sold by sales. The sequence in which 

the processes are executed is not fixed. Products can be produced and stocked after which 

products can be sold from this stock, or products may be sold and produced only when 

customer orders are known. Next to this physical link there is an information link between 

the two processes. The objective of coordination is to be effective and efficient, that is, to 

fulfil customer needs at a profit. Coordination subjects therefore concern specifications, 

quantities and timing. 

- Specifications: 

Specifications most probably come first, you have to know what you are talking about. 

- Quantity: 

To determine how many products need to be produced demand information is necessary. 

This can be demand forecasts, for example generated by the sales function, or customer 

orders as accepted by the sales function. This indicates that there are volume and mix (how . 

many of each product) aspects in the Production and Sales relationship. 

- Timing: 

The timing aspect in most situations comes last as it usually follows from the others, after 

specifications and quantities have been set lead-times can be determined. 

These aspects are illustrated in the operational communication subjects as mentioned by the 

respondents of the survey (see table 2.2). 

Table 2.2. Operational communication subjects. 

Subject. 

Lead-time 
Specifications 
Volume/mix 
Order changes 
Price/costs 

% mentioning aspect (N = 54) 

91.3 
48.5 
44.7 
31.1 
16.5 

As we can see from this table not all companies communicate on all subjects at this 

operational level, specifications volume and mix may have been coordinated at the tactical 

level. Respondents also include order changes, which may concern any of the coordination 

subjects, and prices or costs which result from the agreements on the other subjects. 

Coordination of these aspects can take many forms, depending on what kind of products are 

sold, how they are produced, what markets are serviced and many other situational specifics. 

How these aspects should be coordinated partly depends on the characteristics of the two 

processes and the controllability. In table 2.3. we summarize the relevant characteristics of 

the two processes as discussed in the previous sections. 
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Table 2.3. Production and sales process characteristics 

ix flexibility M 
l. n items: 

-

v 
l. 

short term 

long term 

olume flexibility 
n items: 
short term 

long term 

Input/output 
R elation 

0 rientation/Focus 

c ontrollability 

Sales Production. 

High, indifferent to Limited by materials 
selling A or B 
High (see short term) High, but expensive. 

High, over-capacity in Low, overtime etc. 
information processing 
Low, structural Higher, capacity 
adapations required adaptations 

Very weak Rather strong 

rnal, medium long Operational, short 

' tactical level term, internal 

Low because of high High, but complex. 
influence of behaviourial 
and out-side aspects 

As the characteristics of production processes show large differences with sales process 

characteristics it is often hard to coordinate the two processes. We will give some examples 

of this. 

- In most markets there is some demand uncertainty, the forecast will be wrong. As the 

forecast is one of the information inputs in the production control system, Production will 

require forecasts to be accurate. If a customer order can be acquired by a salesperson with 

a volume way over the sales forecast, the sales process is flexible enough to handle this 

large order. However, in Production the limited short term flexibility may not allow for 

such a change in demand. 

- Another example, also concerning forecasts, is that when demand is higher than forecasted 

in a certain period and the sales quotas are based on the forecast, it will be easy for 

salespersons to achieve their quotas. After achieving their quotas they may persuade 

customers to postpone their orders to a next period in order to get a headstart for next 

period's quota. Similarly, when demand is low customers may be persuaded to place early 

orders so that salespersons can meet their quotas after all. An example of this concerns a 

computer manufacturing company. Salespeople are tied to a quarterly quota system, they 

have to make their quota. This leads to situation where high rebates are given to customers 

at the end of each quarter in order to meet the quota. Customers have grown accustomed 

to this and do not order much at the beginning of each quarter. In the production plant, 

where computer configurations are assembled to customer order, all personnel (including 

secretaries, managers, maintenance people) are allocated to assembly in the last three 

weeks of the quarter to get out customer orders in time. Production people reside in a 
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nearby hotel to save on travelling time. Plant output in the last weeks is four times as high 

as in the frrst weeks of the quarter. But also the costs ¥e very high as compared with a 
\ 

smooth workload for Production. Production may have some trouble to follow the hereby 

created demand pattern as Production is less flexible. 

- Sales contests can have a similar result when salesmen try to sell everything in the period 

of the contest. Sales will drop significantly just after the contest. This results in difficult 

production planning and inefficient use of production capacity because of the low short 

term production volume flexibility. 

In general we can say that all manipulation with sales to meet quotas can result in a very 

lumpy demand to Production. Moving sales from one period to another will result in a high 

demand on production capacity in the beginning of each period and low production 

occupation in the rest of the period. The coordination problems can be further illustrated with 

the results of the survey (see table 2.4). Operational coordination problems most often concern 

lead-time. However, it can be remarked that lead-time problems may be a result of poor 

coordination of the other subjects. Tactical level coordination problems concern volume and 

mix. This is mainly related to market uncertainty. 

Table 2.4. Percentage of production and sales managers who experience 
coordination problems concerning the coordination subjects at the 
tactical and operational levels. 

product. managers agers 

tactical operational tactical operational 
N 34 N = 54 N 34 N = 54 

Coordination subjects: 
Lead-times 11.8 40.7 11.8 46.3 
olume and mix v 29.4 0.0 35.3 0.0 

Specifications o.o 16.7 0.0 3.7 

It is important to remark that there can be a difference between Production and Sales in level 

of operational activities. As can be seen form figure 2.4, demand for a large part determines 

the actuality for Production. Demand consists of (future) customer orders. This means that 

especially in Make-to-Order situations the output of the sales process is not so much input 

for the production process as it is input for the production control process. This is related to 

the differences in controllability of the two processes. The lack of a fixed input/output 

relationship in the sales process means that a rule based control system cannot be used for 

sales control. In the terminology of Anthony this would make the control of the sales process 

not operational control but management control and that the sales function does not have an 

operational level. However a weak relationship between input and output is also valid for 

many production systems. Anthony's terminology cannot cope with a primary process which 

mainly concerns information processing without some relaxations on definitions. 
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Chapter 3. STRUCTURE. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION. 

A second aspect in the Production/Sales relationship is structure. Production en Sales are 

usually part of a larger organization. The structure describes the formal relation of Production 

and Sales with each other and with the other departments of the overall organization. 

Organizational structure can be defined as: 

The sum total of the ways in which labour is divided into distinct tasks and the way 

coordination is achieved among these tasks (Mintzberg 1984). 

In this definition both the division of labour into tasks and the coordination of those tasks are 

considered organizational structure. For better understanding we separate organizational 

structure in two parts, a passive and an active part (see for example Van Aken 1978 for a 

similar distinction of two aspects in structure based on Koisol). 

- Passive; the formal relationships and the tasks defined in the process of structuring the 

organization. We will further use the word "structure" for this. 

- Active; the activities performed to achieve consistency among inter-related tasks, we will 

call this "coordination". 

These two parts can be distinguished but not separated. The passive part only concerns the 

division of the total amount of work over people and departments. This does not mean that 

we consider structure as unchangeable, structure can actively be changed to provide better 

coordination possibilities. However, at an operational level the structure will not be changed 

to adapt the organization to each situation. The active part of organizational structure then 

concerns the management process in which the actual activities to coordinate the work within 

the structure of tasks and departments are executed (Feitsma 1990). The structure can either 

have or lack built-in coordination possibilities. We will further discuss the relation between 

structure and coordination in chapter 9. 

In this chapter we will discuss the passive part of organizational structure based on the 

literature. Thereby we will look at the various ways in which an organization can be 

structured and how Production and Sales are embedded in this. In section 3.2. we discuss the 

basic ways of labour division or job specialization in industrial organizations leading to tasks 

to be performed by the employees. Section 3.3. discusses the next layer of structure, unit 

grouping. Unit grouping is the grouping of tasks (and the people assigned to these tasks) into 

units or departments. Section 3.3. also concerns the grouping of units in divisions, sometimes 

called the superstructure. In section 3.4 some remarks will be made about the interdependence 

of the structure and the coordination of Production and Sales. 
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3.2. JOB SPECIALIZATION. 

When looking at present industrial organizations we can see a diversity of activities to be 

executed. This ranges from cleaning the floor to setting a long term strategy, from milling a 

minor component to selling a complete installation. Because of the limited talents of the 

persons working in the organization and this broad range of activities the overall work to be 

done is divided over persons and groups. This process is called job specialization. Job 

specialization can be seen as the lowest level of organizational structuring, with unit grouping 

and superstructure at the higher levels (see figure 3.1.). 

Figure 3.1. Structuring overview. 
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- Breadth; the amount of diversity within a job, related to vertical job specialization. 

- Depth; the amount of (decision) control in the job, related to horizontal job specialization. 

Often the roots of dividing the work into (small) distinct tasks are said to be in Adam Smiths 

work concerning the pin factory from the late 18th century. But also further back, Plato has 

thought over the matter and comes to the conclusion that some one who has few different 

things to do will do this better than someone with a broad range of activities. 

"One makes men's shoes, another women's, one lives entirely by the stitching of a shoe, 

another by cutting the leather ... A man whose work is confmed to such a limited task must 

necessarily excel at it." (Plato, Republic). 
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Although it is questionable whether in present organizations with highly specialized tasks 

every employee will excel at the activities to be done, it is clear that the division of labour 

leads to large efficiency improvements compared with non specialist organizations. However, 

division of labour leads to a strong increase of coordination requirements. If these 

coordination requirements are not fulfilled the organization will have some perfect parts of 

a shoe but not a very good shoe. Division of labour should only go so far that both efficiency 

and effectiveness are positively influenced, leading to an approach of minimal division of 

labour (Kuipers 1989). 

The activities and the processes of Production and Sales described in the previous chapter 

show that these tasks have different characteristics. Both sales and production tasks require 

a training period to acquire the necessary skills to do the job. As the processes and skills of 

Production and Sales are very different it is not surprising to find that most organizations 

indeed have separated units for those functions. From the 56 companies surveyed there was 

not one that had integrated sales/production tasks for one person, or even grouped sales and 

production people in one department. In 25% of the companies Production and Sales were not 

located in the same building. Also in higher ranks in the organization the separation between 

Production and Sales is valid. There are few companies which have career paths altering sales 

and production positions (Shapiro 1977). From this we can conclude that Production and Sales 

are separated tasks in these organizations. We can now look at further specialization within 

these two groups of tasks. 

The rise of the marketing concept has lead to a greater amount of job specialization in Sales. 

Before the marketing concept was fully developed a salesperson would service many different 

customers, and would take care of all activities from looking for prospects to writing the 

orders. Specialization within Sales was low. The awareness that different marketing segments 

require different sales methods has added to the ways in which tasks can be divided over 

salespersons. The customer oriented approach resulted in sales jobs like account manager for 

one large customer, customer service engineer, customer development agent and industrial 

salesman next to the traditional sales district manager. The above sales jobs show various 

criteria for job specialization. In sales we can identify four criteria to base vertical job 

specialization on, geography, customer, product and sales activities: 

- Geography; 
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geographical job specialization is most common in Sales. This means that one salesperson 

does all sales activities for a group of customers in a specified area. The range of activities 

can be quite large. If the groups of customers to be serviced are diverse or the range of 

productS to be sold is broad it may be appropriate to (also) specialize on the other criteria. 

Typically geographically specialized salespersons are called district sales managers. 



- Customer; 

specialization by customer can take two forms, customer type and customer size. Similar 

customers require similar services and products. When such a customer type group is large 

enough, a salesperson can then be assigned to such a group. This will give him or her the 

opportunity to get well acquainted with the specific problems and demands of this 

customer group. A good knowledge of the customer group enables the salesperson to better 

advise the customers. Companies with some very large customers may want to direct some 

special attention to those customers. This can be achieved through the appointment of 

account managers which are responsible for all customer contacts with one large customer. 

One can think of packaging products company which has account managers for the three 

largest food packers in the area. This special attention will not be directed at smaller 

customers leading to one salesperson servicing many small customers. 

- Product; 

Some companies have highly diversified products ranges, for example 3M. When products 

. are technically complicated and require specialized knowledge to be sold, the sales 

activities can be divided based on products or product groups, for example personal. 

computers and mainframes. Often salespeople are then called product managers. 

- Sales activities; 

Another form of sales specialization concerns sales activities. Some companies distinguish 

for example between new business selling ("order getters") and repetitive selling ("order 

takers") within their sales force. The first type of salespersons mainly tries to develop new 

customers relationships. They have to provide the customer with much qualitative 

information about the company and its product in order to win the trust of the new 

customer. Order takers mainly handle the ordering of an established group of customers. 

An example of this form of specialization is an organization where inside salespeople are 

doing order processing activities and outside salespeople are· managing and developing 

customer relationships. 

Multiple criteria of specialization may be used within one organization. From the criteria of 

specialization we can see that most tasks can be executed parallel to each other, except for 

the specialization in sales activities where an "order getter" will have to pass on the 

information to an "order taker". This interdependence does not exist between a salesperson 

in district B and a salesperson in district D, nor for two account managers of different clients 

or two so-called product managers. 

Vertical job specialization in Sales is often based on the value (in money) of the decision to 

be made. Very large transactions cannot be handled by the salesperson alone, the authority 

of a sales manager is needed. However, in many situations salespersons need much decision 

freedom to be able to negotiate with customers. In these cases the salesperson acts in an 
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entrepreneurial way. The sales process cannot easily be formalized which means that close 

supervision is needed. 

Production has a much longer history of job specialization. Most of the early examples of 

increased productivity through labour division stem from production environments. Adam 

Smith describes the pin manufacturing process {Smith 1910). 

"One man draws out the wire, another straights it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it. a fifth 

grinds it at the top for receiving the head; to make the head requires two or three distinct 

operators; to put it on is another; it is even a trade by itself to put them into the paper." 

The division of labour in smaller task has lead tasks to change from skilled professional jobs 

into highly repetitive, mechanized work. Automobile assembly lines often have cycle times 

of no more than 30 seconds. Especially human resources researchers have found several 

deficiencies of a too high level of job specialization, like low motivation and alienation of the 

workers (see for example McGregor 1960). As a reaction to this, job enlargement {horizontal) 

by increasing the diversity and job enrichment (vertical) by increasing the decision power 

have found entrance in production environments. 

In Production the most common criteria for job specialization are: 

Workstation 

Job specialization based on workstation is technology determined. Some continuously 

working machines need one or more operators. The use of un-manned machines in so

called flexible automated manufacturing stations is still limited. Most machines like large 

cutters, or cnc-millers need an operator to (dis)mount the product on the machine and to 

control the process, but one can also think of fork lift trucks. Often operators have their 

own {personalized) machines. 

- Skills 

A more flexible way of specialization is based on skills. There is no fixed operator

machine relation, but several operators can use several more or less similar machines. 

People have developed skills in using a particular type of machines or tools, for example 

welding machines. 

- Time 

In combination with both previous criteria it may be necessary to divide the work force 

in shifts. This can be considered as job specialization based on a time criteria. 

No matter on which of the above criteria production jobs are specialized, in most situation 

the jobs are more or less tied together by the goods flow. This has great influence on unit 

grouping which we will discuss in the next section. 
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3.3 UNIT GROUPING. 

In industrial organizations all tasks are performed in some dependence. Some jobs or people 

are closer related than others. The coordination of all tasks can be more efficient and effective 

when several people are grouped in one unit. Unit grouping is an important passive means 

to achieve coordination. It brings people closer together and thereby stimulates them to adapt 

or coordinate their activities (mutual adjustment). Units allow that more people can be 

supervised by one manager or boss. The performance of the group members can be measured 

jointly as far as they share a common resource or work at the same project or product. This 

provides possibilities for coordination through supervision and work standardization. Together 

these effects of unit grouping lead to better intra-group coordination opportunities. At the 

same time however, unit grouping makes intergroup coordination harder. Units may grow into 

tight social systems which do not care much about their (organizational) environment, or may 

even perceive the environment as hostile. To create possibilities for intergroup coordination 

a higher order grouping of units into departments may be used. 

Now, the question is, which people to group together given a certain range of activities to be 

performed. Generally there are four criteria for unit grouping; work flow interdependence, 

functional specialization, social constraints and scale limitations. 

- Work flow interdependence. 

Thompson proposes that under norms of rationality organizations group positions to 

minimize coordination costs. He further elaborates on this relating costs of coordination 

with work flow interdependence (Thompson 1967). Work flow interdependence is 

concerned with the relation between operational activities in an organization. In Production, 

work flow interdependence is mainly related to the goods flow, in Sales it would be related 

to, for example, customer orders. Thompson identifies three kinds of work flow 

interdependence. The first kind of interdependence is pooled, there is no direct relation 

between activities of units or people, but when one unit fails, the other units may suffer 

from this. One can think of two sales departments of one organization, Region West and 

Region East. Sales volumes realized in each region do not influence each other, however, 

when there is a low result on sales in one region, the whole organization including the 

other region may suffer from the consequences of the low profit margins. As this is the 

most simple form of interdependence it has the lowest coordination cost. Often it is enough 

to set standards for output and/or work process. More complex is a sequential 

interdependence. Person B can not act before person A has accomplished a certain task. 

An example of such an interdependence would be where specific components have to be 

produced by the production department A before end products can be assembled by 
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production unit B. All components have to be available before assembly can start. 

Coordination cost are higher, planning is needed to account for the sequentiality in the 

interdependence. The most complex interdependence Thompson describes is reciprocal 

interdependence. In this situation all actions of unit X have to be adjusted to the activities 

of unit Y and the other way around. Each system is penetrated by the other. An example 

of this concerns ·the engineering of a large customer specific installation where engineers, 

production people and salespeople have to work out the specifications of the installation 

based on customer requirements and technical possibilities. This requires mutual 

adjustment during execution of activities as a (costly) coordination mechanism. The 

reciprocal interdependence has both a sequential and pooled aspect in it, the sequential 

interdependence has a pooled aspect, but the pooled interdependence does not imply any 

of the other two kinds of interdependence. The more complex the interdependence, the 

more costly its coordination. For unit grouping this means that it should take place in order 

of descending complexity. First reciprocal interdependent people should be grouped 

together, then sequentially interdependent and after that the pooled interdependence. Figure 

3.2 provides an overview of the different kinds of interdependence. 

Figure 3.2 Work flow interdependence 
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Next to the work flow aspect, functional specialization plays a role in unit grouping. To 

really develop and maintain specialist knowledge it is necessary to group specialists 

together so they can exchange experiences and they can be supervised by a knowledgeable 



manager. If specialists are scattered through the organization, their immediate manager will 

probably not be able to properly control and appreciate their activities. A marketing analyst 

reporting to a product manager may find his work underestimated. The product manager 

may be pre-occupied with direct sales activities. Also, a generalist supervisor like a product 

manager will not be able to set proper measures for the output of the marketing analyst 

or control his or her performance. 

- Social constraints. 

The work function aspect is closely related with the social aspect. The marketing analyst 

may not feel at home between his direct colleagues which are mostly direct salespeople 

and prefer to socialize with other marketing employees. People of the same background 

and education communicate easier with each other then with people outside their social 

group (Tennekes 1990). 

- Scale limitations. The final aspect is unit size, often referred at as span of control. 

Organizations cannot just group an unlimited number of people together. The size of units 

as recommended in the literature has varied from 5 or 6 in early papers on this issue 

(Urwick, 1956) to a view where it all depends. Mintzberg relates unit size to the necessary 

coordination mechanisms. Mutual adjustment coordination decreases with increasing size 

of the groups. So, when mutual adjustment is heavily relied upon for coordination, groups 

need to be small (below 10 persons). When coordination takes place through 

standardization of outputs or work process more people can be grouped together. When 

it comes to unit size, Simon states that the total organization has to be split up until 

communication within groups is more intensive than between groups (Simon, 1960). 

Both the social and specialization aspect lead to functionally oriented unit grouping whereby 

people of the same profession and/or skills involved in a specific set of operations are 

gathered in one department. As the goods flow or work flow usually passes several 

operations, sequential and reciprocal work flow interdependence does not often occur within 

functionally grouped departments. These criteria for grouping often conflict in industrial 

organizations, they cannot be used at the same time. An obvious example is the separation 

of Production and Sales, two functions which often experience sequentially or even 

reciprocally work flow interdependence but are separated on specialization and social criteria. 

Grouping in Sales is mainly market oriented, different market segments require different sales 

skills. Among salespeople there is a strong feeling that selling requires very special skills or 

even talent which cannot be easily acquired by others. Most common in Sales is a 

geographical organization. The total sales force then consists of several sales groups in 

different countries or areas. These groups at their turn consist of salespeople each with a 

specified district. However, they may be supplied from a central production facility. This 

means that several sales units will compete for the production capacity of one production unit. 
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Sales units have a pooled interdependence to each other, which means that there is little 

reason to group them together in higher level structuring. Grouping with (focused) production 

groups is more effective. 

In most sales organizations the work flow interdependence is of limited importance in sales 

unit grouping. Work flow interdependence between sales activities would relate resources or 

information which is of common use to several salespeople. Work flow interdependence is 

mostly pooled, except in situations where job specialization has been developed on sales 

activity criteria. In that situation "order takers" are sequentially interdependent with "order 

getters". Order getters have to pass on relevant customer information after a relationship with 

the customer has been developed. In these situations teams may be formed of one order getter 

and several order takers. Salespersons need close specialist supervision in relatively small 

units. The size of the sales units is reported to vary between 7 and 16 related to the 

complexity of the sales job (Newton 1969). 

Figure 3.3. Typical grouping in Production and Sales. 
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The production facilities are often centralized, supplying different sales groups. Production 

grouping typically concerns the workforce in the plant. In Production, grouping has 

traditionally been functionally oriented. Craftsmanship was of great importance. The 

transformation process and 'the required technology are considered more important then the 

output (see Knight 1976). However, with increasingly mechanised production systems many 

skills have become redundant and work flow interdependence has become more important. 

Some companies have non-intermittent production lines on which all transformations take 

place. It is then more appropriate to group work flow oriented, with units for each production 

line. When work flow interdependence is not that strong like in job shop situations with many 

alternative product routings, functionally based grouping is often used. Unit sizes can be very 

large in highly mechanized environments with standardized work processes. Figure 3.3 

provides examples of typical Production and Sales structures. The concept of focused 

manufacturing as described by Hill is directed at more work flow based production structuring 

(Hill 1985). This may require many technological adaptations. A plant can then be focused 

on a limited, concise and manageable set of technologies, products and markets. 

3.4 COORDINATION IMPLICATIONS. 

Although there is a obvious work flow interdependence between Production and Sales, this 

interdependence is hardly ever considered in unit grouping. Very few companies have 

inte~ated sales/production groups. The work flow interdependence between Production and 

Sales may be of a reciprocal form, and much stronger then the pooled interdependence 

between salespeople in many sales situations. Still, Production and Sales are often separated 

at very low organizational levels. In general, this grouping of separated production and sales 

units creates a problem of coordinating these units. This may be a big problem for there are 

many indications that these functions have strong internal social and functional bonds. We 

will further discuss that in the next chapter on organizational culture. 

At a higher level in the organization units are grouped in departments or divisions so that 

eventually the functions of production and sales are grouped together. Much depends on how 

far up the organizational hierarchy this is. The focus on grouping criteria as discussed above 

suggest that the level where Production and Sales are grouped together may be very high. An 

important consequence of this is that several sales groups may compete for the production 

capacity of one (central) production unit. The market focus in sales grouping combined with 

the functional focus in production grouping amplifies this effect. This means that the 

production unit should coordinate its activities with each sales unit, but also that some way 

must be found to avoid conflicting demands on Production. Priorities must be set when two 
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sales units require the same capacity. Figure 3.4 depicts an example of the relationships 

between production units and sales units in case of traditional grouping and in case of 

grouping based on Production/Sales interdependence. 

As operational grouping does not include Production and Sales, the use of mutual adjustment 

as a coordination mechanism for these two functions is limited. It is obvious that additional 

coordination mechanisms must be designed to account for work flow interdependence between 

Production and Sales. We will further discuss this in part IV. 

Figure 3.4. Production and sales grouping and coordination lines. 

Pn = production department n; Sn sales department n. 

Traditional grouping Relationship grouping 
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Chapter 4. ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION. 

The third aspect in the relation between Production and Sales we will discuss is culture. 

Organizational culture can be defined as a system of thought patterns, norms and values 

embedded in the minds of organization members. Shared culture is an important facilitator 

of coordination. Both the nature and the function of culture make culture of importance in 

describing the relation of the two departments. Changing objectives and value systems is a 

process in which the underlying assumptions of a certain culture may have to be changed. 

Trying to better coordinate Production and Sales can lead to new ways of daily operations 

which can be contradictory to traditional objectives and values. One can think of a situation 

in which a company shifts from efficiency (low costs) to flexibility (high service) as a 

primary objective in response to changing market requirements. Then, keeping high utilization 

rates on production facilities is no longer valued in Production. The objective can be to 

maximize the percentage of orders delivered in time. During the processes of changing 

communication between Production and Sales in the case-projects, culture related aspects 

seemed to limit the possibilities of what could be done. 

In this chapter the relevance of culture to the relation between Production and Sales will be 

discussed. In section 4.2 we will further define culture in what it is and what it does based 

on available literature. The next section will discuss the impact of culture on communication 

between Production and Sales on two levels; the overall organizational level and the level of 

subgroups like Production and Sales. In this section we use examples drawn from the case 

studies. Section 4.4 will discuss cultural differences of the two departments and the 

implications of these differences. 

4.2 CULTURE DEFINITION. 

In order to discuss what organizational culture does to the coordination between Production 

and Sales, we must describe what it is. Organizational culture is defined by many authors in 

many different ways. An important difference in these definitions is whether culture is a 

system of ideas, embedded in the minds of the people or that it is a social system, embedded 

in the behaviour of people. In the frrst type of definition culture is invisible at first glance and 

culture changes are extremely difficult and hard to accomplish. In the latter definition, culture 

can be directly observed. To change the culture of an organization it is sufficient to change 
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the behaviour of the organization members. Hoewijk recently studied a large number of 

publications on organizational culture and describes the different ways of defining 

organizational culture (Hoewijk 1988). Most definitions have some elements in common: 

- Culture is shared. Culture is a value system which is shared by a group of people, it is not 

something individual.. 

- Culture is learned. People experience certain events in a group through which they develop 

a shared view of how things should be handled. 

- Culture is passed on by people. New members of the group will be taught how to behave 

by earlier members of the existing culture. Culture cannot be passed on by company sta

tements or formal rules. Culture is often invisible to both outsiders and insiders as group 

members internalise the shared values and assumptions. In normal day-to-day situations 

people are not aware of the role of culture in the execution of their activities. 

- Culture is relatively stable, it only develops or changes slowly. The values and assumptions 

are securely fixed into people's minds. 

An extensive discussion of organizational culture as a system of ideas can be found in Schein 

(Schein 1985). Schein describes the core of organizational culture as a pattern of basic 

assumptions. He stresses the fact that these basic assumptions are invisible to both outsiders 

and insiders as they are often taken for granted. Culture becomes visible through expressed 

values and norms, myths and overt behaviour. However, these outside aspects are only indi

cators of the underlying basic assumptions because they are also influenced by situational 

contingencies. Two people laughing on the same joke do not need to have the same sense of 

humour, but it does tell you that they see some humour in the joke. Groups with similar 

behaviour do not necessarily share the same assumptions. Also, people of the same cultural 

group do not act the same in every situation, personal characteristics also play a role. 

Therefore, culture cannot directly be defined from outside aspects. 

Schein provides an example of the outside indicators and the basic assumptions through the 

description of the "Action Company". A first impression of Action is one of an informal, 

dynamic, high energy company in which there is a high level of interpersonal confrontation 

and conflict. There are many meetings and committees, which are considered frustrating but 

necessary. Below these surface phenomena, there are values like high regard for individual 

creativity, a strong sense of individual accountability, but, at the same time, a strong 

commitment to reaching consensus on important matters. These values lead to a situation in 

which subordination is regarded positive as long as it leads to "better working" decisions. 

Finding better working decisions requires meetings and committees to discuss new ideas. To 

understand this behaviour, one must know the underlying basic assumptions, the 

organisational culture. One of these assumptions is a belief that "truth" lies not in revealed 

wisdom or authority, but in what works, both technically and in the marketplace. The 
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individual is the source of ideas, but cannot evaluate his or her own ideas. Discussion in a 

larger group is necessary. This is the root of Action's model of problem solving and decision 

making. Culture and its impact in this example can be described in several layers. All the way 

in the middle we fmd the basic assumptions which lead to values which, in their turn, lead 

to behaviour (see figure 4.1.). 

Figure 4.1. The layers of culture. 

l. Basic assumptions 
True is what "works" 

2. Values and norms 
A general accepted truth must be found by 

all means 

3 . Behaviour 
Meetings and committees are necessary for finding the truth 

Observation of the people in Action would only provide information on the outside layer of 

behaviour. To reveal the lower levels of basic assumptions and values requires an extensive 

process of culture diagnosis. To diagnose the culture of a group requires considerable effort 

of both insiders and outsiders in the form of interviews, group sessions and a lot of time 

(more than one year). Due to this there is not much empirical research available on organiza

tional culture. Most studies are anecdotal in their evidence. 

Organizational culture does not just exist, it is acquired through a social process within the 

group. Organizational culture develops in a process of shared problem solving. When a group 

faces a problem and works out a solution together this can be a critical incident in culture 

formation. If a solution proves to work over a longer period and in several incidents it is 

reinforced as the right way of working. It can then become a basic assumption of how to 

solve a certain problem. This process of culture formation can be intensified when organi

zational leaders enforce culture through their leadership. Similar to the development of a 

culture, a culture can change through shared experiences of the group, for example, when 

solutions no longer seem to work because of a changing environment. New ways of dealing 

with the environment must then be found. 

4.3 THE IMPACT OF CULTURE. 

The importance of organizational culture can be found in its main two functions in a group 

or organization: 
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- Reduction of uncertainty or fear. 

Culture rules give people a feeling of trust and safety which enables them to put their 

energy into the job itself instead of putting energy into uncertainty reduction. 

- Continuity 

Culture provides members of a group stable shared values and norms to "survive" the 

environment. 

For an organization to function well in its environment it is required that these two functions 

of culture are fulfilled. Culture can improve effectiveness and efficiency as people do not 

have to be told or think about what to do (Deal & Kennedy 1982). When left unconsidered, 

culture may limit the effectiveness of the organization or group. Schein provides many 

examples where strategies, mergers and diversifications fail because they go across the 

cultural limits (Schein 1985). These problems do not only occur at a corporate level, they can 

also be present within a division or operating group. 

In the context of coordination between Production and Sales culture plays a role at two levels. 

- Overall organizational culture: the basic assumptions which are valid throughout the whole 

organization influence the possible ways of working together and dealing with problems. 

- Subgroup culture: professionally based groups within organizations often develop their own 

culture. The differences between those groups influence their possibilities to communicate 

effectively and efficiently. 

Overall organizational culture can either limit or provide possibilities for coordination of 

different functions. 

Example 

An example where overall culture limits coordination concerns a large company where the 

sales force was totally separated from the production unit The company in this example has 

a long history of working with strictly separated functional departments, each department sol

ving its own problems. Management has solved the organizational problems by dividing them 

in parts for each department This has proved successful for a long time, and has therefore 

been reinforced as the right way of working. This may have grown to be a "basic assumption" 

similar to what Schein describes as the core of organizational culture. This separation is 

reflected in the communication structure of Production and Sales. All customer communica

tion like orders, complaints, requests for information, order cancellations was handled by the 

sales force. The sales force executed order acceptation and order confirmation using rule-of

thumb methods which contained much due-date slack, confirmed delivery lead-times were by 

far long enough to allow on time production and delivery. As a result of this, the whole 
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process required little coordination between the sales force and the production unit. The slack 

in the system enabled both planners and salespeople to do their work independently. 

An analysis of this communication structure in a logistics improvement project showed that 

major benefits could be obtained from integrated customer orders acceptance and production 

planning. This required direct contacts between customers, the sales force and the production 

planning department to guarantee fast and efficient communication of necessary data. 

Customers would have to place their orders directly with the production planners. The 

planning department of the production unit would then be able to "optimize" the production 

schedule. The sales force, no longer accepting daily customer orders, would focus their 

activities on relationship management, establishing customer contacts at a tactical/commercial 

level making long term agreements on operational aspects and price. This new communication 

structure would enable substantial reductions in lead-times and inventories. However, both 

planners and salespeople strongly objected to the new structure. Planners never had talked to 

customers and did not want to change that. They were used to do their work within their own 

environment with occasional contacts with salespeople (shouting over the phone) when an 

"impossible" order was placed. Accepting orders directly from customers would change their 

world from internally focused to partly externally focused. Also the salespeople did not like 

the suggested structure. They would lose their daily customer contacts. The task of the sales 

force would be to make long term agreements with customers based on operational 

possibilities. This task would have an integrative character between Production and customers. 

The new structure would require their contacts to be of a higher more tactical level, no longer 

making decisions on their own. 

In this case the new structure means creating more integral tasks for both Production planners 

and Sales. These tasks do not at all fit in the functionally separated world of this organization. 

Solving problems in an integral way, as suggested in the project, is new to the people 

involved and does not seem to fit their present culture. That is why to implement the 

suggested changes high emotional resistance has to be overcome. 

If people have to coordinate their activities, it is necessary to have a shared view on the 

situation they are in, in terms of cultural interpretation systems. The overall organization 

culture may provide such shared view. The lack of shared culture (shared thinking patterns, 

behaviour codes, norms and values) will lead to limited communication and coordination 

possibilities (Tennekes and Wels 1990). However, within the overall culture several subgroup 

cultures may exist. If the shared organizational culture is weak the different subgroup cultures 
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may drive the functions apart (Deal & Kennedy 1982). 

In comparison with overall organizational culture, the subgroup culture is of a more direct 

importance to coordination of Production and Sales. Here the differences between two 

subgroups in one organization play an important role. This can be illustrated by an example 

concerning coordination of Production and Sales in a company producing and selling 

industrial heaters. 

Example 

The company produced both standard and customized items. In one of the interviews during 

the communication structure analysis the production manager brought up the issue of 

customer due-dates. Many orders were accepted with too early due-dates resulting in 

rescheduling of production programs, overtime work and late deliveries to customers. 

Especially large customized items which required much production time were often late. The 

production manager experienced the early due-dates and all the related extra nervousness in 

the production system as one of the biggest problems in managing Production. Many of the 

conflicts between Production and Sales stemmed from due-date related problems. Sales 

wanted specific orders expedited while Production tried to maintain efficiency through more 

stable production schedules. Efficiency was especially required to be competitive on standard 

items. To solve the problem, the production manager suggested that customer orders with too 

early due-dates would not be accepted. The sales manager also considered late deliveries as 

an area of concern to the company. However, he explained that the competitive situation 

required salespeople to never lose an order on due-date because in that case sales would drop 

to a too low level. Not accepting an order was considered "not done" in Sales. When 

customers required their products earlier than Production considered possible, the order would 

still be accepted. In his view the situation could be improved through increased flexibility in 

production schedules, "the guys back there" as he referred to Production should be more 

customer oriented. 

In this example Production and Sales do not sufficiently understand each other's problems. 

This has lead to polarization of standpoints. Communication is not very effective, each 

department will do whatever it thinks is best. Much of the conflicting views of Production 

and Sales in this example can be explained from the differences in objectives and 

environment of the two functions. But some aspects of the conflict remain unclear. Both the 

production and the sales manager recognise the problem rationally. They know that customers 

want their products in time and that to make a sufficient profit on products sold, production 
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must be efficient. Still, they have conflicting views on how big the problem is and how to 

solve it which could be based on cultural differences. 

The subgroup level of culture directly deals with differences between groups like Production 

and Sales. Different cultures will complicate coordination significantly or may lead to group 

conflict within an organization. Of large importance to coordination is the notion that if 

groups get into conflict with each other, that conflict is very difficult to reduce - mainly 

because a group needs to maintain its identity, and one of the best ways of maintaining that 

identity is to compare and contrast itself with other groups. So, cultural groups need conflict 

to maintain and develop their intra-group culture. This effect should not be ignored in trying 

to coordinate the often adverse groups of Production and Sales. Conflicts between Production 

and Sales can be expected in many situations. The cultural effects described here can limit 

the results of coordination efforts depending on the magnitude of existing differences. 

4.4 CULTURAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND SALES 

In the second example of the previous section, a possible difference in subgroup culture of 

Production and Sales has been illustrated. Based on three observations from both theory and 

practice it can be expected that such cultural differences may exist in many companies. 

- The first observation is that the existence of subcultures within an organization is widely 

recognised in the literature (Tennekes and Wells 1990). Subcultures are typically formed 

in occupationally based functional groups (Schein, 1985). Production and Sales are good 

examples of such groups in which separate cultures can develop. This clearly indicates the 

relationship between structure and culture. Internal groups may acquire their own culture 

through shared experiences valid for just that specific group. 

- The second observation is that production and sales subgroups have different work 

environments. The function of culture is uncertainty reduction and "survival" of the 

environment. Different environments require different tools to survive. One does not need 

a gun to survive a day at the office and a PC will be of little help to survive in the jungle 

for more than 24 hours. There are significant differences in the environment of Sales 

(market) and Production (techno-economic), specifically on the aspect of uncertainty 

(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). Therefore we can expect different cultures in Production and 

Sales. 

- The third observation is that there are many outside indicators of different cultures and 

behaviour of production and salespeople. In table 4.1. some examples are given of 

(stereotyped) differences between Production and Sales. An example of how production 

and salespeople can be different is given by Shapiro. He describes Sam Sell, sales manager 
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and Bob Build, manager of manufacturing operations. 

"Sam enjoys golf, tennis and poker. Sam has a much greater ego drive and empathy then 

Bob. Bob drives an '59 Porsche which he maintains himself, Sam prefers the latest 

Oldsmobile. Bob's hobbies are his car, gardening and woodworking. He is a meticulous 

craftsman. In short, Sam and Bob fulfil the sales and production stereotypes. But they are 

real people (except for the names) and they are rule rather then exception." (Shapiro, 1977) 

In the literature and in practice many of these stereotyped descriptions of Production and 

Sales can be found or heard. 

Table 4 .1. Cultural difference indicators. 

Production 

Office In the plant, overlooking 
the production floor, 
messy, usually empty 

Meetings Short, inside (manager's 
office), coffee 

Expenses None 

Clothing Protective, functional 
clothing. 

Focus Technology, detail, items 

Sales 

Separated from production 
nicely located, well 
equipped, busy atmosphere. 

Outside (conference resort), food 
and drinks, motivators, dinner. 

Dining, theatre, lodging etc. 

Contemporary, individual 

Money, superficial, total volume. 

One of the differences concerns the orientation or focus of the operational activities. Sales is 

mainly outside, relationship oriented with a long term focus. The production process is mainly 

operationally oriented, a specific product must be produced. Making a product today has little 

influence on what will be made tomorrow. This does not mean that production does not have 

a tactical or strategic impact, production technology choice is of strategic importance. But 

within the settings of long term choices, the actual transformation of material and labour into 

products can be considered as operational activities. Similar differences can be found in the 

description of right hemisphere and left hemisphere cultures by Trompenaars (Trompenaars 

1985). Also Hofstede reports cultural differences in orientation between labour intensive 

groups (like sales) and capital intensive groups (like Production). Labour intensive groups 

were found to be result oriented and capital intensive groups were found to be process 

oriented (Hofstede 1991). 

The existence of subcultures, the differences in environment and the various outside indicators 

all point at different subgroup cultures of Production and Sales. This means that a common 

language for coordination of Production and Sales may not be readily available in many 
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companies. Respectively 23.5% and 17.3% of production managers and sales managers 

mention differences in "language" or orienation as a problem in tactical level Production/Sales 

coordination. If coordination between Production and Sales needs to be improved in practical 

situations, it may be wise to also try to create some mutual understanding between the two 

functions. The literature provides several approaches for culture intervention (see for example 

Schein). A cultural change of subgroups or whole organizations may be necessary to effec

tively coordinate activities. To avoid or to break down conflicting subcultures different 

organizational structures, based on whole tasks in stead of functions, are required. 

Cultural changes or interventions are both difficult and risky. However important. this text 

will further focus on the other aspects of the Production/Sales relationship. Organizational 

culture will not be a direct subject of analysis or design. Therefore, culture is considered a 

conditional aspect to the required changes. It can be compared to gravity in mountain 

climbing, you do not have to fully understand the physics of the gravitational pull, but you 

should not forget about it. 
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Chapter 5. OBJECTIVES. 

5.11NTRODUCTION. 

The last aspect of the Production/Sales relationship we will discuss in this part of the thesis 

concerns objectives. In chapter 2 we have discussed the processes of production and sales and 

the way they can be controlled at the operational level. The nonns for operational control are 
derived from higher levels of planning, called management control and strategic planning (see 

figure 5.1). Objectives are set as part of the strategic planning process. Strategic planning, as 

defined by Anthony, is the process of deciding on objectives of the organization, on changes 

in these objectives, on the resources used to attain these objectives and on the policies that 

are to govern the acquisition, use and disposition of these resources. Objectives direct the 

course of actions at the tactical or management control level. Management control concerns 

activities to assure effective and efficient use of resources in the accomplishment of the 

organizational objectives. Management control includes planning activities concerning the 

control of operational activities. It is different from operational control in that it does not 

concern the execution of tasks, but the planning of tasks. Planning at the management control 

level will be discussed in chapter 9 as an active coordination mechanism. 

Figure 5.1. 

Strategic 

Policies 
& 

Resources 

(Adapted from Anthony 1965). 

Most organizations have a multitude of objectives, ranging from making profits to 

contributing to the general well being of the workers and the environment. To be meaningful 

to individuals in the organization priorities must be set in these objectives, for example, the 

objective of making profit is not meaningful to the controller. Each manager must be provided 

with his or her own set of objectives in which priorities are determined (Drucker 1964). An 

example of prioritizing objectives through organizational layers is given in figure 5.2. 

In this chapter we will discuss the production and sales objectives in relation to each other. 

In section 5.2 we will first introduce the layers of objectives in both functions. In the next 
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two sections we will discuss respectively strategic planning and tactical level objectives. In 

section 5.5 we will discuss objectives in relation to coordination of Production and Sales. 

Figure 5.2. Derived Objectives 

Assure continuity 

I 
Increase profits by 10% 

Increase production 
nexibilry 

Reduce changeover 
times with 50% 

Increase production 
volume by 15% 

I 
Increase efficiency 

Produce 1000 items 
in a changing mix 
per day. 

Increase total sales by 15% 

I 
Develop a new product line 

I 
Sell $ 1 million in Area A. 

5.2. PRODUCTION AND SALES MANAGEMENT LEVELS 

The presently used management systems usually involve a hierarchy of strategic planning, 

management control and operational control. In the strategic business plan the objectives for 

the whole company are set for a period of several years. This business plan is further 

specified in functional strategic plans and objectives for Marketing, Sales, Production, 

Finance, Human Resources and all other major functions. Figure 5.3. (on the next page) 

provides an overview of management levels. 

Like in other functions, strategic planning of marketing and production starts at the overall 

business plan from which the functional long term objectives are derived. Strategic plans 

typically have a time span of 5 or more years. At tl - tactical level the strategic plans are 

broken down into medium-long (e.g. 1 year) term objectives within each function. These 

objectives are often specified in a marketing plan and a production plan. The objectives at the 

operational level will only concern a single department and a time span of something like a 

month. The objectives at all levels must be periodically reviewed and updated. 

The different levels of management have their own specific problems in the coordination of 

production and sales objectives. It cannot be assumed that a well coordinated strategic 

business plan will automatically lead to coordination of objectives at lower levels. A strategic 

plan is formulated in which both production and marketing aspects are considered has to be 

translated to lower levels of management Bertrand & Wortmann describe this coordination 
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problem through the management levels as structuring the control problem, that is, "decom

posing the complex problem into a number of separated sub-problems" (Bertrand & 

Wortmann 1981). They state that decisions are mainly directed at one, or only a few, overall 

objectives. Therefore it may be necessary to introduce local objectives. These local objectives 

must be stated in accordance with the following conditions: 

- Local objectives must have a strong and simple relationship with the local activities. 

- Local objectives must have a simple relationship to overall objectives. 

- Local objectives should not be related to other local functions or only very weakly (perfect 

decomposition). Interactions of objectives of different functions should be avoided. 

Now, if this last condition is fulfilled, there is no coordination problem. However, this is 

rarely ever the case, and definitely not between Production and Sales. In the following 

sections we will discuss the strategic and tactical management levels of this coordination 

problem. 

Figure 5.3. Production and Sales management levels 

Strategic level 

Tactical level 

Operational 
level 

Business plan. 

I 
I 

Strategic 
Marketing plan 

1 
Marketing plan 

1 
Sales Plan 

1 
Sales Activities 

I 
Strategic 

Manufacturing plan 

1 
Produition plan 

Production schedule 

1 
Production activities 

5.3. SlRATEGIC PLANNING IN PRODUCTION AND SALES 

The strategic business plan, based on an environmental outlook, should be an integrated 

statement of opportunities, constraints and objectives. The strategic plan is formulated in 

qualitative and aggregate terms over a long period. A typical business plan would state a five 

year strategic goal like "maintaining the company's position as a first class supplier of high 

quality industrial equipment, while increasing profits with an average of 5% per year. Typical 

strategic production and marketing aspects are listed in table 5.1. The strategic business plan 

is most often divided into strategic marketing and manufacturing plans. Most of these strategic 

aspects are related. For example, the technology chosen will limit the product range or, when 

marketing is the main focus, the product and account range chosen will determine the 

technology. 
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Table 5.1. Strategic marketing and production aspects. 

Marketing 

Target markets 
Product range 
Price strategy 
Promotion/communication 
Distribution (channel choice) 

Production 

Capacity 
Technology (process choice) 
Facilities (infrastructure) 
Control system 

As marketing and production strategies and objectives are related, they should be coordinated. 

However logical this may be, coordinating marketing and production strategies is not a 

common practice within industrial companies (Ghobadian 1990). In the literature we can find 

several examples of problems caused by uncoordinated functional objectives. One can think 

of the relation between product range and technology. A way to increase profits is to increase 

sales volume, for example by introducing new products. Another way to increase profits is 

to decrease production costs. These two strategies can be conflicting as Production will want 

to invest in dedicated efficient machinery to obtain economies of scales on a small product 

range, Sales will demand flexibility from Production to penetrate new markets with new 

products. 

Table 5.2. Production aspects in marketing models. 

Percentage of models which explicitly model (M), include in Constraints (C) 
or discuss (D) a certain strategic production aspect. Total number of models 
investigated = 21. 

Kind of marketing model: 
New product Product Range Pricing 

N = 5 N = 5 N = 11 

Production aspects M c D M c D M c D 

Technology: 
- process 60 20 20 9 

cost dynamics 40 20 60 64 9 
- set-up time/costs 18 

c apacity: 
- demand dynamics 20 40 20 20 73 
- expand capacity 20 
- cost of expansion 40 9 
- space available 40 20 9 9 
- lead-time 20 9 
- volume flexibility 28 9 - inventory costs 28 

Facilities: 
dollar expenditure 40 

- optimal # of plants 
- facility focus 
- plant location 

(Adapted from Crittenden 1988). 
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However, the strategic models described in the litemture do not sufficiently support 

coordination of these two functions. Most strategic models available consider only either one 

of the functions. Crittenden discusses 21 strategic marketing models and how these models 

treat production decision variables. She concludes that most models largely ignore 

coordination of objectives with Production (Crittenden 1988). Table 5.2 provides an overview 

over the percentage of marketing models which include strategic production aspects. From the 

table we can read, for example, that 40% of the discussed new product models include 

production costs dynamics (learning curve effects) in the model and that 60% of these models 

include the production process characteristics as a constraint, but none of these consider set-up 

time or costs. 

Also in the production management literature there is no extensive use or knowledge of inte

grated strategic models. The quantitative models of Damon & Schramm, Abad & Sweeney 

only include the marketing aspects of price and promotion, other aspect are not considered 

(Damon & Schramm 1972, Abad & Sweeney 1982). The development of manufacturing 

strategy as part of the business plan models has got some attention starting in the late sixties 

(see for example Skinner's article, "Manufacturing, the missing link in corporate strategy" 

1969). An example of a more integrated look on production and marketing strategy can be 

found in the work of Hill. This describes a model in which the order-winning criteria are 

matched with the process choice and infmstructure. Order winning criteria can concern 

delivery lead-time, price or quality. The order-winning criteria in a certain market determines 

the choice of process and technology. For example, where quality is an important order

winning criteria this would lead to a different choice of production process and facilities than 

where low prices are order-winners (Hill1985). 

Next to the model of Hill, which concerns mainly infrastructure and process, some attention 

should be given to the coordination of strategic marketing aspects and the strategic choice for 

a production control system. This can be explained with an example. In a company producing 

and marketing packaging materials the system of production control enabled the combination 

of various customer specific orders in one run on their printing facilities. This means that 

even small customer orders can be made relatively efficient, each order does not have to be 

produced separately. Through this control system this company significantly improved the 

flexibility of their flow-like production facilities. As a result also smaller customer orders 

could be competitively accepted. This provided possibilities to market a broader range of 

products to a broader range of customers. In many cases neither the production process itself 

or the production control system is adapted to the order-winning criteria of the market where 

the company is operating on. 
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In general we can state that marketing and production strategies can be very much separated 

or even conflicting. There are many conflicts between marketing and Production in industrial 

organizations, far more than between other functions (Hayes & Wheelwright 1985). However, 

an integrally consistent strategy is absolutely necessary to survive in today's markets. 

Production and Sales have the common objective in that. 

5.4. FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES; TURNOVER AND COSTS. 

The sales and production strategies contain both qualitative and quantitative aspects at an 

aggregate level. At a functional level the objectives must be made more detailed and specific. 

For example a yearly increase of market share in the coming five years for strategic planning 
is translated to a one year sales volume objective. Table 5.3 provides an overview of 

functional objectives mentioned by the production and sales respondents of the survey. From 

this table we can see that sales is focused on quantitative objectives related to sales volume 

and profit It thereby holds a long term view as also continuity is often mentioned. The price 

aspect is mainly related to minimal price levels, above which turnover must be maximized. 

Production is much more focused on quality and lead-time together with costs. Often 

objectives would be stated in some priority form, for example, on-time delivery at minimal 

costs or minimal costs at a given quality level. We can see that production objectives have 

some kind of a internal trade-of. 

Table 5.3. Objective aspects mentioned by Sales and Production. 

Aspect % production % sales 
N=54 respondents respondents 

Continuity 0.0 29.6 
Margin o.o ll.l 
Profit ll.l 26.0 
Price 6.6 13.0 
Turnover 20.3 42.6 
Costs 37.0 7.4 
Quality 57.4 1.9 
Lead-times 27.8 0.0 

(more than one aspect could be mentioned) 

Qualitative objectives do not seem to be a linked between Production and Sales, both quality 

and lead-time are strictly production matters in the companies surveyed. However as has been 

discussed in chapter 2, quality (specifications) and timing are important coordination subjects. 

We will further discuss these subjects in relation to situational aspects in part III. The 

quantitative objectives are more obviously linked. A commonly used overall quantitative 
objective which is of great importance to a company, and thereby to the production and sales 

functions, is profit 
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Profit involves costs and turnover. Profit can be defined as: 

Profit= 

in which 

n 

L [p(i)v(i) - c(i)v(i)] 

i=l 

p(i) = price product i 

v(i) = volume product i 

c(i) = costs of product i 

i= (1, 2, 3, ..... n) 

n = number of product types in range. 

This profit objective is not meaningful to Production or Sales individually, one cannot make 

profit without the other. Selling at a high price does not automatically lead to high profits, 

the costs may be proportionally high. The profit objective has to be decomposed to a sales 

part and a production part. This at first sight seems easy for Sales can be told to maximize 

overall turnover, and Production then should minimize the costs over all products (see figure 

5.3). 

Figure 5.3. Functional objective split-up 

Total sales 
volume 

Total cost 

0 

Overall company 
objective 

t t i t t t 

Max! profits 

Sales objective 

t t t t t t 

+ 

Production 
objective 

Min! costs 

The survey suggests the use of such an objective split-up in practice (see table 5:3). Also a 

recent study from Abratt & Smyth showed that 83% of the companies surveyed use sales 

turnover targets (Abratt & Smyth 1989). This decomposition is in accordance with the first 

two criteria of Bertrand and Wortmann. However the last condition of the objectives not being 

related is heavily violated. Both the volume and the mix of products have an impact on this. 

With the volume we do not mean the strategically set capacity but the level of {realized) sales 

or production. There is an obvious relation between the maximize sales and minimize costs 

objectives as the volume Lv(i) is present in both. Sales can maximize turnover by maximizing 

Lv(i), Production can minimize cost by minimizing Lv(i). Minimizing Lv(i) by Production is 

of course of no use to any commercially operated company. Maximizing Lv(i) however is 

commonly used in sales functions through unit sales quotas, but can be as bad an objective 

as minimizing it. 
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A sudden drop in volume for a certain product can lead to higher costs per product since 

many costs are fixed. Also, in most situations there is a limit to the volume as one capacity 

resource becomes bottleneck. This can be some machines or manpower. When the volume 

is increased above capacity limits, costly measurements may have to be taken to satisfy 

demand. Both situations of either a too high or a too low volume can lead to conflicts 

between Production and Sales because of the influence on each others objectives. 

On a product level the mix of products is an important factor influencing production costs and 

sales turnover. The broader the mix, the higher the amount of capacity time used for change

overs. Production will, when minimizing cost, try to make production batches close to EOQ 

based on changeover and inventory costs. When changeovers require relatively much time this 

will lead to large batches. Large batches increase production cycle times, which may lead to 

long delivery lead-times in case of stock outs, or when orders have to be grouped to make 

a batch large enough. Some customer orders may require much smaller batches which Produ

ction will be reluctant to produce. This can be another source of conflict between the two 

functions. In addition to this some products may require a much longer time on a capacity. 

than other. So while Sales is often indifferent towards selling one product or another, 

Production may not have a very high mix flexibility. 

Mix problems can easily come up because of the way a volume objective is stated. In general 

there are two ways: 

- Total turnover in value ($) 

Dollar planning like in total turnover is very sensitive to price increases or reductions. A 

$100 quota is indifferent to selling 5 items of product X at$ 20 or 100 items of product 

Y at $ 1, while producing X or Y requires very different materials, machines and 

manpower. This means that total turnover is very limited in its use for Production. 

- Number of units or value($) per product 

Units or value per product is better in this but can be a problem when many different pro

ducts are sold. It then is nearly impossible to set realistic quota for each product. 

Sometimes volume quotas can be set for product families. Product families should be defined 

based on commercial and production similarities. Within the product families the salesperson 

should be free to sell whatever he or she can sell to meet quotas without causing difficulties 

in production or (obsolete) stock. High product modularity can be an advantage here. From 

the above we can see that unless also the mix is coordinated between Production and Sales 

the basic production and sales objectives can be conflicting. 
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5.5. COORDINATION. 

As we can see from the above, integrally consistent production and sales objectives are hard 

to achieve. Uncoordinated objectives easily lead to problems at the operational level. H we 

look at the quantitative (profit related) objectives there are basically two reasons for the 

problems in setting objectives for Production and Sales. 

- A first reason is that decomposed but meaningful and not related objectives for the two 

functions are difficult to set because in general there is some functional interdependence 

between the two functions. Interdependence leads to a situation where objectives are 

interrelated and perfect decomposition cannot be established. For perfect decomposition 

the volume per product has to be fixed beforehand which leaves little room for both 

functions to manoeuvre. The company objective of maximum profits can only be reached 

when the volume and mix can be set at an optimal level. This optimal level should be 

strategically determined and valid for a longer period of time. H the volume and mix are 

not properly discussed then the two basic objectives will lead to conflicts. An agreement 

needs to be made on a range or number for the volume between Production and Sales. We 

can see that perfect decomposition leads to limited flexibility. All Sales can do is 

maximize the value (prices) for the preset volume at minimal marketing costs, all Produc

tion can do is minimize cost for the preset volume. There is a wide body of literature 

available describing "optimal" sales quota level setting (see for example Darmon 1987 or 

Davis & Farley 1971). In these papers, the optimal volume is usually determined to sales 

management criteria only. The trade-off is between gross income of sales and bonuses to 

be paid. Production costs or capacity are usually not considered. In Production the volume 

and mix must be determined in relation to available capacity. It is often hard to exactly 

determine production capacity in volume and mix terms. Flexibility cannot easily be 

expressed in quantified production plans. 

- A second reason is that the two functions do not have tools to consider the whole objective 

function of company profit. In many situations the right decisions can only be made if both 

parts of the profit objective are considered. For example, when demand is highly stochastic 

the predetermined volume necessary for perfect decomposition can be way of the mark. 

This means that tools are needed to evaluate decisions on their impact on the profit 

objective. In this situation often either Sales or Production will be the leading function in 

the company. When Sales is given the profit objective it needs a valid model of all costs 

of sales for all products. Sales becomes the leading entrepreneurial function deciding which 

customer orders should be accepted to make an acceptable profit. It must be remarked here 

that through all kinds of interdependencies it is very hard to construct a valid model of 

costs of sales. Especially the opportunity costs of using production capacity for a customer 

order are hard to evaluate in order acceptance decisions. Also, giving Sales the entrepre-
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neurial role leaves little room for Production. All they can do is try to keep the real costs 

at or below the projected costs of the model. This can be turned around when Production 

is given the profit objective. Then the situation of produce what is (will be) sold turns into 

sell what has been produced. In this situation both cost and customer service will be low. 

In some markets this may be acceptable, but in many situations this will lead to a declin

ing market position. 

In these costs models the way costs are calculated needs attention. At a tactical level standard 

cost will not be very appropriate as these contain many elements which cannot be influenced 

at this level. Variable direct costs or contribution calculations provide a good representation 

of the impact of accepting customer orders and allocating capacity. However difficult, a 

model of costs and benefits of sales can provide a very good insight in production or sales 

decisions. Selling products in a way which results in inefficient production or high inventory 

levels induces high costs and low net profits. But also, very efficient production with long, 

uncompetitive lead-times will result in low sales and therefore in low net profit levels. Profit 

models directly reflect management objectives of a higher level. Recently there have been 

some developments in this direction. A Direct Product Profitability/Direct Product Costs 

(DPP/DPC) system calculates a profit score for each product in a retailers range based on 

direct prices, distribution and shop costs. These costs consider handling, storage, pricing, 

transport etc. Overhead costs are not considered or allocated, but only considered at a higher 

strategic level. Similar to DPP/DPC systems used in retail management, systems could be 

developed which reflect the direct costs and profits of selling a certain amount of one item. 

This would provide Sales the right information on profitability of customer orders. 

Coordination of production and sales objectives is a necessary but not very well developed 

activity, both in the literature and in practice. At the strategic level some qualitative models 

are available. The quantitative models do not consider both production and sales aspects. An 

exception is the model of Crittenden as discussed in chapter 1. At the tactical level the local 

objectives concerning turnover and costs as used in many companies can be conflicting. 

Coordination of tactical objectives can be achieved either through a decoupling of the two 

functions by fixing the volume per product which may be appropriate in only few situations 

or by giving both functions the tools to evaluate their activities on the profit objective. We 

did not discuss operational coordination which again requires other tools. It may be easier to 

decouple the two functions at the operational level. This requires well coordinated tactical 

level objectives. 
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PART III. TYPOLOGY OF SITUATIONAL ASPECfS IN PRODUCTION/SALES 

COORDINATION. 

In the previous chapters we have discussed four aspects of the Production/Sales relationship, 

the processes, structure, culture and objectives. This discussion has been stated in general 

terms, not taking into account all kinds of situational dependencies. Although many people 

may recognize the related coordination issues described, situational dependencies will have 

some influence on the relevance of these issues. For example, objective conflicts may be 

strong or weak depending on the importance of these objectives in different situations. The 

differences between situations in practice can be large. One can think of a situation con

cerning Make-to-Stock production of standard components which are repetitively sold to a 

customer within a long established buyer-seller relationship or a situation where large cus

tomer specific installations are produced to a one time customer. Intuitively one can feel that 

coordination of Production and Sales in these two situations will be different in subjects, 

communication patterns, coordination mechanisms as the functional interdependence will be 

different. The research question to answer here is: What are the most important situational 

aspects which influence the requirements and possibilities of coordination of Production and 

Sales. In this part we will determine the relevant aspects and present them in a typology upon 

which further discussion of Production and Sales coordination can be based. This part is based 

on observations from the case studies to identify important aspects together with insights from 

literature study to describe the aspects in an integrated framework. 

In the recent management, marketing and production control literature many authors have left 

the path of one-size-fits-all theories. The best way to manage or control an organization is 

dependent on situational aspects. These situational or contingency theories are all based on 

some classification of the relevant environment. The researcher tries to identify the aspect that 

makes all situations unique from his or her point of view. Most early classifications are one 

dimensional which makes them very vulnerable for criticism. It is often easy to show that this 

one dimension does not explain everything, exceptions are easily found and thereby 

undermining the theory. Some examples of aspects or dimensions used in classifications are; 

- Production batch size (unit, mass, process) 

-technology (chemical, metal, electronics) 

- material flow (divergent, convergent) 

-market (stable, dynamic) 

- innovativeness (few or many new products) 

- size (in turnover or number of employees) 
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- logistics structure (ETO, MTO, MTS) 

Typologies or classifications should be developed with a specific goal and be used in a 

relation with that specific goal. General classifications do not work. A classification developed 

to make a contingency theory on production control will not be of much use to a social 

scientist. However, where possible, existing classifications should be used to make theories 

recognizable, to develop a shared base of knowledge. The objective of this typology is to 

provide an integrated descriptive framework for both practitioners and scientists to base 

analysis and research of the Production/Sales interface on. 

In this part we introduce three dimensions to characterize Production/Sales interface situations. 

- Order types. 

A repeat order will be processed differently than a new order. The Buygrid model presents 

a classification of buying situations (Robinson, Faris and Wind 1967, Brand 1972). This 

model identifies three buying situations: Straight Rebuy, Modified Rebuy and New Task. 

Based on the Buygrid model, we will identify the differences in coordination requirements. 

This dimension is related to order level coordination which means that it classifies com

panies dynamically in different order situations. 

- Customer relationships. 

Customer orders are the basis for building customer relationships. When there is repetitive 

ordering it can be tried to shift coordination from the order level to the customer 

relationship level. The tasks of Sales are then shifting from order taking to maintaining 

customer relationships. This situation can be found in many industrial markets. However, 

it is not always possible or preferable to invest in a long term relationship as customers 

may be able to easily move their business elsewhere or are not involved in repetitive 

ordering. In these situations customer relationships remain transaction oriented. Customer 

relationships very much influence the coordination possibilities and the people involved in 

Production/Sales coordination. Most companies have both relationship oriented and 

transaction oriented customers. 

- Production control structures. 

The combination of production technology, the products to be produced and the market 

requirements concerning lead-times and product range determine the production control 

structure. Here we define the production control structure as determined by the position of 

the so-called decoupling point, that is, the border between forecast oriented production 

activities and customer order based production activities. The production control structure 

influences the functional interdependence of Production and Sales, the subjects of 

coordination and the kind of market information required to execute production control 

activities. As the production control structure is related to production facility and tech-
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nology investments it is not easily changed. The choice of the production control structure 

is a strategic matter, outside the scope of this thesis and will regarded as a situational 

aspect. As we have discussed in chapter 1, we will further illustrate the coordination issues 

related to the production control structure with the results of the survey. 

Together the above three dimensions can roughly describe most situations in practice with 

respect to the coordination of Production and Sales. The different dimensions are separately 

discussed in the three chapters of this part. although the dimensions are related. Not all 

combinations of dimension occurrences are possible, for example, the Engineer-to-Order 

production control structure is not feasible with Straight Rebuys in relationship oriented 

situations. We will further discuss this in chapter 10 where we describe coordination 

requirements and possibilities for each conceivable combination of typology dimension 

occurrences. In this part we illustrate the discussion of typology dimensions with many real 

life examples based on the case studies. In these examples we try to give a complete and 

accurate picture of a company, therefore the examples will also contain some information on 

~pects which are not directly related to the dimension discussed. 
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Chapter 6. ORDER TYPES IN INDUSTRIAL BUYING PROCESSES. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION. 

In our discussion of the contingency aspects we will start at the operational level where 

coordination between Production and Sales is based on customer orders. The subjects of 

coordination at this level are: 

- timing (due-dates or lead-times) 

- quantities {volume and mix) 

- specifications 

Depending on what kind of order is placed, the relevance of the above subjects will vary. To 

discuss the types of orders placed we will have to look across company borders to the buying 

process of the customer. One can imagine that for a customer the process of buying a new 

technology product for the first time, like changing to another raw material for the main 

production process, is different from re-buying a specified standard component. The differ

ences concern the length of time of the buying process, the information requirements, the per

ceived risks, the people involved and the way the buying process is executed. This will also 

have an impact on the coordination between Production and Sales of the supplier. The timing 

of information exchange, the people involved and the uncertainty of data is different in the 

various types of buying situations. 

Many models of organizational buying are known in the literature (see van der Hart 1981 for 

an overview of organizational buying models). We can roughly identify two categories of 

models of organizational buying situations: 

- based on product characteristics, 

- based on buying experience and information needs. 

In the first category we can mention the classification of Marrian. This classification is based 

on the degree of essentiality of the products. The more essential they are the more influential 

(high rank) people and the higher number of people that will be involved in buying decision 

making (Marrian 1972). A classical study of the second type concerns the Buygrid model of 

Robinson, Faris and Wind. Also they started from a product characteristic point of view but, 

as they stated after some time of research; 

"It became increasingly apparent that the type of products was not clearly so important as 

the particular circumstances of the purchase in affecting patterns of procurement. The situ

ation of the buyer with regard to information and experience was far more significant and 

consistent in explaining his buying behaviour and the procedures he followed in the buying 

process." (Robinson, Faris and Wind, 1967). 
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The main aspects of the industrial buying situations identified in the Buygrid model are 

experience and information. Experience concerns the number of times the product has been 

bought before and the amount of previous contacts with a supplier (the newness of the prob

lem). Information concerns the need for product (related) knowledge of the buying organiz

ation. This is related to the amount of experience but also to the complexity of the product. 

This leads to three types of buying: 

- New Task; buying a new product to fulfil a roughly defined need from a new supplier; 

- Modified Rebuy; buying a specified product (known alternatives) from a possibly new set 

of suppliers, and 

- Straight Rebuy; repeatedly buying a fully specified product from an approved supplier. 

Figure 6.1 Steps in the Buying process 

A New Task; B = Modified Rebuy; C = Straight Rebuy. 

Anticipation or recognition of problem 

c 

(Adapted from Brand 1972) 

The type of buying determines the steps which have to be gone through. A short overview 

of these steps related to the buying situation is given in figure 6.1. Buying situations are 

dynamic, they will move from New Task in initial purchases to Straight Rebuy for re-
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ordering. Periodically, the market situation may be evaluated in a Modified Rebuy process. 

The buying situations are further described in the remainder of this chapter. 

This model has been tested empirically by several authors with contradictory results (see e.g. 

Brand 1972, Bellizzi and McVey, quoted in McQuiston 1989). However the model is simple 

and intuitively attractive. Based on the model, McQuiston found novelty, importance and 

complexity as dominant aspects for buyer behaviour. These aspects are somewhat similar to 

the experience and information aspects of the Buygrid model. He also found novelty and com

plexity to be highly related, like we can see in New Task buying situations. 

Related to the buying procedure are the number and kind of people involved in buying situa

tions. In industrial buying several members of an organization may make decisions or have 

influence on the activities leading to the purchase. This is often called the "Decision Making 

Unit". The main groups in the DMU are (Webster & Wind 1972): 

Users; users of the product or service. In industrial buying this would most likely be the 

production people. 

Decision makers; authorized to choose the supplier, usually general or purchasing 

management. 

- Buyers; select suppliers and negotiate contracts, purchasing staff. 

- Influencers; advise on the criteria and specifications, for example technical staff people like 

engineers, or outside consultants. 

- "Gate-keepers"; control the information flow to the DMU, mostly purchasing staff. 

The more extensive the buying process, the more people will be involved. Salespeople will 

have to provide all relevant members of the DMU with the required information, that is 

information based on personal or functional interest of the persons involved. Figure 6.2 

depicts the relationship between buying situations and DMU-members. 

Figure 6.2. DMU members and Buying Situation 

Users Decision Buyers Influen- Gate-
makers cers keepers 

New Task X X X X X 

Modified Rebuy X X X 

Straight Rebuy X 

Although the literature is not unambiguous about the validity of the Buygrid model, it very 

well suits our purpose of describing different types of orders. The three types of buying can 

be translated into three types of orders for the supplier, each with specific information and 

coordination requirements. In sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 the three situations identified by the 
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Buygrid model will be further discussed in relation to the impact they have on communication 

between Production and Sales. In section 6.5. we will summarize the impact of order types 

on coordination. 

6.2 STRAIGHT REBUY. 

A major amount of industrial buying orders are Straight Rebuys. Our survey reveals that 40% 

of total sales of the participating companies is generated by repeated buying within long term 

supply contracts. Also outside actual supply contracts, there will be Straight Rebuys. After 

the initial purchases, which can be New Task or Modified Rebuys, in many situations repeat 

orders will follow. Straight rebuy means that the product is not changed and bought at the 

same supplier. This means that only the quantitative aspects like when and how much are 

considered. Figure 6.3 gives an overview of the buying steps. 

Figure 6.3 Steps in Straight Rebuy 

Anticipation or recognition of problem 

• 
(Selection of order routine and) ordering 

• 

The process is short and formalized. Communications can be automated in many situations 

using Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) systems. The purchasing and order costs may be low. 

Straight Rebuys are often triggered by stock control or requirements planning systems. The 

group of people involved is limited to buyers or purchasing clerks. In situations where EDI 

is used almost no personnel will be involved. As the customer is experienced, the perceived 

uncertainty will be low. 

Straight Rebuy orders require little communication between Production and Sales. As a 

Straight Rebuy concerns known (standard) products an item number will be enough to specify 

the product The subjects of coordination for Straight Rebuy orders are timing and quantities. 

With Straight Rebuys within supply contracts also quantities will already be set, which only 

leaves timing for coordination at the order level. In order to confmn the due-date to the 

customer, the availability of end-product inventory or production capacity must be checked. 

Inventory or availability information can be found in production planning systems. If the order 

fits the availability it can be scheduled in, or booked from stock. Often this will not require 
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communication between Production and Salespeople as automated systems are used with cus

tomer order entry interfaces. Most coordination will be formalized and rule based, 

repetitiveness will lead to a learning process in which people know what can and cannot be 

done. 

6.3 MODIFIED REBUY. 

When there are several suppliers of the same products, the buying organization will want to 

take full advantage of the existing competition between those suppliers. In a Modified Rebuy 

several suppliers are evaluated to see which ones give the best value for money. There may 

be several reasons for such an evaluation; the quality performance of the present supplier is 

deteriorating, an increase in prices or an alternative supplier getting the attention of the buyer. 

As these examples show, stimuli for Modified Rebuy situations can be both internal and 

external (Brand 1972). The product specifications and delivery conditions are known, 

therefore most attention will be directed at price. 

Example. 

An example of the Modified Rebuy is the situation of company BV, a medium sized 

flexible packaging manufacturer. The main production process of this company is coating 

and printing on aluminum or plastic films to produce product wrappers. About 90% of sales 

is generated by orders of frequent customers, 60% are repeat orders (Straight Rebuy). Long 

term relationships are important. Modified Rebuys mostly occur for new print orders as a 

customer then is "free" of its supplier. There are some initial cost for each new print order 

concerning the production of gravure cylinders at an outside supplier. The specifications 

for the print are provided by the customer. 
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- Search and Qualification of suppliers. 

The number of competitors is limited. For customers it is relatively easy to present prod

uct lay-out drawings to several other suppliers and ask for proposals. 

- Acquisition and analysis of proposals 

A proposal concerns prices (related to order-size), lead-times and often a sample product. 

Proposals can be compared on price and other not direct product related aspects like 

delivery lead-time. Competitors new to the customer may be eager to establish a relation

ship and offer very low prices or other special benefits. The present supplier is than con

fronted with these prices and asked what they can do. The supplier may give in to main

tain its position as a preferred supplier. 



- Selection of a supplier and ordering. 

In the ultimate selection of a supplier also the perceived risk of a change will be impo

rtant, which is an advantage for the present supplier. In this situation the risks involve 

quality of the print and on-time delivery. A continuous good performance will reduce the 

possibilities of competitors to break in into the relationship. The actual ordering is simi

lar to the Straight Rebuy situation. 

The Modified Rebuy is mainly a commercial process. It is often the purchaser who initiates 

this process of Modified Rebuy. The people involved are the purchaser at the customer side 

and mostly the salespeople at the supplier side. As a frrst step towards the supplier in the 

Modified Rebuy concerns the request for a quotation. Based on the product characteristics and 

delivery conditions as specified at an earlier moment in time the purchaser will ask several 

suppliers for quotations. In many situations where specifications are conform standards, 

contacts between salespeople and purchasers are enough. In these cases salespeople need a. 

good price list of all products. Often prices will be volume dependent with rebates on higher 

order volumes. When products are standardized, prices can be stated per product. In other 

situations where products are more or less customer specific, prices must be stated for a prod

uct build-up or configuration, that is, prices per amount of raw material and components to 

be used and/or per required transformation process. In company BV, this would be prices per 

colour used in the design added to the prices per square meter of raw material. Also other 

stanchird conditions, like delivery lead-time, must be specified per product(group) so that Sales 

can make quotations. 

If the standard price lists and agreed conditions do not provide enough information to base 

the quotation on, for example, a very short delivery lead-time is requested, Sales will have 

to contact Production. Production will have to make a statement whether the requested lead

time is feasible or not. Other subjects for coordination concern non-standard products or 

engineering changes and the volume requested. In the quotation phase uncertainty is high. 

Sales does not know for sure if (and when) it will get the order. Capacity or product avail

ability partly depends on future orders of other customers. As the volume and mix of these 

orders is not exactly known, also the actual ordering will require coordination between 

Production and Sales. A quotation may be feasible when it is issued, but that does not mean 

the actual order is feasible as well. The ultimate ordering can be treated similar to Straight 

Rebuy situations. Ultimate ordering mainly concerns the quantity subject as the other subjects 

have already been taken care of in the quotation phase. 
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6.4 NEW TASK BUYING. 

New Task buying occurs when a company has to buy a product that is new to the 

organization. There is no experience and therefore the information requirements are extensive. 

This situation arises when for example a new technology becomes available or when large 

capital goods have to be purchased, buying of Engineer-to-Order products like production 

facilities can be considered New Task. All steps in the buying process as depicted in figure 

6.1 have to be gone through. The information to be exchanged does not only concern the 

product characteristics and delivery conditions, but also quality control and other organiz

ational aspects. The customer perceives uncertainty related to the product (will it work), the 

transaction (will we get it in time) and the market (is this the right supplier). The customer 

will have to be convinced of the general capability of the supplier to fulfd the need. People 

of different departments and management levels are involved on both sides, team selling may 

be used. Therefore, the process is long. This leads to high uncertainty of information and pro

duction capacity requirements during the initial stages of the process, and also to a high 

perceived risk for both supplier and customer. If the order is placed, Production will have to 

react quickly and supply the right product in time. Capacity reservations may have to be made 

in advance to secure quick delivery of the products. However, when in this situation the order 

is missed, capacity will be left unutilized. This situation therefore requires a good and 

continuous communication between Production and Sales. A customer side example concerns 

company B, as described by Brand. 

Example. 

Recognition of a need. 

This case concerns a company which manufactures machinery for the clothing industry. 

Feedback from the sales force, later confmned by Marketing research, revealed a market 

need for a completely new type of machine. The general manager, after further discussion 

with the sales manager, decided to enter the new market. Key company personnel were 

asked to investigate the technical problems and possibilities arising from the decision, in 

principle, of market entry. The general manager called a meeting of the sales manager, 

production manager, Research & Development (R & D) and design personnel to discuss 

whether the machine should be manufactured by the company or bought in for re-sale. It 

was decided to design and manufacture a new machine to meet specified market 

requirements. There was a need to purchase many parts for the proposed machine. 

Determination of product characteristics. 

For further study of the buying process it was chosen to follow the purchase of the 
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hydraulic, pneumatic and electronic components in one "hydraulic package deal". Involved 

in the decision were Value Engineering, R & D, Design and Production who had become 

aware of the package deal approach through contact with engineers in associated companies 

in the Group and through 'articles in technical journals. It was decided to contact potential 

suppliers of the hydraulic package deal. 

Search for and qualification of suppliers 

One company, Potential supplier 1, which had supplied an associate company, was already 

known to the R & D and design personnel and names of other market leaders were 

conrtrmed with Purchasing. Sales representatives were invited to call and preliminary con

tact was made with engineering personnel of the potential suppliers. At the request of 

Design four suppliers were invited to submit fonnal quotations. 

Evaluation of proposals. 

The quotations received were jointly evaluated by all the members of the DMU referred 

to in the various stages above, with the exception of the general manager who had 

withdrawn from the purchasing process after the decision to manufacture the machine. 

Evaluation included such topics as design, quality and price in relation to the anticipated 

life of the machine and delivery. Each of the four suppliers who had quoted were 

considered to be technically proficient and there was little variation in the price of the 

package (approximately$ 25,000). 

Selection of supplier 

R & D and the purchaser were responsible for the final selection of the supplier, taking into 

account the recommendations and comments of the other departments mentioned. In 

summary, there was little technical disagreement ( ... ). Some preference was shown for 

Potential Supplier 1, whose technical sales representatives had been particularly helpful 

when first contacted and in retrospect were seen to be more persistent than the remaining 

three potential suppliers. The purchaser endorsed the technical preference for Supplier 1 as 

he was concerned with the relatively short time available for design and manufacture of the 

machine. The delivery times quoted would meet the production schedule, but he had no 

way of assessing how the potential suppliers would keep their promises. In the case of 

Supplier 1 however he had been able to discuss their perfonnance with colleagues in 

associated companies and they had had no delivery problems with their previous purchases 

of similar materials. Supplier 1 was given the order for the hydraulic package deal. 

Selection of order routine and ordering 

Once the selection had been made the final arrangements for purchasing and delivery were 
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left to the purchaser and his department working in close relation with the stock controller. 

Performance feedback and evaluation 

Feedback on supplier performance was collected from Production and Assembly, the testing 

bay, Sales, Customers and the Service department. Very little trouble had been encountered 

in getting the Supplier to replace any faulty items in the hydraulic equipment. 

From the example we can see that the New Task buying process is time consuming, going 

through all the steps and involves many people. Important is to notice the large amount of 

activities directed at reducing uncertainty and risk. Especially in selecting the supplier the 

availability of performance information seems crucial. Salespeople should try to reach all 

people in the DMU and provide them with the information they need from their specific point 

of view. As everything is new to the customer organization, they will not exactly know what 

they need Due to this, suppliers are often already contacted in the phase of product 

specification, suppliers bring their solution to the conceptually defined need of the customer. 

So with New Task orders also specifications are subject of coordination. Product 

specifications and cost do have a causal relation. Especially, customer specific "extras" can 

have high cost consequences. The extra costs of this should be known and controlled. To be 

able to quote a right price, Sales must have insight in the cost consequences of customer ser

vice, in all forms. When information systems cannot provide this kind of information the dis

cussion between Production and Sales will remain emotional and conflicts will easily arise. 

Quotations do not only consider specifications and price of the product, but also a delivery 

lead-time. This lead-time may even be an order-winning criteria, production planning must 

be involved in this. However, only a part of quotations will become an order. If there is a 

higher or lower score on quotations than expected in the quotation process, this will have 

lead-time consequences. Sales should provide as much information as they can on the success 

probability of potential customer orders. Coordination require frequent planning meetings to 

discuss all quotations and other relevant data. Only then production planning and lead-time 

setting can be somewhat reliable. The lead-times quoted to the customers should be 

conditional. Automated decision or planning support is limited, most computerized planning 

systems can only handle either forecasts or orders. 

The coordination requirements of New Task orders are extensive, all subjects mentioned in 

chapter 3 must be tackled. Order acceptance decisions may have a high and long term impact 

on both sales and production activities. 
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6.5. ORDER TYPES AND COORDINATION 

In this chapter we have discussed three order types, Straight Rebuy, Modified Rebuy and New 

Task orders. In table 6.1. we summarize the impact of these order types on coordination 

between Production and Sales. The different order types determine what the coordination 

subjects are and the level of uncertainty concerning these subjects. The uncertainty in 

Production/Sales coordination of the different order types is mainly related to the length of 

the buying processes. High uncertainty means that coordination should be extensive and 

frequent. 

We can see that New Task coordination subjects encompass the subjects of both other order 

types. This follows from the steps of the different buying processes which include a quotation 

step. During the buying process communication is required between Production and Sales in 

order to issue a feasible quotation. There is a relationship between product specification, 

quantities and timing, not only of the one order at stake but of all (potential) orders requiring 

the same production capacity. The length of time customers take to evaluate quotations before 

they place an order determines the amount of "floating orders", orders for which a quotation 

has been issued but which have not been placed. The higher the amount of floating orders, 

the higher the uncertainty on future demand. As specifications are included in the coordination 

requirements there is a direct link between the effectiveness of coordination and the profit 

potential of the order. We will further discuss this in chapter 9 section 4. 

Table 6.1. 

Subjects 

Uncertainty 

Straight Rebuy 

Timing 
(quantities) 

low 

Modified Rebuy New Task 

Quantities Specifications 
Timing Quantities 

Timing 

Medium (timing) High (timing and 
quantities) 

The Modified Rebuy is mainly a commercial process between purchasers and salespeople. 

Salespeople know the specifications from potential orders, as they can tell from the request 

for quotation, but it is uncertain whether or not a customer will place the order and when this 

will be. Pre-order information often is not communicated between Production and Sales. This 

means that there is an information gap between forecasts and actual orders. For 

Production/Sales coordination it means that there is a lot of uncertainty concerning timing. 

In Straight Rebuy situations, Sales can monitor the needs of a customer if it keeps proper 

record of customer requirements, uncertainty on future volumes and timing can be reduced. 
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Chapter 7. CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION. 

In this chapter we will study the relationship with customers as a second contingency aspect. 

The individual customer orders as discussed in the previous chapter can be considered 

interactions in a buyer-seller relationship. Market relationships are build through a continuous 

flow of these buyer seller interactions. In the literature this is called the interaction approach 

(HAkansson & Wootz 1979). 

In some markets customer contacts are incidental; customers buy a certain product and that 

is it. This leads to order or transaction oriented communications only. Both supplier and 

customer will not make long term commitments or invest in the relationship. The coordination 

requirements and possibilities are low. For the supplier there is no individual customer related 

market information available concerning future demand. The market must be studied and 

forecasted as a whole or in segments of customers. Entirely different from this is, for 

example, the situation of a parts supplier in the automotive business. Here transactions cannot 

be considered individually, because there is repetitive buying, often formalized in long term 

supply contracts. There will be a lot of pressure from the customer to the supplier to minimize 

the costs of supply. This requires extensive communication. Through the repetitive character 

of buying there are many possibilities to adapt systems and equipment to indeed minimize the 

costs. Most industrial companies have both long term relationships and incidental buyers. 

In general, these situational differences will have an impact on the Production and Sales 

coordination in the aspects of uncertainty (how much do we know about future demand), the 

subjects of communication (the transaction only or long term prognoses, quality assurance 

etc), but also on the communication structure (who is talking to who about what). The 

opportunities to coordinate goods flow activities over company borders and barriers are better 

in long term relationships. Many long term relationships know direct lateral communication 

lines, people of the same discipline in both companies directly communicate with each other. 

In incidental, transaction oriented situations most communication is passed on between Sales 

and Purchasing, both working as gate-keepers. 

To be able to discuss the impact of relationships on Production/Sales coordination we need 

to define relationship situations. In the literature we can find several models of buyer-seller 

relationships. Williamson makes two assumptions about buyer behaviour (Williamson 1981): 

- Decision makers (as buyers are} are intendedly rational, but there are limits to the amount 
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of information processed and/or available at a certain time. 

- Decision makers are self-interested and, if left to their own devices, will engage in 

opportunistic behaviour. 

It is this opportunistic behaviour which is causing most of the trouble in buyer-seller 

relationships. It leads to conflict as one partner tries to squeeze local advantages out off 

perceived vulnerability or dependency of the other partner. The relationship will be damaged, 

long term perspective is lost. The drive for buyers and sellers to move from incidental buying 

to a long term, more steady, relationship is related to the need for reduction of perceived 

uncertainty, the amount of specific investments and the importance of the product (Spekman 

& Strauss 1985). Specific investments are lost when there is a change of supplier. Specific 

investments introduce so-called switching costs, costs of switching to another supplier. These 

costs cannot always be valued in financial terms, also a good personal relationship between 

a salesperson and a purchaser may be considered switching costs as the relationship is lost 

when there is a change of supplier. Long term (personal) relationships weaken the drive for 

opportunistic behaviour. In practice we can identify several trends towards long term buyer

seller relationships related to these theoretical constructs (van Weele 1990). The importance 

of the products bought is increasing as ever more companies focus on core-business. This has 

lead to an increasing value of purchased materials. Many companies have been reducing the 

number of suppliers they are dealing with which leads to higher dependence on the remaining 

suppliers. To reduce perceived uncertainty buyers focus on increasing quality, flexibility and 

innovativeness of suppliers. Both suppliers and buyers have to work together on these 

subjects, for example through early supplier involvement in product development. This 

increases switching costs as specific investments and knowledge are developed within the 

relationship. 

According to Ford et a/, the buyer-seller relationship can be characterized by the amount of 

capability, particularity and mutuality (Ford et al 1986). These constructs can be 

operationalized by the following questions: 

- capability, what can you do for me and, 

- particularity, what are you prepared to do for me, compared to what you do for others, are 

there any long term commitments. 

- mutuality, what common goals do you see. 

Ford et al added inconsistency to these constructs to incorporate relationship dynamics. 

Inconsistency reflects the need for a continuous adaptation of the characteristics of the 

relationship. Inconsistency can exist in actions over time or in actions between various people 

in the relationship, it enables the coexistence of conflict and cooperation within a buyer-seller 

relationship. With repetitive interactions between two organizations the relationship can 

develop from transaction oriented, where the interactions seems to be focused at one sale only 
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to a tight relationship with increasing capability, particularity and mutuality, but also the other 

way around. 

Most of the relationship models mentioned assume there is repetitive buying, but for example 

in large capital goods industries, there may be years between two orders. Each order can then 

be considered a New Task order. In some relationship models the stages in this particular 

buying situation, like identification, selection of suppliers, evaluation of proposals are 

compared to various stages in the development of tighter buyer-seller relationships (Ford 

1980). But as these situations concern only one order we will not consider them here, but 

refer to the New Task buying steps in the previous chapter. In situations where there is a 

higher frequency of buying, but changing to an alternative supplier involves no extra costs, 

a buyer-seller relationship may not exist other than based on the one transaction at hand. In 

these situations there is low particularity and low mutuality. Customer relations will not be 

developed unless this particularity is increased and thereby introducing switching costs 

(Jackson 1985). Capability may be high or low, it is not of direct importance. We will call 

these situations transaction oriented. In other situations, repetitive buying may lead to the 

development of a tight relationship, or such a relationship already has already been developed. 

Particularity and mutuality are high leading to high perceived switching costs. We will call 

these situations relationship oriented. In table 7.1 we provide some characteristics of these 

situations based on the constructs from the literature. Particularity and mutuality are high in 

relationship oriented situations as switching costs or customer specific investments are 

introduced. Capability must be high in these situations, else the customer should look for 

another supplier. However, inconsistency may be high or low, as the relationship can be 

dynamic over time. Also, inconsistency can be a means to guard the competitiveness of the 

relationship. 

Table 7.1 Transaction and Relationship oriented characteristics. 

particularity 

mutuality 

capability 

inconsistency 

Transaction 
oriented. 

Low, there are many 
potential suppliers. 
Low, no long term 
commitments . 
High on specifications 
Low on service. 
High, each transaction 
is considered separately 

Relationship 
oriented. 

High, the product or service 
is customer specific. 
High, long term commitments, 
mutual dependence. 
High on both specifications 
and service. 
Low, the relationship lasting, 
high for necessary changes. 

In this chapter we will further describe customer relationships. In section 7.2 and 7.3 we will 

describe both situations focusing on the communication and coordination implications from 

the supplier point of view. Some examples will be used to further illustrate this. In section 

7.4 we will summarize the impact of customer relationships on Production/Sales coordination. 
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7.2 TRANSACTION ORIENTED RELATIONSHIPS. 

Transaction oriented relationships can be characterized by incidental selling with a short term 

view, no commitments. Transaction oriented relationships are here defined by the absence of 

perceived switching costs. This does not mean that there is no rebuying, but rebuying can 

only be studied retrospectively. At the moment of the transaction only this one transaction is 

considered, future rebuying is not a subject of communications and agreements. This is 

different from the marketing point of view which in industrial selling is increasingly 

relationship oriented. Transaction oriented does not mean that there are no marketing efforts 

to maintain customer relationships, salespersons will call on customers frequently to see to 

the fact that customer needs are fulfilled. Also other direct marketing tools will be used. 

Often transaction oriented relationships are accompanied with opportunistic buying behaviour 

and an adverse view on dependencies. Buyers and sellers see each other with conflicting 

goals, the buyer wants the best for a minimal price, the seller wants to sell as much as 

possible for maximal price. Negotiating strategies may be used to avoid open discussion of 

the perceived conflict Openness in these situations will lead to vulnerability. For example, 

while both parties are polite and kind to each other, each will try to "score" using all available 

information on costs, competition, alternatives etc. This will make buyers and sellers very 

reluctant to provide each other with information. 

Customer orders which are placed in this situation are either New Task or Modified Rebuy. 

In transaction oriented situations concerning large capital goods only New Task orders can 

be placed. Transaction oriented market relationships leave little opportunity for coordination 

over company borders. An example of transaction oriented situations concerns company K. 

Example. 

Company K is manufacturing and selling industrial heaters and air-conditioning systems. 

These systems are partly standardized (heating elements and fans) and partly customer 

specific (housing and exhaust systems). The company is selling to some 1500 relations, 

mainly building contractors. Only three customers provide company K with long term 

requirements forecasts. All other sales is purely transaction oriented. Customers usually ask 

for quotations from several suppliers, they can easily switch their business from one 

supplier to another. Customers review quotations on product specifications and price. This 

means that for each order there is a very uncertain period during the quotation phase. Then, 
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when customers have decided where to buy, they want the products as fast as possible. This 

market provides few opportunities for standardization, the customers face different 

situations themselves each time they need heating or air-conditioning systems. 

Because of this market situation there is a large gap between long term production capacity 

planning based on yearly sales plans or budgets, and actual orders. The planning 

department of K uses a inventory based control system for standard products. For the 

customer specific part of orders only order based planning is possible. This has lead to 

many conflicts in this company as priorities are difficult to set. At the operational level this 

situation results in Sales being an intermediary function between customers and production 

departments, both with quotations and with order acceptance. Many departments and 

persons have to be consulted by Sales. The problem of this was that formal communication 

lines were considered too long and too slow. An informal network started to exist in which 

agreements were no longer recorded or confirmed. This resulted in people blaming each 

other when things went wrong. The performance of the company on customer service 

criteria was low. 

In this situation of mainly incidental selling there are only limited possibilities to coordinate 

activities over company borders and over a longer period of time. Long term planning and 

forecasting cannot be based on customer specific information. Long term coordination requires 

forecasts of market( segments) as a whole. 

Figure 7.1. Communication patterns in transaction oriented relationships. 

Customer Supplier 

As transaction oriented selling does not allow for coordination of each order separately, 

indicators of quantities (volume and mix) and lead-times must be set at this level. Transaction 

oriented relationships require order based communication patterns. Individual orders must be 

evaluated by Sales based on information concerning lead-times, quality and prices. In 
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transaction oriented situations Sales really has an information terminal function, gathering, 

processing and passing information from customer to internal functions and visa versa (see 

figure 7.1). This means that Sales should be provided with rules and up to date availability 

of information to properly execute order acceptance. 

7.3 RELATIONSHIP ORIENTED. 

Relationship oriented is the situation where a customer repetitively buys over a longer period 

of time. This is a situation in which coordination of requirements and possibilities with the 

customer is possible. Not each situation of repetitive buying is embedded in a long term 

buyer-seller relationship. Relationships have to be developed. This may start with a New Task 

order from a customer starting to use a certain product. Once several sample orders have been 

supplied according to specification, to establish capability, the customer may decide to make 

the supplier an approved supplier. A long term contract may be signed, thereby increasing the 

mutuality of the relationship. A next step may be that specific investments are made to 

increase the added value for that customer, for example planning systems are tuned to reduce 

delivery lead-times. This increases the particularity. In this phase Straight Rebuy orders will 

be placed. There needs to be a balance in mutuality and particularity to prevent one of the 

partners from opportunistic behaviour. As discussed, there are many situations which can lead 

to an evaluation of the relationship and a change of supplier. One of the dangers of a long 

term relationship is institutionalization, where the relationship is taken for granted and savings 

are decreasing (Ford 1980). In these situations outside competitors may break in into the 

relationship. However, as we have remarked in section 7.1 in today's industrial markets there 

are many pressures to move away from transaction oriented situations towards relationship 

oriented situations. 

Examples of tight relationships are strategic buyer-seller alliances or co-makership 

relationships. Within such a tight relationship there may be a division between tactical and 

operational information exchange. The salespeople are mainly concerned with maintaining the 

relationship with a tactical perspective, they are not involved in the actual ordering. A long 

term contract describes a framework within which the operational activities can take place. 

This contract concerns delivery conditions, total volume, quality and price based on the cost 

of the products and services delivered. The long term contract is based on mutual agreement, 

costs can be considered integrally. Production and other operational functions have an import

ant input in the long term agreement. These departments on both sides determine the product 

and logistic specifications. Contacts between operational functions are direct. In many 

situations ordering is automated. 
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Building and maintaining partnerships is not easy (Bevan 1986). It requires a state of mind 

or attitude towards suppliers and customers that is very different from the trading or 

adversarial model which has been traditionally dominant. Also, it may require structure 

adaptations, for example, lateral relations between operational functions which cut horizontally 

through hierarchical structures. In the following we will give an example of how a partnership 

could look like and how it can go wrong when the right attitude for partnership has not been 

found yet. 

Example. 
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The example concerns the development and production of a new hot drinks vendor 

machine. A large consumer foods company (CFC) had developed this machine and needed 

a supplier for a critical component of the machine, the dosing system. This dosing system 

consists of a small plastic tube integrated in the ingredients packaging and a control 

mechanism in the machine. Each new sack of ingredients means a new tube. The 

advantages of this system are numerous; 

- reduction of maintenance at user locations, 

- easy refilling of the machines, 

- no pollution or contamination of ingredients, 

- constant quality of the drinks. 

The disadvantage was that due to the tube the packaging was more expensive. The total 

system of the machine, the ingredients packaging and the dosing systems were patented by 

CFC. 

The tube consisted of a plastic housing and two metal components. In the development 

phase of the machine a highly knowledgable and experienced supplier of injection moulded 

plastic components was contacted, company IMP. IMP was asked to develop a process for 

production of these tubes, specifications were provided by CFC. When this seemed to work, 

it was decided to make a 5 year supply contract in which the following conditions were 

agreed upon: 

- CFC guarantees a minimal volume to cover initial development costs 

- cost calculations are open 

- CFC owns the moulds, moulds and know-how are exchanged without payments, 

- IMP has to deliver the tubes to specifications, CFC is responsible for the operational 

characteristics of the tube as these are also determined by the viscosity of the 

ingredients. 

- CFC is accountable for all cost of material obsolescence due to product design changes 



- several conditions for ending the relationship are defined. 

With this the tactical commercial frame-work is set. Operational activities can take place 

within this frame-work for a longer period of time. Most of the contacts in this phase of 

setting up the relationship had been between IMP Sales and CFC Purchasing departments. 

Other contacts concerned the functional departments of both companies like R&D, 

Production and Quality to solve specific technical problems in the development phase. In 

the situation that was created through this partnership the mutual dependence of the two 

companies is considerate. The tube is crucial for the performance of the machine, it 

represents 20% of the purchasing cost of CFC and 5% of total sales of IMP. CFC is of 

course the only customer for the tube. Now, what did go wrong? 

Consolidation phase. 

Within the frame-work set in the development phase, the operational activities were 

executed in a routine way. The new hot-drink system turned out to be a hit, the tubes were 

. used in high numbers. Orders were placed monthly by CFC for two months ahead. IMP 

was to deliver weekly however much products they had been able to produce that week. 

Communication outside ordering was not formalized and on an ad hoc frequency. However 

nice all this seemed to be, something went wrong. CFC is known for its trading philosophy. 

Purchasing is considered the main commercial department at CFC where the money is 

made. Indeed this is valid in many of their raw material markets which are characterized 

by global commodity trading and speculations, but not in this situation. Knowing the CFC 

philosophy, IMP was reluctant to provide CFC with new, better specifications of the tube. 

The present specifications were not good enough to guarantee a working tube. The 

craftsmanship of IMP was needed to make the tubes working. With better specifications, 

the ones actually used by IMP, CFC could easily switch to another supplier. CFC put high 

pressure on IMP to make these specification available, in fact they would not replace the 

worn out moulds until the specifications were available. With worn out moulds it was 

becoming increasingly difficult to make tubes according specifications. At the same time 

CFC would not give long term guarantees for continued ordering. This enlarged IMP's 

suspicion about CFC's plans for a new supplier. Growing suspicion and pressure worsened 

the relationship. Also costs started to increase at both sides as tubes no longer matched 

specifications due to the worn out moulds, and those that did, often did not work. All the 

benefits gained from a tight relationship were lost. During the consolidation phase the 

tacticaVcommercial level of the relationship was neglected. Adaptations to changing 

requirements on both sides had not been made. Operational problems started to occur more 

often, but the possibility to sort things out at a higher level was no longer present. 
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From the example above we can see that a relationship oriented approach requires a 

continuous concern for both the detailed operational and long term tactical communications, 

but also "soft" aspects like mutual trust and a partnering attitude. The impact of relationship 

oriented customers on Production/Sales coordination very much concerns the availability of 

long term planning information. Specific customers can be asked for their long term sales 

planning of which requirements can be derived. It is important to determine at which 

moments which information must be available to make the different production planning 

decisions like long term capacity adaptations (adding a machine) is necessary, requirements 

planning (making supply contracts with suppliers or order long lead-time purchase items) or 

inventory control and order release. 

The information requirements of these decisions should be determined and discussed with the 

customer. Volume and mix flexibility of production are important in this. Often the long term 

decisions only require aggregated information because of short term mix flexibility. When 

properly gathered and processed this customer related information should be better than total 

market estimates. If a proper framework is set, operational communication can be directly 

between the various departments of the two companies, for example ordering can take place 

between production planning departments, purchasing does not need to be involved (see figure 

7.2). In chapter 12 a relationship oriented situation will be discussed in detail, including the 

communication pattern. 

Figure 7.2. Communication patterns in relationship oriented situations. 

Customer Supplier 

7.4. CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS AND COORDINATION. 

In summary we can say that the influence of customer relationships on Production/Sales 

coordination mainly concerns the possibilities for separation of levels of coordination. In 

transaction oriented situations Sales is responsible both for long term market orientation and 
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the order level. Sales is the focal point of all customer communications. Long term 

coordination cannot be based on customer specific information. General market forecasts are 

required for that. As there is no possibility to coordinate each order individually, an oper

ational framework has to be set based on the long term forecasts. For transaction oriented 

situations this means that long term coordination can only be based on market expectations, 

uncertainty is relatively high. This leaves many details to be coordinated at the operational 

level, each customer order may require specific coordination between Production and Sales. 

Relationship oriented situations allow for coordination over company borders, Sales is no 

longer representing the customers towards Production but the customers can represent 

themselves, or via dedicated account managers which hold a liaison position between 

customer and supplier. This account manager then takes over the burden of coordination and 

communication for the customer. In this situation the focus of sales tasks shift from order 

processing to maintaining relationships. This means that a long term operational framework 

can be set based on specific customer requirements, leaving only few matters for operational 

coordination. The long term framework may include subjects like detailed product 

specifications, future volume and mix requirements and the timing of specific ordering. This 

information can then be used in production planning. As information is available early, there 

are more possibilities for efficient production scheduling, for example by combining similar 

customer orders to one batch. Similar advantages may be obtained in material procurement. 

At the operational level, lateral relations between the two companies can be established, sales 

and purchasing functions do not have to be involved with each order. Production/Sales 

coordination requirements are minimal at this level as most subjects have been taken care of 

in the long term framework. 
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Chapter 8. PRODUCITON CONTROL STRUCfURE. 

8.1INTRODUCTION. 

In the previous chapters we have introduced two contingency aspects already. Both customer 

order and customer relationship are very much related to the marketing and sales activities. 

So now we tum our focus to the production side of the coordination problem. Also there we 

can expect to find some differences which have an impact on Production/Sales coordination. 

As we have said in the introduction of this part, it can easily be shown that the production 

planning structure is very significant in this. In this chapter we will describe this structure and 

its impact on Production/Sales coordination situations. Therefore we will first describe the 

concept in this introduction, then we will further discuss the three production control 

structures we identify. 

In this text we will consider the production control structure as determined by the decision 

which activities to do based on forecasts and which activities to perform based on customer 

orders (van Hees 1985). We will explain this with an example. 

Example 

A large truck company with a broad range of products has a production system where they 

produce components to stock and assemble trucks from this stock to customer order. What 

is the reason for that, why not wait for a customer order and then start manufacturing 

components and assemble the truck. Or why not assemble trucks all the way and deliver 

them from stock to customers. A reason for that is that both producing components and 

assembling the trucks to customer order would lead to very long lead-times. A customer 

should then be willing to wait at least 5 months for the truck to arrive. Lead-times that long 

are not acceptable to customers. Also, efficiency in the component departments may be low 

for only small batches will be produced. Solving this efficiency problem by grouping 

customer orders to larger, more economical batches will result in still longer lead-times. 

On the other hand product mix flexibility will be high, each component can be made to 

customer specifics and inventory costs may be low. The only inventory is Work in Progress 

(WIP) equal to the lead-time multiplied by the output per period. However, in this case cus

tomer flexibility requirements do not often extend to the component level. By combining 

the many components in different configurations a nearly infinite number of different trucks 

can be made (combining chassis with engines, gearboxes, driver compartments, wheels and 
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colours). As there are this many configurations it is impossible to stock all these different 

trucks, inventory cost would be unacceptably high. The extra sales due to these very short 

lead-times to the customer do not outweigh the inventory costs. Taking into account 

acceptable customer lead-times, required flexibility, production cost and inventory cost, a 

compromise was found in producing components to stock based on forecasts and assembl

ing trucks based on customer orders. These two parts of the production process require 

different planning systems. Component production is highly repetitive in batches and 

therefore focused on efficiency and controlling the inventory levels. Assembly is one-of-a

kind and will be directed at flexibility and reliable lead-times. 

As we can see from the example, a control structure does not provide only advantages, in 

most companies trade-off must be made. Company A, wanting to compete with short lead

times may decide to give in on product range flexibility and produce everything to stock. 

Company B, making the same kind of products, may decide that mix flexibility is more 

important and produce everything to customer order. Customers can then place standard or 

rush orders at company A, and when some non-standard specifications are required they may 

place orders at company B. However the choice for a control structure may be limited, large 

installations will often have to be engineered and made to order. At the other side of the 

range, due to price competition, small standard products will have to be made in very large 

batches to stock based on forecasts as the accepted delivery lead-time of this kind of product 

is short Customers are not prepared to wait a week for, for example, a paperclip. In table 8.1 

the production control strocture trade offs are summarized. However, some companies have 

managed to fmd production control structures which combine the advantages, in so-called 

"lean production systems" (Womack et al, 1990). A high variety of products is produced 

efficiently with short lead-times and low inventories. 

Table 8.1. Production control structure trade-offs 

Inventory level 

Flexibility (mix) 

Efficiency 

Lead-times 

All activities based 
on customer order 

Low, no need for stock 
to anticipate customer 
demand. 
High, customer specifics 
can be fulfilled. 

Low, limited standar
dization. 
Long, because they 
include production time. 

All activities based 
on forecasts 

High, stock needed to 
fulfil customer demand. 

Low, standard products as 
customers have to buy from 
stock. 
High, standardization 
possible. 
Short, only delivery 
lead-time. 

In the literature the point where customer order based activities are separated from forecast 

oriented activities is often called the "decoupling point" (DP). Five different positions of this 
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point in the material flow, fonn raw materials via components to end-product inventories, are 

identified: 

1. Make and distribute to stock, DP in local stock points. 

2. Make to stock, DP in the central end products inventory 

3. Assemble to order, DP in component stock 

4. Make to order, DP in the raw material inventory 

5. Engineer to order, the DP before the raw material inventory. 

From our point of view and our objective to describe coordination situations we use only 

three of these points. We consider both the above make to stock situations 1 and 2 as the 

same for the differences between these points mainly concern inventory control or 

distribution, like imbalance in local stock points, not production control. Also the third point, 

assemble to order, is not considered separately. It can be seen as a hybrid fonn of make-to

order and make-to-stock where both situations apply to respectively the part down-stream and 

up-stream of the DP. 

So we identify three situations: 

- Make to stock (MTS); standard products are manufactured and stocked, customers are 

serviced from an end product inventory. Production is on dedicated machinery, often in 

large batches. Often consumer goods are produced and marketed this way. In industrial 

· situations one can think of standard components or materials like bolts and nuts or steel 

plate. 

- Make to order (MTO); known products are manufactured from a raw material or 

(purchased) components inventory after a customer order has been accepted. This is 

common in situations with very large or customer specific product ranges (for example 

packaging materials) or products that are very expensive to stock (for example insulation 

materials). 

- Engineer to Order (ETO); all manufacturing activities, from design to assembly, take place 

to customer specification. Production is on multi-purpose machinery requiring skilled 

operators. This usually concerns large customer specific products like installations or 

machines. 

The production control structure of a company is fixed for a longer period as it involves much 

of the manufacturing equipment and market channel (distribution system) investments. Also 

control systems often involve large investments. The control structure characteristics as listed 

in table 8.1 should be well balanced with the order-winning criteria of the target market. This 

coordination of marketing and production strategies has been discussed in chapter 6 of part 

II. Table 8.2 provides some characteristics of the companies from the survey with the 

different control structures. 
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Table 8.2. MTS, MTO and ETO characteristics. 

MTS MTO ETO 
Characteristics: 

number of participating co's 15 (28%) 23 (42%) 16 (30%) 

average sales ($ 000.000) 44 25 12 

avg sales per employee ($ 000) 247 172 119 

Number of companies selling 
and manufacturing: 

materials 1 [7%] 2 [9%] 0 
- components 6 [40%] 16 [70%] 3 [19%) 

products 7 [47%] 6 [26%] 4 [25%] 
installations 3 [20%] 1 [4%] 12 [75%] 

Average number of 1344 1423 not 
end products applicable 

(%) = percentage of total population; [%) = percentage within group 

Before we will describe each of these situations in detail some remarks have to be made: 

- Companies do not necessarily have to have only one overall structure, production control 

structures can differ per product group. An example of this is a company selling heating 

equipment. Small standard items are made to stock, large installations are engineered to 

order. 

- Individual customer orders may be treated differently, leading to an incidental shift of the 

decoupling point An example would be a very large order for standard products where 

stock is insufficient to deliver this order from. In this situation the company may choose 

to make a batch specifically for this large order and deliver other orders from stock. Also, 

in many MTS companies there can be initial development orders which have to be 

engineered to customer order, after which many repeat orders will follow for the same 

product. Examples of this situation can be found in component industries. 

This makes the concept of production control structure slightly fuzzy at the overall company 

level. In most companies of the survey there is a dominant structure which is most typical for 

that company, but several have hybrid forms of different control structures (Konijnendijk 

1991). In case studies it is better possible to distinguish between the different structures. 

In this chapter we will further describe each of the production control situations. In section 

8.2 we will discuss Make-to-Stock situations, in section 8.3 we will discuss Make-to-Order 

situations and in section 8.4 we will discuss Engineer-to-Order situations. In each section we 

will provide a real-life example based on the case-studies. In ~tion 8.5 we will discuss the 

coordination related differences between these three situations. In this last section we use the 

survey results to illustrate the differences, as the survey was particularly directed at 

identifying differences between these three situations. 
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8.2 MAKE-TO-STOCK. 

Make-to-Stock (MTS) means that products are produced based on forecasts, and customer 

orders are delivered from stock. Production is prior to selling. In industrial situations this 

often concerns small production or office equipment, standard components and materials. 

Specification of products is outside the focus of the management or operational control levels 

of Production and Sales. Product development is often carried out by specialized departments· 

or project teams. So here we will not consider the process of product development. 

At the operational control level production and sales activities are decoupled by the stock of 

end-products, individual orders are not known in Production. A make to stock control 

structure is most appropriate with a limited product range, where it is important to have low 

production cost and/or fast deliveries. Fast deliveries here means that the accepted customer 

lead-time is shorter than the total production lead-time. Other reasons for a make to stock 

structure may be that it is impossible or too expensive to follow demand fluctuations because 

of limited production flexibility. 

Example 

An example of a MTS situation concerns company Z, producing and selling agricultural 

machines (mainly mowers). On a total number of 800 employees, only 10 work in the Sales 

and Marketing departments. There are some 20 different product types varying in size and 

some optional extras. These products show extremely high seasonality in demand, with 

80% of demand falling within two months. It is considered impossible to follow demand 

with production capacity. Therefore products have to be made to stock. One sales manager 

explained the reason for this seasonality as follows: 

"With the climate in Western Europe being as it is, grass can only be harvested once a 

year, somewhere in May or June. Now, what happens is that at the end of April many 

farmers walk into their barns to check the mower. If the mower does not function as it 

should, the farmer will want a new mower. He therefore visits a demonstration at an agri

cultural show, and decides to buy one of our famous patented mowers. He goes to a dealer 

to place an order. The choice for the farmer is limited, all mowers have the same colour 

pattern, they only vary in size and some optional extras for arranging or turning the grass. 

The farmer will want his mower to be delivered within three weeks, for he needs it for har

vesting. The dealers gathers the orders and, sends them directly to the company or to a 

local agent. The mowers will be shipped and delivered from stock when available." 
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When customer orders are accepted products are moved from stock and shipped to local 

warehouses. Through a distribution network of local agents and dealers the product ulti

mately arrives at the end user, the farmer. In the network there is a central stock, but also 

local agents and dealers hold stock. In case central stocks and the production scheduled are 

insufficient to meet demand, the whole distribution network is checked for available prod

ucts. 

The production process consists of two steps; component manufacturing and assembly. 

Components are produced or purchased based on long term market expectations. In. the 

assembly process changeover times exist because different product carriers are necessary. 

Also component packages have to be supplied to the assembly lines before production can 

start. To produce efficiently batches must be large, each product is produced only twice a 

year. Production planning is fixed for a the total lead-time of 4 months (including pur

chasing). Therefore information with a horizon of at least half a year is required for capac

ity and material requirements planning. The main issue of communication is to determine 

the right volumes per product This takes place within a yearly planning cycle form 

September to September. Figure 8.1. presents the communication between Production and 

Sales through the year. 

Figure 8.1. Communication within company z. 
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Many activities of the sales and marketing people are directed at gathering and analyzing 

market information. Based on historic sales figures and talks with dealers and agents, 

salespeople make forecasts for next seasons' sales per product in march. Based on these 
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year volumes, negotiations with suppliers are started to establish yearly supply contracts 

and a production plan is made for the first half of the year in which a half year sized batch 

of each product is planned to be produced. The size of the second batch is used to tune 

production to demand as much as possible. Important in this are stock levels at the dealers 

at the end of the season (may and june). Last year's sales must be corrected with what is 

left unsold at the dealers. Also, these stock levels will influence next year's sales as dealers 

will try to sell the mowers then. Next to this, at the end of the current season it is tried to 

establish sales volume contracts for next season with Oarge) dealers. However, dealers do 

not want to commit themselves at a product level, they require some flexibility as to which 

mowers they will buy. When information on contracts and stock levels is available the 

second batch is planned. Monthly a production plan is made for four months ahead with 

inputs from both Production and Sales. The monthly production plan is used to determine 

material requirements using MRP software. 

Coordination requirements of Production and Sales in MTS situations very much focus on 

quantitative data, how much do we need when at the management control level. Product 

specifications are preset. The quantitative data concern demand, inventory and planned pro

duction. 

As MTS situations always concern standard or known customer specific products, sales will 

mostly concern getting Straight Rebuy orders. Also between Sales and customers, communica

tions are focused on quantities and timing, order acceptance is mainly based on inventory 

level information. There is no use for communications on product speciftcations other than 

demonstrating or explaining the characteristics of the standard products. As the production 

process precedes sales, the sales force must be directed at selling what has been produced. 

In company Z of the example the customer may chose any colour as long as it is green. 

In MTS structures production planning is based on demand forecasts and end product stock 

levels. Actual production is directed at replenishing inventory as efficient as possible. This 

typically leads to a production costs and inventory costs trade off when it comes to setting 

the batch sizes. At the sales side there is an inventory costs and lost sales costs trade-off. 

Coordination is directed at having the right volume and mix of products in inventory. This 

requires planning before customer orders are known, for a longer period of time ahead. The 

model used for inventory levels is: 
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I(t) = I(t-1) - D(t) + P(t) 

in which; 

I(t) =inventory at the end of period t 

D(t) =demand during period t 

P(t) = production during period t. 

Due to production lead-times L, longer than 0, production of period t was planned at moment 

t-L so that the preferred level of inventory would be reached in period t. Therefore, the 

planned production and the expected demand over period L had to be known. The planned 

production can be read from the production plan, demand has to be forecasted. To remain 

efficient production and low inventory levels forecasts have to be accurate. In many 

companies production is responsible for inventory control and efficient production, inaccurate 

forecasting leads to problems in Production. However in most MTS companies demand 

forecasts are generated by sales or marketing people as they have the best knowledge of the 

(ever changing) market. As we have discussed in chapter 2 there are some problems in that. 

For example, when sales quotas are based on forecasts, salespeople may put in low forecasts 

to be able to meet their quotas easily. This can be prevented by tying bonuses to both sales 

volume and forecasting reliability as in the Gonik scheme (see Mantrala & Raman 1990). 

Other problems concern situations where production capacity is low and product allocation 

is based on forecasts, salespeople will then put in high forecasts to make sure that they can 

satisfy demand of their customers. Also here a system that benefits forecasting accuracy may 

reduce the problem. However, people may be very creative in abusing whatever kind of 

system is used, we can illustrate this with an example form one of the case studies. 

Example 

A regional sales manager described his forecasting activities as follows: "At this moment 

our production capacity is too low, so product is allocated based on forecasts. If you sell 

more than you have forecast you will not get any product except when the order concerns 

a so-called "key-customer". So what I do is this, I put in a pretty high forecast. As 

everybody does this I get only say 80% of the volume I forecasted. I sell this volume to 

my regular customers, which is rather easy because the market is tight. I can usually 

persuade customers to buy as I tell them they may not get anything next period. Only then, 

when I am all sold out, I go to my key-customers which can order however much they 

want This way I can keep my sales (and commission) up in these hard times." 
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At the operational level, Production and Sales do not have a direct influence on each other's 

perfonnance on local objectives, they are separated by the inventory of end products. 

Functional interdependence is of a pooled nature at this operational level. Sales can fulfil 

customer orders from inventory without coordination with Production. Delivery lead-times for 

customers mainly depend on order processing lead-time and transport time. But even when 

lost sales is very high, it does not influence production efficiency. Production can replenish 

inventory based on an inventory control system without coordination with Sales. When 

production efficiency is very low, it does not directly influence sales volumes. But, both high 

lost sales and low efficiency will damage company profitability. 

8.3 MAKE-TO-ORDER. 

In Make-to-Order (MTO) situations the sales process precedes the production process. 

Customer orders are accepted after which a production schedule can be made. This concept 

is often used when there is a very high variety of products, for example customer specific 

packaging materials. As the variety is high, volumes per product will be low, only the 

amounts a customer has committed itself to will be produced to minimize the risk of obsolete 

inventories. Another reason to use this structure is that some perishable products cannot be 

stocked at all and therefore have to be made to order. Also products which are very expensive 

to stock because of special atmospheric requirements (frozen products) or high volumes (insu

lation materials) can better be made to order. This means that the customer will have to 

accept lead-times which include production time. 

Example. 

An example of a MTO situation concerns company R, producing and marketing Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB's). Company R employs 120 people. Production is divided in five 

functional units, around specialized machine groups. Several production departments work 

in shifts. The sales force consists of three outside salespeople, each responsible for a geo

graphical part of the market and three inside salespeople, placed within the planning 

department. PCB' s are customer specific, the customer application determines what connec

tions need to be made between the various components that will be moulded to the board. 

That means that each board has a specific number of layers, holes and connection patterns. 

PCB's can be very simple with a one-side connection pattern or have as many as 30 layers 

of patterns. PCB's are used in many products varying from mainframe computers to 
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telephones and refrigerators. The market for PCB' s is steadily growing because in many 

products mechanical devices are replaced by electronic. Main order winning criteria are, 

depending on the market segment, price or lead-time. Quality is important, but most 

suppliers have the technology and equipment to meet the required quality standards. 

Product life cycles are short, only 60% of orders are repeat orders. The other 40% concern 

new or modified products. The sales process for a new print starts with a request for quote 

from a customer. Based on global specifications from the customer a price and delivery 

lead-time are set by the salesperson. Often customers demand a price range for various 

order sizes. Within long term customer relationships, prices are set for a longer period of 

time. After evaluation of the quotations by the customer an order may be placed, similar 

to rebuying situations. 

Outside salespeople spent one day per week at the office, a day filled with meetings with 

production and planning representatives. In these meetings critical customer orders are 

discussed, in case due-dates will not be met, the customer must be informed. Also potential 

future orders are discussed. Different product types require different amounts of capacity 

on each work station. To many orders of one type will over utilize one capacity while 

others stay under utilized. As there are many long term relationships with customers, 

accepting a new order today will have an influence on future orders. Building relationships 

with customers has a long term impact on the total customer order mix and volume. It is 

therefore required to know the expected capacity requirements of different product groups 

(often related to customer groups} to be able to take capacity expanding or decreasing 

measurements, but also to decide whether or not to accept orders from a certain customer. 

However, the planning and information systems in company R do not support this kind of 

coordination of Production and Sales very well. 

Customer orders are received by the internal sales office. Orders must be confirmed within 

two days with a fmal price and delivery due-date. The due-date is set in coordination with 

production planning. Production planning has a simple capacity rule to accept orders in a 

certain week, no more than 5000 plates per week (a plate is a standard size production unit 

which may contain a number of equal prints). For each customer order production planning 

checks whether this number is reached for the required week, if not the order is accepted. 

This will be confirmed to the customer. When an order does not fit into the planning, an 

alternative due-date will be quoted to the customer. The biggest problem at this operational 

level is to determine reliable and competitive due-dates. As "ompetition is fierce, Sales may 

be forced by the customer to accept very short lead times, leading to disturbing rush orders 

in production. 
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The production process is flow like. There are some 15 workstations. Product routings are 

mainly fixed in the first part of the production process. At the end, routings differ for 

various prints, some go through additional quality inspections, others are electronically 

tested when finished, some need gold contacts, others don't. So at the end we can see a 

more job shop like pattern. The machines used are specific to the processes, not to the 

products. 

Orders accepted are released to the production floor. A due-date priority rule is used to 

control order progress. However, as the workload in the plant may vary, also the 

throughput times vary. This leads to a situation in which orders are expedited (and others 

delayed) ad hoc, for example when a customer wants its products earlier or when products 

have been delayed in the first stages of the production process. This leads to high variation 

in production lead-times, but also a relatively poor service performance towards customers. 

In MTO situations with customer specific products, specifications must be coordinated at the 

order level, when customer requirements are known. In case of standard products, 

specification will be similar to MTS situations. The subjects of volume and mix can often 

separately be coordinated as mix flexibility is higher than volume flexibility. Another reason 

to separate these two subjects is that volume can be forecasted more accurately than mix, only 

when actual orders are known product mix planning can be executed. However, mix 

orientations are required in situations where, due to batch production, mix and volume are 

strongly related. 

In MTO, each customer order requires some coordination in order to confirm due-dates to 

customers. From the example we can see that lead-time is an important issue for Production 

and Sales coordination. Efficient production requires long runs and will lead to long lead

times. Lead-times can be an important marketing mix element, to be competitive they need 

to be short. There are two approaches to setting lead-times, variable lead-times based on 

current production planning or fixed lead-times based on general aggregate production 

capabilities. To determine variable lead-times or due-dates in order acceptance an overview 

of required and available capacity is necessary. When set-up times are significant, customer 

orders need to be buffered and combined to make long enough production runs. When 

demand is temporarily high, delivery lead-times will increase. Also the availability of required 

materials will have to be checked. This requires on-line information systems for order 

acceptance. It must be remarked that many production control systems, like MRP systems, 

do not support this kind of order acceptance. If lead-times are fixed all this is not required, 
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responsibility for meeting lead-times is a production matter. Order acceptance is easy. 

However, customers may not be satisfied with this. 

Operational functional interdependence is sequential. The customer orders accepted by Sales 

have a direct influence on production performance. For example, Production can only perform 

well on costs and lead-time reliability when Sales is able to set good due-dates. Controlling 

these kind of production situations requires capacity oriented planning systems like OPT or 

input/output planning (Bertrand, Wortmann & Wijngaard 1990). 

8.4. ENGINEER TO ORDER. 

The last situation we want to discuss is Engineer-to-Order (ETO). ETO situations are cha

racterized by the fact that each customer order concerns one or more unique products, the 

product must be defmed, engineered, built and often installed to customer specifications. Even 

components may be customer specific. The customer is not so much buying a specific product 

as buying a specific "solution" to a specific problem. The problem may be to move cans from 

the assembly machine to the packaging department, the solution may be a conveying system 

of magnetic elevators, lowerators and belts performing the transportation task. An example 

of ETO concerns company AC. 

Example. 

Company AC produces and sells industrial driers and coolers. It has annual sales of $ 10 

million and 100 employees. AC has a product range consisting of (large) industrial driers 

and coolers for chemical, agricultural and food industry applications. There are basically 

three kinds of products, rotary driers, conveyor driers/coolers and tower driers. All products 

are engineered and built to customer specifications concerning size, drying characteristics 

and capacity. AC is represented in the market by independent sales agents. Selling is 

mostly incidental to smaller companies like co-packers or private label companies. AC is 

leading in the pet food market. Total sales equals some 50 products annually. 

The production facilities can be divided in three parts; the sheet metal department. the 

machine shop for (standard) component manufacturing, and the assembly department. Most 

equipment used are (old) multi purpose machines like cutters, benders and milling 

machines. There is a high level of operator flexibility, most operators can work several 

machines or tools. Volume flexibility is established through adding a shift or working 
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overtime. At one time typically 5 to 6 products are being worked on. Due to the size of the 

products, they do not move through the plant but are assembled at one spot. 

Customer contacts are established by the sales agents under supervision of the sales 

managers. After the initial contact the application engineering department takes over to 

specify the product globally. AC will send a quote to the potential customer stating the 

characteristics of the product, the price and the delivery-date. When a customer places an 

order, the quoted price is considered the sales price. Only when the customer wants modi

fications of the product there can be a change in this price. When an order is acquired 

respectively product engineering, specification (BOM) and purchasing will further specify 

and develop the product. 

The production process for all three types of driers/coolers is more or less the same. 

Engineering and specification can be considered part of the production process as they are 

executed for each customer order. After the customer order has been fully specified, pur

chase of materials will take place. Most items can be obtained with short lead-times. Long 

lead-time items may be on yearly blanket orders. Standard components are Kanban 

controlled. When all material is available, the sheets will be cut and bent. After that 

assembly can take place. Products are assembled into large units which can be shipped in 

one piece to the customer. At the customer site there is very little installation time required 

due to the high level of pre-assembly at AC. Total lead-time can vary a lot, from four to 

twelve weeks. As has been stated, there is high volume flexibility which allows for signifi

cant reductions in lead-time when necessary. 

Once a year sales managers forecast the total volume for next year, measured in dollars. 

AC uses an MRP system for generating the (customer specific) BOM. From this BOM, 

purchase orders are generated and purchasing is able to make sure that all parts and 

materials are available. The MRP system is not used for actual production planning. 

Production planning mainly concerns assigning man capacity to products. This is taken care 

of by the manufacturing manager. Scheduling of orders on machines is not important as 

machine capacity is relatively high. Planning is more or less ad hoc. The MRP system does 

not support the capacity aspect of production planning. When short, reliable lead-times are 

becoming more important, this aspect is crucial for competitiveness. Flexibility is high, but 

not unlimited. Lead-times must be controlled in order to be able to set reliable customer 

due-dates. Capacity planning then is necessary. 

AC is very much functionally oriented. A specific order is passed on through the various 

departments of engineering, specification, purchasing and production. In a recent situation 
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of a very short lead-time demanded by the customer, AC has been forced to parallelly 

execute the different activities of the different departments leading to a much more project 

oriented organization. Departments could not finish their work and then pass it on to the 

next department, but activities had to be coordinated and simultaneously executed. During 

the specification and production process several meetings of all departments involved were 

necessary. The number and diversification of the products and the characteristics of the 

production facilities suggest that a project oriented organization is applicable for AC. 

In ETO situations most customer orders will be of the New Task type. Selling and producing 

customer specific products requires high technical knowledge, both in Production and Sales. 

Typically ETO companies are functionally structured. The nature of the knowledge and skills 

is very different in the two functions. Also there is a difference in information requirements, 

production needs very detailed information which may be of no interest to the customer. The 

customer wants a solution to the problem, he or she does not want to be bothered by technical 

details. So Sales is mainly directed at conceptual level information, defining product 

functions, not construction. 

In ETO situations sales and production may be executed sequentially, but in many cases the 

two processes will be gone through simultaneously with much communication back and forth 

during the whole process. Detailed product specifications only become clear during the 

engineering process. When these specifications have an impact on price or lead-time the 

customer will have to be informed. Also, customers may want to change specifications several 

times. Experiences from an airplane manufacturing company show that the flow of customer 

specifications and changes is constant until the airplanes are delivered to the customer. The 

interior of the plane may be specified while the body is already in production. To control this 

flow of specifications several so-called "freezing dates" are set after which certain parts of 

the plane can no longer be changed. Customer orders cannot be thrown over the wall, but 

have to be handed over through a series of meetings. 

The operational information exchange is mainly focused specifications and related aspects, 

what to produce, can we do it and what will the costs of that be. Specifications cannot be 

preset but can only be determined based on customer requirements. Most ETO companies 

base their products on a core technology in which experience and skills have been acquired. 

This technology determines the kind of solutions that can be given for the customer 

requirements. The core technology can evolve through execution of (partly) innovative 

customer orders. 
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Sales tries to come as close to customer specifications as possible to be able to get a good 

price. However, in Production there may be a drive for standardization to produce as efficient 

as possible and avoid uncertainty in the costs of the project. This can be a source of conflict. 

In most cases the costs of a customer order or specification change can only be determined 

after the product has been finished. However, the customer wants to know beforehand what 

the price of the product, thereby forcing Sales to set a price before the product is finished and 

the cost are known. When things turn out to be more costly then expected someone will have 

to take the blame. This can either be Production for producing the product inefficient or Sales 

for selling the product at a too low price. A similar story is valid for lead-times. The 

challenge is to be complete and accurate in gathering order specifications as early as possible. 

Only then reliable calculations for costs and lead-times can be made. 

In ETO situations the information and coordination requirements are very high at an 

operational level. Sales and Production can be considered reciprocally dependent at this level. 

The performance of each function is highly dependent on the performance of the other. 

Production cannot produce efficiently or on time when the products sold require engineering 

or technology just outside the basic production and engineering capabilities. However, when 

there is not constant drive for expanding and improving these capabilities Sales will have an 

increasingly hard time to sell any products at all. The development of these capabilities most 

be continuously reviewed to make sure that Production and Sales do not deviate too much on 

their perception of what can be done. 

Mix and volume coordination is limited beyond the operational level, mainly because there 

is not much to base coordination on. Production facilities are often highly flexible at a product 

mix level. Capacity as a total volume is much more important than capacity of a certain type. 

Also, the market is very unpredictable, only quotations can tell something about the future. 

Individual orders are often very large and may have a total lead-time of something like a year. 

So, already the planning of the operational level may have a time span of more than a year. 

Beyond this everything is extremely uncertain, but hardly relevant either. 

8.5. PRODUCTION CONTROL STRUCTURE AND COORDINATION 

In this chapter we have discussed three types of production control structures. In figure 8.2 

we summarize the findings of the examples of the previous sections of this chapter. The most 

important difference between these control structures concerns the functional interdependence 

at the operational level. As we will discuss in chapter 9, interdependence is directly related 

to the required coordination mechanisms. 
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Figure 8.2. Production control structure characteristics. 
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Based on the survey results we can further compare the three production control structures 

on coordination characteristics, both at the management control and operational level. The 

distinctive power of these results is limited as several companies have a hybrid production 

control structure. At the management control or tactical level Production and Sales should 

coordinate their (aggregate) plans to avoid many operational problems. With tactical level we. 

mean -coordination not related to actual customer orders. Tactical level coordination is present 

in only 63% of all companies surveyed. It is far more common in MTS companies than in 

MTO and ETO companies. Also, formal coordination is less important in ETO companies (see 

table 8.2.). This illustrates the notion that coordination possibilities beyond the operational 

level are limited in ETO and MTO situations. In MTS situations with standard products many 

issues can be coordinated at this level setting a framework for the operational level. Reasons 

for not having a tactical level of coordination varied from unnecessary (we know everything 

from each other) to impossible (everything will change the moment we write something 

down). 

Table 8.3. Tactical level coordination characteristics. 

MTS MTO ETO Total 
N = 15 N = 23 N = 16 N = 54 

Number of companies having 11 (77%) 14 (59%) 9 (56%) 34 ( 63%) 
tactical level coordination: 

Number of companies where 8 [72%] 5 [36%] 2 [22%] 15 [44%] 
formal tactical coordination 
is most important: 

(%) = percentage of companies per group. 
[%] = percentage of companies per group which have tactical coordination. 

The suvey also provides some data on what the subjects of ~ctical level coordination are. 

Based on the literature and the pilot survey we have defined three classes of subjects (see 

table 8.4). This list includes subjects of coordination which follow from the goods flow link 

between the processes of production and sales (see section 2.5); volume, mix and lead-time. 
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Next to that we identified quality issues and new product introductions as subjects which are 

both related to the subject of specifications, defining what the product should look like and 

how it should be manufactured. Further we included two second order subjects or targets, 

price and stock levels which follow from the execution of the processes to see whether 

objectives are coordinated. The results on coordination subjects of the companies that actually 

have a tactical level of coordination are summarized in table 8.4. The results illustrate several 

differences. Mix planning, quality issues and new product introductions are not as relevant 

in ETO companies as they are to the other two groups. A mix of products does not really 

exist, specifications are mainly coordinated at the operational level. Another, rather obvious, 

difference concerns stock levels which are most important in MTS companies. 

Table 8.4. Tactical level coordination subjects. 

MTS % MTO % ETO % Total % 
N 22 N = 28 N = 18 N 68 

Goods flow: 
Volume 91 93 89 91 
Mix (volume per product) 78 85 50 74 
Lead-times 70 74 72 72 

Specifications: 
Quality issues 91 81 56 78 
New product introductions 65 41 56 53 

Targets: 
Price levels 39 67 56 54 
Stock levels 74 56 28 54 

{percentage of respondents coordinating a certain subject per group) 

The second level of coordination is the operational level where Production and Sales 

coordinate activities which are triggered by customer orders. From the results in table 8.5 we 

can see that this level of coordination is indeed very important to ETO companies. Several 

MTS companies have such a good standardized operational framework that customer orders 

never have to be coordinated between Production and Sales, in other words, the functions are 

decoupled at the operational level. 

Table 8.5. Operational level coordination; frequency and subjects 

MTS % MTO % ETO % Total % 
N = 15 N = 23 N = 16 N = 54 

Coordination of customer orders; 
always 43 63 78 62 
usually 13 15 19 16 
sometimes 30 17 3 17 
never 13 4 0 6 

Subjects of 
delivery 96 87 94 92 
quantity 62 39 41 45 
specifications 53 46 50 49 
price/costs 15 9 28 17 
order changes 27 27 41 31 
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Also related to the production control structure are the experienced coordination problems. 

Table 8.6 provides an overview based on the survey of the most important coordination 

problems of the different control structures as experienced in practice. We can find several 

illustrations for problems in the area of long term capacity planning due the high amount of 

market uncertainty at this level. This typically is a MTS and MTO order company problem. 

Short term production scheduling or, more specific, delivery lead-times are also identified as 

problem areas, most profoundly in ETO companies. These problems concern information 

flows at an operational level. The long term problems found in the survey concerning the dif

ference in "language" may point at the difference in orientation as discussed in chapter 4. This 

is mainly present in MTO and ETO companies, not in MTS companies. MTS companies, 

using formalized coordination mechanisms, have a hard time dealing with exceptions at the 

operational level. 

Table 8.6. Coordination problems. 

MTS % MTO% ETO % Total % 

Management control level problem areas: 
Market uncertainty 52 26 17 32 
Lead-times 4 15 17 12 
Difference in "language" 4 33 22 21 
Production capacity 9 7 1'7 10 
Procedures 9 4 0 4 
None 9 4 11 7 

Operational level problem areas: 
Setting lead-times 27 48 53 44 
Production capacity planning 23 17 13 20 
Order specifications 0 7 25 10 
Difference in "language• 0 7 3 4 
Exceptions/specials/other 43 13 12 25 
None 7 13 0 7 

(Percentage mentioning a problem per group) 
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PART IV. COORDINATION 

In this part, coordination of Production and Sales is discussed. In order to do that we need 

a framework of coordination mechanisms. This will describe the tools at hand to accomplish 

the required coordination. A second aim of this part is to relate the coordination requirements 

and possibilities to the situational characteristics as described in part ill. This description is 

deducted from all three research methods, the literature, the survey and the case studies and 

aims at answering the last research question: What are the available coordination mechanisms 

and when should they be used in relation with the identified situational aspects. The findings 

are illustrated with three extensive case descriptions. Next to that we can look back at what 

we have and what we can do with it. In a final chapter we will discuss the findings and their 

relevance to practice and science. Therefore this part contains the following chapters. 

In chapter 9 theoretical constructs based on well known contributions in the organization 

theory literature are introduced. These constructs are translated to coordination tools as availa

ble for Production/Sales coordination and related to the coordination subjects. 

In chapter 10, coordination of Production and Sales is described for each of the conceivable 

combinations of the three typology dimensions. Per situation the requirements, interdepen

dence and coordination tools for each of the subjects are presented in an overview and 

discussed. 

In the following three chapters of this part some real life situations are described to further 

illustrate the need for and use of the coordination tools. In these cases we describe the 

specific Production/Sales relationship aspects as discussed in part TI. Also, we place the com

panies in the typology of situational aspects of part Ill. In relation to that we then discuss 

which coordination tools are used for which subject and in what way. The case descriptions 

are based on the case studies (see chapter 1), but names and figures have been disguised. This 

enables us to give an accurate and rich description of a selected part of the Production/Sales 

coordination in these companies. In these case descriptions we focus on the coordination 

problems as followed from the analysis of the current situation and priorities set by the 

management, not all subjects got the same attention. The proposed solutions to the 

coordination problems are in line with the framework as presented in chapter 10, but not 

exclusive ways to solve similar coordination problems in other situations. Even in the case 

situations other effective solutions may have been possible. Still these cases provide nice 

illustrations of the relationship between situational aspects and Production/Sales coordination. 
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In chapter 14 we formulate conclusions, recommendations and suggestions for further 

research. The conclusions will summarize the results. The recommendations concern a six step 

approach to analyze and improve the Production/Sales relationship in practice. At the end of 

this chapter we present some suggestions for further research. 
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Chapter 9. COORDINATION MECHANISMS. 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although this chapter is headed "coordination mechanisms" we do not blindly trust 

coordination to solve all problems of the Production/Sales relationship. In the previous part 

of this text we have discussed the situational aspects which determine the form and intensity 

of the interdependence between Production and Sales. The interdependence of the activities 

of Production and Sales suggest that to be effective they should be coordinated. Organizations 

can only reach a high level of performance by a certain degree of division of labour, as has 

taken place between Production and Sales, and coordinated execution of activities. In the 

second part of this text we have shown that these separated production and sales functions 

can be very different from each other on the aspects of processes, structure, culture and objec

tives. 

Many differences can easily lead to conflicts in trying to manage the interdependence. The 

existence of conflicts due to on the one hand the differences and on the other hand the 

interdependence has been shown throughout this text based on both the literature and case stu

dies. Several practitioners have suggested that to be efficient there needs to be competition 

between Production and Sales (Konijnendijk 1991). The need for coordination does not mean 

that conflicts must be avoided in all situations, several authors recognize conflicts as a means 

to change and improvement (Ford et a/1986). Not everything needs to be coordinated and 

arranged beforehand. An element of surprise is unavoidable and necessary. 

In this chapter we further elaborate on the issues of coordination and conflict. In section 9.2 

we will shortly discuss the functionality of conflicts between Production and Sales compared 

to the functionality of coordination. In section 9.3 we will then focus on coordination 

mechanisms, we will discuss the means of coordination available to organizations. In the 

literature we can fmd various contributions discussing coordination, for example the ideas of 

Thompson, Mintzberg and Galbraith. Thompson describes when to use which coordination 

mechanism based on identified functional interdependence between groups within the orga

nization. We already shortly discussed this in chapter 4 of part ll in relation with work flow 

interdependence. In section 9.4 we will relate the available coordination mechanisms to the 

coordination subjects and present some Production/Sales coordination tools. The use of these 

mechanisms and tools will be the subject of following chapters of this part. 
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9.2 COORDINATION AND CONFLICT. 

In every sizable industrial organization the division of labour has lead to a need for 

coordination in relation to the required consistency of tasks. At the same time, the division 

of labour and the departmentalization have given rise to conflicts within organizations. 

Belonging to a group tends to focus the view of the group members to the local values and 

objectives, which may be conflicting with other groups. As discussed in part II, the specific 

characteristics of Production and Sales seem more to stimulate conflict then resolve conflict. 

These characteristics include the differences in culture and personal values (Clare & Sanford 

1984). But also the use of contradictive objectives in relation to the process characteristics 

like maximal sales volume and efficiency. In such a situation an objective of Sales can be 

focused at selling as much as possible by extending the product range. However, this will 

have an effect on the efficiency objective of Production. In most cases the production process 

is less mix flexible than the sales process, more products lead to more changeover time which 

means less production time and thereby decreased efficiency. One can imagine that a sales 

plan to extend the product range will find some resistance in Production, and, when played 

hard, conflict between the two functions. Similar discussions can be held about lead-times, 

product availability or volume flexibility. Most of these issues are related to the required 

flexibility to react to the markets and the required stability for efficiency in production. In 

these situations coordination can help. Coordination leads to consistency among tasks, it 

enables people in various interdependent functions to work effectively, but only if the overall 

direction is right Coordination of activities avoids conflicts and can reduce organizational 

slack. 

However, coordination can also lead to levelling down of overall performances when local 

capacities are not balanced. The chain is only as strong as the weakest element. Formal ways 

of coordination by strict plans or rules often cannot cope with flexibility as this is hard to 

formalize (see e.g. Bertrand, Wortmann and Wijngaard 1990). An example concerns an MTO 

company where lead-times are set at 35 days for each customer order based on general 

characteristics of production facilities and customer orders. This provides both Sales an 

Production with a rule to work with, within this rule Production can optimize its efficiency 

and Sales can accept customer orders. But working by the rule does not tell whether 35 days 

is the best possible. There is no need for change or improvement as long as all customer 

orders fit the plan. Only when an important customer forces Sales to accept orders outside 

the plan, Production will be forced to put in some extra effort leading to (temporary) higher 

performances. Coordination does not automatically invoke a spirit of improvement so 

necessary for continuous effectiveness. Organizations often improve through crises and 

conflict. An example of that concerns an ETO company where a lead-time reduction of 50% 
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was accomplished because of breaking the rules of lead-time setting in order acceptance. One 

can imagine that initially this gave rise to arguments between Production, Engineering and 

Sales. But business was low and the order had to be fulfilled to survive. Coordination, that 

is, back-wards planning from the due-date when Engineering would need to hand over 

specifications to Production, could not solve this problem. A structure adaptation was 

required. In order to realize the due-date set, activities were parallel executed. It turned out 

to be possible to already start production before all parts were fully specified. Engineering 

would start with the body of the product, pass specifications on to Production to get started 

there, after which the smaller parts where further engineered. 

In Mintzberg's paper on effective organizations we can find a discussion on the good an bad 

sides of coordination and conflict. In this paper, two organizational forces are identified 

(Mintzberg 1991); 

- forces of ideology with cooperation as modus operandus and 

- forces of competition based on self interest with politics as organizational modus 

operandus. In this, self interest can be based on individuals with people going after personal 

goals or based on groups or departments going after local goals. 

The force of ideology is binding people together, making people with different interests work 

together much like coordination in the above. Examples of ideology in organizations can be 

found in a kibbutz but also in industrial organizations 3M or Hewlett Packard (Peters & 

Waterman 1982, Deal & Kennedy 1982, the latter calling this concept a strong culture). 

Although cooperation is preferable above politics in organizations to handle interdependence, 

it .can also lead to getting stuck in bureaucratic ways of working, regardless of a changing 

environment because ideology tends to be internally focused. The forces of competition, 

leading to conflicts, can have a de-freezing effect on organizations making them adapt to the 

contingencies of the environment. However, competition can also be very destructive. A pro

duction department lobbying for a new, more efficient machine to produce products that 

cannot be sold anyway is obviously on the wrong track. However, if the lobby is strong 

enough they will get their machine. Dominant groups in organizations, either accountants, 

marketeers or unionized workforces can lord their power over all others. Politics and conflicts 

are necessary to solve the problems left by of coordination and ideology. They cannot be 

dismissed as destructive only. 

With this we have relativized the need for coordination, coordination has its good and its bad 

sides. The good side of coordination is that a large amount of dysfunctional conflicts can be 

avoided with proper coordination of functional interdependence. The main issue of 

coordination then is to avoid dysfunctional conflict and to reduce operational slack, in for 

example inventories, lead-times and product specifications. Coordination can be cheaper and 
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more effective than slack. With more effective we mean an increased level of service to the 

customer leading to a better competitive position. Where exactly the border of dys

functionality of conflicts is, is easy to defme - as long as it decreases effectiveness or 

efficiency - but extremely hard to determine beforehand in practice. This will remain the same 

until human behaviour is completely unravelled. A seemingly terrible conflict that drags on 

for weeks because both parties refuse to compromise may ultimately lead to a brilliant 

solution. But daily agony and operational conflicts are hardly ever constructive, these conflicts 

must be channelled to higher levels where they can be solved structurally. The bad side of 

coordination is that is does not automatically provide possibilities for improvement and can 

lead to a situation where activities are coordinated but not very effective or efficient. 

9.3 COORDINATION MECHANISMS. 

Coordination can be achieved in many ways. In traffic for example drivers and pedestrians 

obeying the rules avoid a lot of accidents (dysfunctional conflicts). In the used-to-be 

communist countries it was the central planning committee making sure that not every 

sowchoz would produce only potatoes. With children at play it is direct communication and 

giving in to each other which coordinates their activities in deciding what to play, for example 

hide-and-seek or soccer. Once this decision has been taken, the rules of the game take over 

coordination. Several authors have named these and other kinds of coordination mechanisms. 

Although they basically meant the same they have managed to come up with many different 

names. We will shortly discuss the ideas of Thompson, Mintzberg and Galbraith. 

Thompson related functional interdependence with coordination mechanism to be used (see 

figure 9.1). These mechanisms are described as follows: 

- Rules and procedures. 

These describe actions for repetitive situations with very low uncertainty. This can concern 

standardization of inputs where a certain situation requires a predetermined set of activities, 

like in a recipe. For example, a MTS situation where a BQ-rule and a lead time of 2 days 

is defined for inventory replenishment by Production and an order acceptance rule is 

defined that customer orders can be delivered in 24 hours as long as they are available 

from stock, and in 3 days when the products are not direct available. Based on information 

on inventory levels both Production and Sales know what to do. This kind of coordination 

can only be used when the deviations of situations are sufficiently predictable and not too 

numerous. According to Thompson this mechanism can be used in pooled interdependence 

only. If two functions do not experience effects of each others output but only contribute 

to common goal, rules are sufficient to coordinate their output to the whole. Rules cannot 
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cope with higher order interdependence because the constraints of repetitiveness and high 

predictability are not valid there. 

- Planning. 

Planning involves the establishment of schedules for the interdependent units by which their 

activities may be governed. Less stability and repetitiveness than for rules is needed as 

there is periodic review of the plan in which present situational contingencies can be 

incorporated. An example of planning concerns a production plan in which capacity and 

materials are allocated to products to be made. Production people or departments can then 

work according to the plan, and Sales can base order acceptance on the plan. Planning in 

this way can cope with environmental variation within the settings of technology and mar

kets. This mechanism can be used for sequential interdependence. If one function 

experiences effects of the output of the other function, the first function must be notified 

of the future actions of the other. Planning, stating what will be done, can be used for 

coordination of the two functions. 

- Mutual Adjustment. 

Mutual adjustment concerns in process, direct communication between interdependent 

functions, coordination by feed-back. It means that there is a continuous exchange of 

relevant information. Therefore it can cope with situations with high variability and 

uncertainty between two or more functions. An example concerns order processing in ETO 

companies, where within a project, engineers, salespeople and production people 

communicate on all aspects of how to fulfil the needs of a certain customer. This 

mechanism can cope with reciprocal interdependence, and thereby with all both other forms 

of interdependence. 

Figure 9.1 Functional interdependence and coordination mechanisms 

Pooled Interdependence Rules and Procedures 

A B 

Sequential interdependence Planning 

Reciprocal interdependence Mutual Adjustment 

c___A _____,~<->~c__B -~<->~L--C-----' 
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The main difference between these mechanisms concerns the frequency of coordination in 

relation to repetitiveness of the process to be coordinated. Rules are formulated and then used 

many times, planning is periodically executed for a defined period of repeated execution of 

a process, mutual adjustment is executed during one-time execution of a process. The lower 

the interdependence and uncertainty are, the longer the period of time in which repetitiveness 

can be predicted. 

The mechanisms can be used at all levels in the organization, they do not necessarily have 

to be directed at coordinating the operational process. The process to be coordinated can be 

a primary process like production or sales, but it can also be a management or coordination 

process like planning. So, to coordinate the process of making a plan, rules (defined in a 

planning procedure) may be used if plans require repeatedly more or less the same data input 

and processing, like in production planning. If the making of a plan requires the processing 

of new and uncertain kinds of information, mutual adjustment may be required to coordinate 

the process of planning. This also means, for example, that a (strategic) plan may have no 

direct impact on operational activities but only sets an overall direction, it can be a statement 

of objectives. 

Thompson also relates costs to the use of each mechanism, in order of increasing costs; rules 

and procedures, planning and mutual adjustment. Mutual adjustment is the most expensive 

as it requires people to be (physically) close together. Organizations will only use mutual 

adjustment when other mechanisms are not sufficient, that is only in case of reciprocal 

interdependence. Mutual adjustment within small groups, like the children at play, is cheap 

and simple. Only when one tries to coordinate an entire large organization, say GM, by means 

of mutual adjustment it would be the most expensive coordination mechanism as for each 

decision everybody must communicate with all others personally during execution of 

activities. A central proposition of Thompson is that under norms of rationality organizations 

will group positions to minimize coordination costs. So first order grouping will be directed 

at reciprocal interdependence after which in second and higher order grouping sequential and 

pooled interdependence will be taken care of. This minimizes the required use of mutual 

adjustment. But in practice organizations do not group under norms of rationality. For 

example the separation of the reciprocally interdependent functions of Production and Sales 

in ETO organizations is not based on Thompson's criteria of minimal coordination costs but 

on criteria of functional specialization and social aspects as discussed in chapter 4 of part II. 

This leads to increasing coordination costs. 
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Interdependence between groups is based on work processes and structure (division of labour 

and grouping). Interdependence is not given, it can be changed, for example by regrouping 

people. An example of this can found in Womack et al where they describe the development 

process of new cars (Womack et at 1990). The design of an automobile requires input of 

many specialists making these specialist groups interdependent. Western automobile producers 

typically try to fulfil this coordination need through appointing a Coordinator who is 

responsible for getting the required inputs from the different groups. Interdependence and 

coordination requirements between groups is very high and costly. Japanese car manufactures 

typically fulfil this coordination need by regrouping specialists under the authority of a 

"Susha" or project manager. Interdependence is hereby moved from between the specialist 

groups to within the development team and greatly reduced. The effectiveness and efficiency 

of Japanese development teams is typically twice as good measured in development lead

times and productivity. I this example regrouping reduces interdependence. Similarly, the lack 

of rules and procedures may lead to a higher order interdependence then strictly necessary . 

. When products are not specified, Production and Sales will have to exchange requirements 

and possibilities for specifications of each customer order. In the case descriptions of the next 

chapters several situations of changing the interdependence will be discussed. 

Mintzberg identifies mutual adjustment as a coordination mechanism for both the simplest 

situations in small companies or groups as well as for the most complicated interdependence 

in large organizations (Mintzberg 1983). Mutual adjustment requires direct communication 

between organization members and therefore is well possible in (very) small organizations, 

but impossible (or to expensive) for large organizations as too many people would be 

involved. However at a strategic level in large organizations, where many dependencies must 

be considered, again the use of mutual adjustment is possible (and necessary) within the small 

group of high level managers. In between these two forms of mutual adjustment. direct super

vision and standardization of work processes, skills or output can be used. Standardization of 

work processes can be executed through the formulation of rules and procedures. Also 

standardization of skills concerns rules and procedures but these are internalized through 

outside (formal) training. Standardization of output is similar to planning, what is expected 

from a person or department is quantified and specified, for example in a production plan. 

Mintzberg does recognize differences in coordination characteristics between departments but 

does not discuss this matter extensively. 

Another well known example of a coordination mechanisms typology is at the hand of 

Galbraith (Galbraith 1973). Also Galbraith identifies some .order in the use of coordination 

mechanisms. In principle the hierarchy of the organization is used (comparable to direct 

supervision in Mintzberg's description), workers refer upwards to their bosses in new or 
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ambiguous situations. All situations which can be foreseen can be coordinated by rules and 

procedures (comparable to standardization of work process). This leads to a situation where 

only exceptional situations are referred upward in the hierarchy. However, when uncertainty 

is high this may still overload the hierarchical mechanism of coordination. It may be more 

efficient to move decision power down to lower levels of the organization. To control or 

direct decision making at lower levels targeting is required. Goals are set for each level or 

group against which different courses of action can be evaluated. Performance can be 

measured and compared to the goals set. Performance can be tied to reward systems, thereby 

controlling the lower levels of decision makers. This can be compared to strategic planning 

and management control as discussed in chapter 6 of part 2, it is not directly related to 

operational work flow interdependence. But, as Galbraith argues, this still may not be enough 

to prevent the hierarchy from a coordination overload. Now what to do? Two possibilities: 

1. Reduce the need for upward referral by either lowering the performance standards, that 

is creation of slack, or by designing self-contained tasks. The latter means that functions 

are designed in a way to minimize interdependence. 

2. Increase the information processing capacity and capabilities of the hierarchy by building 

so-called vertical information systems or by introducing lateral relationships, like liaison 

positions or task forces. 

Galbraith remarks that self-contained tasks, vertical information systems and lateral 

relationships should only be used as long as they are cheaper than slack. Of all coordination 

mechanisms slack has the least potential for improvement. Slack does not only occur when 

it is created but it can also creep into an organization when other mechanisms fail. Slack as 

a coordination mechanism must be carefully managed. Lateral relationships can be seen as 

moderators for mutual adjustment. Vertical information systems and self contained tasks are 

not easily compared to the mechanisms earlier mentioned. The creation of self contained tasks 

is imperative to Thompson's assumption of grouping in a way to minimize interdependence. 

Although the process of structuring and the process of coordinating are related, in this text 

we consider these as separate processes. The use of planning and mutual adjustment is 

considered active coordination whereas lateral relations, self contained tasks, rules vertical 

information systems and slack are considered passive coordination mechanisms. As has been 

discussed in chapter 4, the latter do not involve coordination activities but create needs and 

provide possibilities for coordination. It thereby very much influences organization 

effectiveness as Western and Japanese automobile development teams have shown. Passive 

coordination mechanisms change interdependence between groups. The creation of self 

contained tasks has had much attention in the socio-technical approach of designing organiz

ations (see e.g de Sitter et al 1991). Vertical information systems can be considered a 

requisite for planning activities. 
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Figure 9.4. The relations between coordination mechanisms 
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Hereby we have described the coordination mechanisms available. In figure 9.4. we present 

an overview of the coordination mechanisms mentioned and their relations. As has been 

stated, the use of these mechanisms is directed at effectiveness. However, in aiming for this 

goal there are of course the limitations as discussed by Simon and other Carnegie school 

scholars of bounded rationality (Simon 1960). Also in transaction cost approaches of we can 

find descriptions of the limits of humans in organization. Williamson, in the transaction cost 

approach, prefers to speak of intended rationality, people want to be rational but are limited 

by cognitive capabilities (Williamson 1981). They also have a drive for opportunism, going 

after personal or local objectives only. These constructs are important in understanding why 

seemingly right coordination circumstances do not always lead to coordinated activities. 

9.4. COORDINATION MECHANISMS OF PRODUCTION AND SALES. 

The basic interdependence between Production and Sales concerns the fact what has been 

produced must be sold (MTS) or the other way around (MTO, ETO). Sales provides the 

customers orders for the products made by Production. This interdependence requires that to 

be effective Production and Sales must coordinate what must be produced when. The products 

must be specified, the volume per product (mix) must be set together with the timing of 

product availability. This basic interdependence concerning these four subjects between 

Production and Sales is of a reciprocal character, no matter what the situational characteristics 

are. The output of one function is input for the other, it is a balance between market 

requirements and production capabilities. However, not each operational decision requires 

mutual adjustment of these two functions, for example order acceptance in a MTS situation 
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can be executed with coordination based on rules, what is necessary is availability of 

infonnation of products in stock. The reason for this is that coordination can be decomposed 

in MTS situations, making decisions on the different subjects at different aggregation levels. 

Earlier long tenn coordination has determined what the product specifications are, in which 

volume they need to be produced and how stock should be replenished. Then, products are 

available for customers, there is no need to coordinate order acceptance with Production. This 

is entirely different in an ETO situation, where specifications and timing are both (oper

ational) order acceptance matters which require extensive coordination of Production and 

Sales because of reciprocal interdependence. We will further discuss this in chapter 10. 

The active coordination mechanisms available in practice are personal communication and 

planning systems enabled by passive mechanisms like project groups, task teams, information 

systems and formal rules and procedures. We will discuss the mechanisms in relation to the 

subjects of coordination in this section. 

Specification of the products. 

This subject concerns the communication of much qualitative infonnation. The ultimate 

specification of the product most fulfil both commercial and technical criteria, it must fulfil 

customer wishes and be manufacturable. In MTS situations this is mostly considered a 

strategic decision as the product range is determined for a longer period of time. In MTO 

situations a range of products must be specified, sometimes leaving open details to be 

specified by the customer. In ETO situations a range of product applications can be defined 

based on the core technology of the company, although this range may only be vaguely 

specified. Detailed specification cannot be done before the customer is involved, product 

specification is an operational matter. 

Figure 9.5. Interdependence of product specification. 

PRODUCTION 
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capability 

Technology <:--------l 
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Requirements 
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Efficiency -----> PROFITS <·----- Sales volume 

However, in all three situations the interdependence is of a reciprocal character, the 

perfonnance of both functions depend on the product specifications. The product 

specifications influence both the potential sales volume and production costs, together sales 

volume and production costs have an influence on profits (see figure 9.5.) There is high 
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volume and production costs have an influence on profits (see figure 9.5.) There is high 

uncertainty for both functions, production technology may have to be adapted, the product 

may be a flop. Cost and revenue must be estimated. Mutual adjustment through direct 

personal communication is required. This can be enabled by creating lateral relations in the 

form of a task force or project team. Specification of products usually involves an engineering 

or research and development department next to Production and Sales. 

Volume. 

This subject mainly concerns quantitative information. The reason that volume and mix 

decisions can be separately coordinated is that in most situations mix flexibility is higher than 

volume flexibility. Only when set-up times are long, volume and mix planning are related. 

The volume is directly related to the capacity. Volume flexibility increases in the future as 

capacity adaptations usually have a certain lead-time. The bigger the volume adaptation the 

higher the lead-time. Over-time can be decided on daily, adding an extra shift requires several 

weeks for the hiring of personnel, adding a machine may take months. The cost of capacity 

adaptations must be compared to the expected benefits to make decisions. 

Setting the volume should start with an evaluation of market information to make a demand 

forecast Based on the forecast a sales volume can be determined. In relationship oriented 

situations long term customer expectations or even contracts can be integrated in the sales 

volume. Most often the volume is specified in a sales plan or budget, stated in aggregate 

terms like money or sales per product group. It is important to state volume plans per capacity 

resource. This sales plan is then checked for capacity availability. When necessary either the 

sales plan or the production capacity can be· adapted. When capacity availability is balanced 

with the sales volume a production plan may be formulated. Many automated planning 

systems are available for this kind of planning. 

Long term volume planning is executed at the management control level. There is no direct 

operational interdependence between Production and Sales in setting the volume, but it 

determines the direction and magnitude of activities. The volume plan is often the basis for 

financial control of the performance of the company, budgets for activities and investments 

are set based on the volume plan. Coordination is aimed at planned profitability. Sales 

volume planning and production volume planning are typically sequentially executed, starting 

at the Sales side. Tools for this planning process are decision support systems enabling 

"if .. then"-analyses and planning meetings. This planning process requires inputs from both 

Production and Sales. 
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Once the volume plan is set it directs operational production and sales activities. Operational 

interdependence is sequential with either Production or Sales giving input to the other 

function. Operational volume planning, not directly concerning the mix as well, exist in 

situations where longer term agreements are set with customers, in relationship oriented 

situations. Whether Sales or Production is leading depends on the availability of production 

capacity compared with demand for capacity. When production capacity is relatively low 

Production will be leading, when demand capacity is relatively low Sales will be leading. 

Coordination will be based on production planning systems as these support capacity 

administration as required for order acceptance. In situations where operational volume 

planning is based on customer orders, it is directly related to coordination of the mix and 

timing. 

Mix. 

The mix concerns the volume per product. For Production this is related to both capacity and 

materials. Within the volume set, a decision must be made which products to sell or produce. 

Availability and requirements must be balanced. In ETO situations a mix does not really exist, 

ETO companies do not sell products but they sell capability, know-how and capacity. Mix 

and volume planning are then integrated at the operational level. 

In MTO companies both capacity and materials can be important. Coordination can be aimed 

at maximizing profits with given capacities. A mix of products can be specified with which 

this optimal level of profit can be accomplished. In situations with relationship oriented 

customers this is a tactical level decision. When capacities and capabilities are considered 

fixed it is a matter of selecting the right customers, that is customers which on average 

demand the optimal mix. At the operational level of these relationship oriented situations 

individual customer orders cannot be refused because of their long term impact on sales, a 

mix selection cannot not be made any more. 

In transaction oriented MTO situations each customer order can be considered by itself. At 

the operational level, the actual volumes per product will be specified by the customer (see 

also section 8.5). When changeover times are significant, efficient production requires large 

production order sizes. This can either be accomplished by gathering and combining a number 

of customer orders and/or specifying minimal order sizes. Gathering customer orders leads 

to longer lead-times. Towards the customer an incentive for larger orders can be build in the 

system of price setting. Minimal order sizes and standard lead-times can be set for longer 

periods of time. Functional interdependence is sequential, the planned load of production 
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determines which orders can be accepted. The mix subjects of the bulk of customer orders 

can be coordinated based on production planning. In many MTO situations, coordination of 

mix and timing are combined in order acceptance or demand management systems. 

In MTS situations setting the volume per product can be a part of the production and sales 

planning decisions to determine production order quantities and inventory levels, inventory 

control. Production order quantities can be based on a trade-off between production costs and 

inventory costs. This requires an estimate of demand per product per period and insight in 

production costs. This decision of production order quantities mainly influences production 

efficiency and inventory levels. Inventory levels are related to sales service levels, that is the 

amount of demand that can be met in time. When sales forecasts are bad the trade-off made 

between production and inventory costs will be off the mark. Interdependence is mainly 

sequential, the inventory planning activities as described above are appropriate for 

coordination of the mix aspect in MTS situations. 

Timing. 

With the timing aspect the operational decision is complete, what is produced in which 

volumes in which period of time. Both in ETO and MTO this concerns setting the lead-time 

of customer orders. When lead-times and lead-time reliability are not an important 

competitive issue this can be done using standard lead-times and some slack. Rules are 

formulated which determine lead-times for different product groups and order sizes. A recent 

survey shows that companies are not very accurate in this (see Whybark and Vastag 1991). 

Our survey shows that setting the lead-times is the main problem area of Production and Sales 

coordination in ETO and MTO companies. Rules for lead-time setting do not incorporate the 

present situation of the production systems, lead-times will be long as much slack is needed 

to ensure on-time delivery. Ceteris paribus, decreasing customer delivery lead-times will lead 

to a low service level, more orders will be delivered too late. Rules cannot handle the 

interdependency between orders accepted and the lead-times. In these situations the use of 

input/output planning is advocated (see Bertrand 1983 or Kingsman et a/1991). However, this 

still only works one way, input/output planning strives at controlling lead-times constant so 

that more reliable rules can be formulated, it creates a sequential interdependence with 

Production trying to meet requirements. Therefore two level input/output planning is 

suggested where the present situation of production is taken in account in order acceptance. 

This requires either on-line information systems or frequent personal communication between 

Production and Sales. When formal information systems all? not available, weekly planning 

meetings are often used to set lead-times at a proper level. 
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In MTS situations, a frequently used tool for this level of Production and Sales coordination 

is a MRP (II) system. We will give this tool some extra attention as it is widely implemented 

as a production control system. MRP is a time-phased system of production control, it plans 

over time which products will be produced when, so it includes the previously discussed 

subject of mix. The actual tool to coordinate Production and Sales in MRP II is called a 

Master Production Schedule (MPS). The MPS specifies what needs to be produced of each 

MPS item in which period. MPS items do not need to be end-products. The inputs for the 

MPS are an aggregate production plan, where the volume per product group is stated and 

demand forecasts or actual customer orders. An example of an MPS schedule is given in 

figure 9.6. 

Figure 9.6. MPS Schedule. 

Item: digital voltameter. 
Header information: Beginning inventory 0 

i Week: Past Due 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Sales Forecast 20 20 20 20 20 20 30 30 30 30 30 30 3o I 

Customer Order 5 50 35 10 
Backlog 

Master Produc- 5 50 50 60 60 
tion Schedule * * 

Available-to- 0 0 15 50 60 
promise 

Projected 10 0 20 50 
Available 

* Scheduled Receipt 

(Adapted from Everdell 1984) 

Within the MPS environment the collection of all demand on production capacity is called 

demand management (see Vollmann, Berry and Whybark 1988). MPS planning is executed 

periodically. The MPS of the previous period provides product availability information for 

order acceptance in the present period in the so-called Available-to-Promise line (A TP). MPS 

scheduling requires mutual information exchange between Production and Sales, coordination 

by planning. However, there are several problems in this, for example that it is difficult to 

properly present production flexibility in an MPS. In Galbraith terms, it increases the 

information processing capability of the organization and but it also introduces some slack 

as the flexibility of the production process is not used. It is this slack that creates the situation 

that people want to deviate from the schedule as they know that more is possible than 
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represented in the MPS, for example by accepting more orders than would be possible based 

on the ATP information. The worse the presentation of the reality in the MPS, the more 

exceptions will have to be dealt with through other coordination mechanisms. 

9.5 CONCLUSION. 

In this chapter we have described the mechanisms available to Production and Sales to 

coordinate their activities, first in general terms, then focused on the coordination needs of 

the two functions. In chapters 11, 12 and 13 we will give examples of situations in practice 

where the use of coordination mechanisms is related to the various forms of interdependence 

between Production and Sales. 

For coordination of specifications mutual adjustment is required as the functional 

interdependence of specifications between Production and Sales is reciprocal. How this can 

be accomplished varies over the different situations, it may involve meetings of a task team 

or liaison positions between Production and Sales. In many companies the development of 

new product(range)s may be executed by a third function like R&D, outside direct Production 

and Sales responsibility. However, in MTO and ETO companies respectively some or most 

product specification is left to the operational levels of Production and Sales. 

Coordination of volume is required both at the management control level and at the 

operational level. At the management control level it is mainly directive, intentions are 

formulated and budgets are determined. Only where a mix of products does not really exists 

or where many products use the same capacity (aggregate) volume planning is usefuL To 

come to a well coordinated volume plan, mutual adjustment during the planning process is 

required, for example in planning meetings. At the operational level volume coordination is 

often related to mix coordination. 

Mix coordination between Production and Sales involves sequential interdependence when 

each customer order must be separately planned. Sales provides the customer orders, 

Production the capacity to fulfil these orders. The sequence in this interdependence is 

determined by the relative volume of market requirements and production capacity. Typically 

this is coordinated through the use of production planning systems. Examples are MRP II 

systems or specific input/output planning systems. 
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When orders are not separately planned, rules for order acceptance can be formulated, for 

example based on capacity of product availability. The coordination requirements and tools 

for the subject of timing are similar. In section 9.3 we illustrated this with an example of 

planning within MRP II. 
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Chapter 10. COORDINATION IN TYPOLOGY SITUATIONS. 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous parts we have discussed the Production/Sales relationship and presented a 

typology to base a classification of interdependence and coordination requirements on. In this 

chapter we will bring the dimensions of the typology together and use the insights of the 

previous parts to make some notes on how coordination between Production and Sales should 

be executed in various situations. When we combine the three dimensions of this typology 

with each other we would get a total of 18 categories. However, in doing that we find that 

not all combinations are possible, we identify only 9 possible combinations (see figure 10.1). 

The complex nature of engineer to order products makes it highly unlikely that we would find 

any Straight Rebuying in ETO situations. As the products are engineered to order, each order 

will be different from its predecessors and successors. This leads to a situation where there 

is high uncertainty concerning the products and supplier typical for New Task buying 

processes. 

Figure 10.1. Combining the dimensions 

Production Buying process 
control Customer 
structure Orientation New Task Modified Straight 

Rebuy Rebuy 

Engineer Transaction A - -
to 

Order Relationship - - -
Make Transaction B c -
to 

Order Relationship D - E 

Make Transaction F G -
to 

Stock Relationship H - I 

Other inconceivable combinations are Modified Rebuys within a customer relationship, a 

relationship can start with a New Task order in which the relationship will be established. 

After that, consolidating of the relationship, Straight Rebuys will follow. Modified Rebuys 

imply a commercial aspect which does not comply with the long term perspective of the 

relationship and is much more related to transaction oriented situations. Similarly a 
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combination of Straight Rebuys and transaction oriented customers is not conceivable. 

Transaction oriented customers will use each transaction to see where they can get the best 

offer. 

As a result of this, combining the dimensions leads to 9 possible situations (A to I in figure 

10.1.) In this chapter we will discuss for each situation of the typology what the coordination 

interdependence is, what coordination mechanisms are then required and what kind of 

coordination tool can be used. In this discussion the coordination subjects of specifications, 

volume, mix and lead-times will be used to guide us through the coordination process, 

sometimes at different hierarchical levels. In section 10.2 we will discuss the only ETO 

situation we identify, situation A. In section 10.3 and 10.4 we will discuss respectively the 

MTO and MTS situations. 

10.2 ETO SITUATIONS. 

Situation A concerns Engineer-to-Order, transaction oriented customers and New Task buying 

processes. This is the only ETO situation we identify. This does not mean that ETO 

companies cannot have a long term relationship with customers, for example through a service 

contract, or repeat orders. But these situations do not include the essence of the ETO 

situation, that is, engineering for a specific customer order. In many ETO situation the 

products are capital goods with an extremely low buying frequency, and limited switching 

costs between orders. This low frequency and low switching costs strongly weaken the drive 

for relationship building. This situation will be illustrated in case I, chapter 11. Figure 10.2 

provides an overview of coordination characteristics in situation A. 

Figure 10.2 Coordination in ETO situations 

Subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Operational Mutual Meetings of 
reciprocal Adjustment Project team or 

liaison persons 

Volume Mngt Control Planning Sales planning, 
sequential, target setting 
Sales --> Prod. 

Mix N.A. 

Timing Operational Planning Production planning 
Sequential/ Mutual Project team 
Reciprocal adjustment 
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The coordination needs and possibilities are as follows: 

- Specifications. 

An ETO company will usually offer a range of products based on earlier experiences and 

products developments related to some basic technology used in each machine or 

installation. This technology is the core of the product application, peripherals, size and 

other characteristics are customer specific. One can think of ranges like industrial product 

coolers, airplanes, belt-drive conveying systems or packaging machines. Innovation of the 

product range is a continuous process, for example moving form coolers to heaters and 

driers in a similar concept. Innovation is often related to customer orders. Specifications 

can only be coordinated based on customer orders. As has been explained in chapter 9, the 

coordination of specifications involves a reciprocal interdependence between Production and 

Sales. Customer requirements must be balanced with production capabilities. Deviating 

from production capabilities or customer requirements leads to respectively higher costs and 

lower prices; both can lead to lower profitability. A good fit with production capabilities 

does not mean that the product cannot be innovative, innovativeness can be a major 

strength of an ETO company because of the high capabilities of engineers. Typically, when 

the. number of orders is high, there will be a drive for standardization, not accepting 

innovative customer orders and produce as efficient as possible, when the number of orders 

is low the company will accept almost anything. When Sales is very much pressured for 

turnover by management, it will be more focused on market fit than on technology fit. 

Conflicts may arise from this but are not necessarily dysfunctional. They are dysfunctional 

when they structurally block coordination. The impact of a customer order may be large 

enough to have top-management involved in order acceptance. This means that top

management engages in operational tasks and that order acceptance is strategically 

important Specification cannot be separated from order acceptance. Specification in this 

New Task buying process is divided in two stages, quotation specification and order 

specification. Quotation specification is directed at giving the potential customer insight in 

the proposed solution of the customer's problem and the related cost. Often a lay-out 

drawing and general description of the product or installation are used. This may require 

some engineering. Based on quotations the customer can compare and select suppliers. A 

quotation success rate of 30% or less is not uncommon. As the quotation also requires a 

price (per element) and lead-time indication for the product, coordination between 

Production and Sales is required here. Due to the limited amount of detail in specification 

in this quotation phase many changes in these specifications can be expected. The flow of 

engineering changes will continue until the product is installed and activated. It is important 

to set a profitable price and reliable lead-time in the quotation pbase. To cover for 

uncertainty there may be a drive to create some "slack" by increasing price and lead-time 

above the normal level, but to be competitive both price and lead-time need to be low. To 
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specify the product so that profitability objectives can be accomplished requires a mutual 

adjustment coordination mechanism like a meeting of Production (and Engineering) and 

Sales representatives. An example would be a weekly quotation meeting where quotations 

are being discussed before they are submitted to customers. After order acceptance, 

specification is further completed based on additional information about the customer's 

requirements, again using meetings or other tools which allow for mutual adjustment. This 

continues until the product is installed. Through the whole process a task or project team 

in which all functions involved are represented may be an appropriate coordination tool. 

This team should be responsible for all aspects of the order like planning, quality, 

engineering but also price, costs and profitability. The team should have periodic meetings 

to discuss these aspects. 

- Volume. 

Basically, in this situation there is only long term volume planning, based on an aggregate 

sales plan. This concerns long term capacity adaptations. Often the volume can only be 

stated in aggregate terms like value or hours. When possible, the volume must be divided 

over specific capacity groups. Volume planning is not "hard" for Sales, the only decision 

based on it can be production capacity adaptations. The interdependence is sequential, 

Production reacts on the inputs from Sales. The more accurate these inputs, the better 

Production will be able to fulfil future demand. A yearly sales plan is a typical input for 

volume coordination. This sales plan is a target for Sales, often used for evaluation of sales 

force performance. In sales management, sales over the target is generally considered 

positive, no matter the problems this causes in Production (see chapter 3; sales control). 

- Mix. 

The mix, volume per product, cannot be defined as a separate decision or coordination 

phase in most ETO situations as products are all customer specific. Only if product groups 

which require specific capacity resources can be identified, there should be a mix planning 

similar to volume planning. 

- Timing 

Timing considers the setting of a due-date for a specific customer order. Usually already 

in quotations a lead-time indication is set based on the expected production lead-time of 

the product or installation. This lead-time indication is determined without actual capacity 

availability information. The time that the order is floating, that is when the quotation is 

sent out but an order is not yet received, may be considerably long. Also, the detailed 

specifications which influence the required production time are not yet known in the 

quotation phase. Therefore, this lead-time indication must be reconsidered in the order 

acceptance phase and confirmed to the customer. The initial lead-time can be set based on 

production planning. Control of the lead-time during engineering, production and 

installation of the product may require mutual adjustment as uncertainties are high. 
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Coordination is required between Production, Engineering and Sales, but also between Sales 

and customer as changing specifications may still influence the lead-time. Often the task 

or project team as discussed above is responsible for the control of he process from order 

placement to installation. 

Altogether, ETO situations require mutual adjustment for coordination of specifications and 

timing. Volume can be planned on an aggregate level with limited consequences for Sales. 

Possibilities to decompose coordination into separate decisions are very limited. This means 

that the basic interdependence between Production and Sales is still valid at the level of order 

acceptance and order processing. This requires a continuous coordination of the involved 

functions through the whole process from sending out a quotation to installation of the 

product. 

Companies must be well aware of this reciprocal interdependence at the operational level, it 

is very different from most other situations and few coordination tools exist. In many 

companies, the structure will have to adapted to allow for the use of mutual adjustment, 

bringing interdependence within a team or group. The use of rules for coordination in the 

form of design standards is very limited, case 1 in chapter 11 will discuss some problems. 

Standardization may seem attractive because it provides people with something to hold on to, 

to gain experience and increase efficiency, but standardization fails to balance innovativeness 

and efficiency or market requirements and production capabilities. Standardization can be used 

only where variation is predictable. Standardization easily leads to a focus on efficiency alone. 

10.3. MTO SITUATIONS. 

In the MTO category we define 4 possible combinations of the dimensions of the typology, 

two in transaction oriented situations (B and C), and two in relationship oriented situations 

(D and E). This latter group will be illustrated in case 2 in chapter 12. MTO means that most 

operational coordination is based on customer orders. In MTO with customer specific products 

we will often find relationship oriented customers, in MTO situations with standard products 

most customers will be transaction oriented. This mainly influences the level of coordination 

of volume and mix which we will describe below. 

Situation B. 

Make-to-Order with transaction oriented customers implies a situation where products are 

mostly not customer specific, but only produced when ordered. Customer specific products 
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often introduce switching costs leading to a drive for long term supplier-seller relationships. 

Reasons for MTO production of non-customer specific products may be that the products are 

perishable or very expensive to stock. Often the production technology is continuous flow or 

large batch, like in process industries. Examples can be found among chemical and steel 

manufacturers. If products are made in batches, customer orders can be gathered to large 

enough batches and then produced to minimize changeover losses. The New Task situation 

means that the customers are unfamiliar with the product and/or the supplier. They will 

perceive high uncertainty, which they will try to reduce in the buying process through 

extensive enquiries. 

Figure 10.3. Coordination in situation B. 

Subject Main level and Coordination Cocrdination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Strategic Mutual Meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment 

Volume Mngt control Mutual Planning meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment 

Mix Operational Planning Order acceptance, 
Sequential (demand mngt in 
Sales --> Prod. production planning) 

Timing Operational Rules Order acceptance 
Sequential/ rules, production 
Poe led planning 

Coordination characteristics are (see figure 10.3 for an overview): 

- Specifications. 

As products are not customer specific, specifications are set unrelated to customer orders, 

at a strategic level. This means that periodically the product range must be reviewed and 

adapted to market requirements or technology changes. The interdependence is reciprocal, 

with specifications determining market potential and production costs. Coordination tools 

for this can be task teams. If in a mutual adjustment process these specifications can be set 

(standardized) for a longer period of time, then this subject can be coordinated by rules at 

the operational level. The specifications are formalized and as such communicated to the 

customer in the New Task buying process. 

- Volume. 

The Transaction Oriented situation leads to the need of overall market forecasting for 

volume coordination. The market forecast can be used for a sales plan which can then be 

checked for production capacity. Depending on volume and mix flexibility this plan can 

be stated in more ore less aggregate terms. With low flexibility, when several products are 

produced at the same capacity and changeover times are significant, mix planning has to 

be incorporated in volume planning as the volume depends on the batch sizes. The larger 
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the batch sizes, the higher the volume, but also, the longer the cycle times and average 

customer lead-times. Several techniques to find optimal batch sizes are described in the 

production planning literature. A certain amount of capacity will have to be reserved for 

changeovers, but this capacity can be allocated to actual changeovers at the operational 

level (see mix planning). With high flexibility, when changeover times are not important 

it is possible to set the volume in aggregate terms only and further decompose coordination. 

For coordination between Production and Sales this means that volume planning concerns 

no operational interdependence, but only a long term reciprocal interdependence. 

Coordination requires for example planning meetings, after which the resulting plan can be 

used by both functions as a guideline for operations, leaving either timing of activities or 

both timing and mix for lower level coordination. 

- Mix. 

When changeover times are significant, the cycle times and batch sizes are constraints in 

mix planning. However, within a cycle it may be allowed to shift capacity from one 

product to another. Based on customer orders the batch for product A can be made larger 

and the batch for product B smaller. Possibilities to use this type of flexibility may be 

limited by material availability. Coordination of the mix, when left to this level, concerns 

a sequential interdependence with the output of the sales process, within the volume plan, 

as input for production planning. Production must try to combine the orders accepted as 

efficient as possible. The New Task, Transaction Oriented process means that each order 

has to be accepted individually, no long term agreements can be made. 

- Timing. 

Lead-time indications are already set in volume and/or mix planning. Actual lead-times for 

customer orders depend on the production plan, customer due-dates must be balanced with 

these. In case of batch production, lead-times are directly related to mix planning. Interde

pendence is pooled when lead-times are fixed, coordination takes place through the use of 

order acceptance rules and slack. Interdependence is sequential when they depend on 

production planning and customer due-dates. 

In situation B coordination of Production and Sales on the subjects of mix and timing can be 

split in two levels, based on forecasts and based on customer orders. Production flexibility 

determines how much. should be left to coordinate at the operational level. When flexibility 

is low volume, mix and timing are interrelated, the production plan based on the forecasts is 

dominant at the operational level. Rules concerning mix and timing must then be formulated 

for order acceptance based on the production plan. However, it is better to have high 

flexibility. When flexibility is high this should be used for order acceptance and lead-time 

setting at the operational level. Then the production plan is based on the output of the sales 

process (as depicted in figure 10.3). This last method should lead to higher service levels. 
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Situation C. 

Situation C is similar to B, the only difference is in the order process. Customers can compare 

suppliers based on previous experiences, standard business data and quotations. But customers 

already know the product and the supplier, uncertainty is reduced to transaction uncertainty. 

After this selection process customers place orders just as they need the products. The main 

difference between situation B and C for Production and Sales coordination concerns the 

length of the buying process. As this is much shorter, there is no time communication back 

and forth between the two functions. Most coordination must take place unrelated to customer 

orders. 

Figure 10.4. Coordination in situation C. 

Subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Strategic Mutual Meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment 

Volume Mngt control Mutual Planning meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment 

Mix Operational Planning Demand Management 
Sequential 

Timing Operational Planning Demand Management 
Sequential 

Coordination characteristics are (see figure 10.4 for an overview): 

- Specifications. 

See situation B, customers are familiar with the products. Coordination at a strategic level 

through mutual adjustment, for example, by meetings of a product development team. 

- Volume. 

See situation B. Coordination at a management control level by mutual adjustment, for 

example, in planning meetings. 

- Mix. 

Operational level coordination based on customer orders, interdependence is sequential, a 

planning tool like demand management or capacity planning can be used. 

- Timing. 

Timing is combined with mix planning. 

What is necessary in situation C is a system with which order acceptance is quickly and 

reliably supported. With many and remote sales offices being supplied from one production 

unit this may be hard to establish, because coordination requires on-line order acceptance 

systems coupled directly with production planning. Order acceptance then has to be 

centralized as well. If an on-line system is not available then the planning process needed for 
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order acceptance and production planning will reduce the effectiveness towards the market 

and/or efficiency in production because slack has to be built in to cover for uncertainty during 

planning lead-times. Similar to situation B, when production flexibility is low, mix and timing 

are related to volume coordination, and needs to be executed at the management control level. 

Situation D. 

In a Make-to-Order and relationship oriented situation, a New Task order can be the start of 

a long term relationship, the initial order may be followed by many repeat orders. The 

relationship oriented situation follows from the need to avoid switching costs and reduce 

perceived uncertainty. A reason for the existence of switching costs can concern the initial 

development or process engineering costs of partly customer specific products. Other 

switching costs can be related to customer service elements, information systems (EDI) or 

inquigible assets like a good personal relationship. 

Figure 10.5. Coordination in situation D. 

subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Range ( strat. ) Mutual Strategy meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment 
Customer (tact.) Rules Product lists 
Pooled 

Volume Mngt control Planning Sales planning 
Sequential (based on customer 
Sales --> Prod. orientations). 

Mix Mngt control Planning Production planning 
Sequential 
Prod. --> Sales 

Timing Mngt control Planning Production planning 
Sequential 
Prod. --> Sales 

The coordination specifics of situation D are (see figure 10.5): 

- Specifications. 

In this situation where products are partly customer specific only a generally specified 

range can be determined often related to the machine park of the company or related to 

some specific sort of raw materials. As the machine park cannot be changed at short term 

this is a strategic level coordination. Functional interdependence is reciprocal. Examples 

are, flexible packaging, flags and banners or multi-layer PCBs. Detailed specifications 

follow from customer orders, in the examples given details would be the printing and size 

of the packaging, the colours or printing on the flags or the connection pattern and numbt:r 

of layers of the PCB. In setting the range of products it may be difficult to specify what 
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is possible and what is not. If the specifications are ambiguous, this will lead to a need for 

specification coordination at lower levels, or it will lead to conflicts. For example, the multi 

layer PCB manufacturer can also produce (very simple) single sided PCBs, but at relatively 

high costs. Accepting orders for single sided PCBs leads to opportunity costs equal to the 

revenue lost of alternative multi layer orders. Accepting orders out-side the range will lead 

to decreasing production efficiency. As the situation is relationship oriented the profitability 

of customer requirements should be coordinated not based on this one initial New Task 

order but on future potential orders as well. It is not order acceptance but customer 

acceptance. Once a customer bas been successfully supplied with products, repeat orders 

within the relationship may follow. Repeat orders do not leave much room in the sales 

process for anything else then confirming the due-date. The New Task situation requires 

coordination of specifications with the customer. 

- Volume. 

The relationship oriented situation allows for long term agreements with customers which 

can be very useful for aggregate volume coordination. Hierarchical production planning 

systems are appropriate here as the aggregate market requirements can accurately be 

determined, and production mix flexibility is high. Coordination requires an effort of Sales 

to gather customer sales orientations. The total volume of these orientations, if possible, 

added with other forecast information, can be checked against production capacity. 

-Mix. 

Also the mix should be a subject of long term planning. The customer relationship usually 

involves a range of products. The mix required by the customer must be evaluated at a 

tactical level on capacity requirements and profitability. This should not be based on the 

initial order only but on the total potential of the. customer. As we can see from this, 

interdependence is of a sequential character, the customer mix should fit with production 

capacity. The production capabilities can be formulated per capacity type (and related 

product group) in a long term production plan. 

- Timing. 

Again, at this operational level, long term considerations are important. The delivery lead

time of the initial New Task order must be indicative for repeat ordering. This means that 

this should be coordinated between Production and Sales based on production capabilities. 

Situation D can be typified by long term coordination, not a specific order but a customer 

relationship is at stake. The influence of MTO production is that also specifications are a 

customer related coordination subject. This often leads to reciprocal interdependence requiring 

mutual adjustment for coordination of specifications. A central place in the coordination is 

taken by a long term production plan which is used to coordinate volume and mix. This does 

not involve operational interdependence but it sets a framework for future order acceptance. 

If the relationship situation is not acknowledged then all subjects will have to be coordinated 
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at the operational level each time an order is placed like in transaction oriented situations. 

This requires much more intensive coordination than when subjects are moved to a higher 

level of coordination. 

Situation E. 

This situation concerns Make-to-Order production, Relationship oriented customers and 

Straight Rebuys. The relationship started in situation D is consolidated, in situation E ordering 

will take place within the framework set in D. 

Figure 10.6. Coordination in situation E. 

Subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications N.A. 

Volume N.A. 

Mix 

Timing 

Operational 
Sequential 
Sales --> Prod. 

Operational 
Pooled/ 
Sequential 
Prod --> Sales 

Coordination characteristics are: 

- Specifications. 

Planning Production planning 

Order acceptance 
rules or 
Production planning 

General specifications are known, only changes within the specified range are allowed. A 

straight rebuy does not require coordination of specifications between Production and Sales 

other then referring to an earlier description of the product. 

- Volume. 

A Straight Rebuy cannot be used in long term aggregate volume planning, actual Straight 

Rebuy orders consume the forecasted volume (often set in customer contracts) in a certain 

period in the volume plan. The volume plan is a constraint in order acceptance in 

hierarchical planning systems. 

- Mix. 

If customer orders are combined to batches at one or more stages in production mix 

planning must be based on accepted orders. The actual amount of orders determines the 

size and/or timing of a production batch (within volume constraints). Order acceptance 

therefore should be based on the aggregate production plan, after which mix planning is 

based on accepted orders. In mix planning the output of the sales process is input for 

production planning and execution. There is an operational sequential interdependence from 
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Production on Sales, the relationship oriented situation does not allow for deviations of 

earlier agreements. 

- Timing 

Customer delivery lead-times are either determined by the cycles from the aggregate 

production plan (batch production) or the present load of production capacity (lot-for-lot). 

In the first case standard lead-time rules may be derived from the hierarchical planning 

system allowing for each order to be produced in the next cycle. In the latter case it is 

possible to leave lead-time setting to operational production planning, after which due-dates 

can be confirmed to the customer. The latter may be necessary when there are significant 

differences in lead-times for different orders or customers. 

The main aspect of coordination in E situations are operational matters. That is because a 

framework for operations is already set. Often this type of coordination can best be executed 

by the operational levels themselves, long complicated communication starting at the planning 

function of the customer with many stations like purchasing, the account manager, sales 

order processing, plant liaison officer and finally production planning should be avoided. 

Direct contacts of the customer's planning department with the supplier's planning 

departments should be enough for repeat orders. Only exceptions should be referred upwards 

to higher levels. 

10.4 COORDINATION IN MTS SITUATIONS. 

Also in MTS we define 4 possible combinations of the dimensions of the typology, two in 

transaction oriented situations (F and G), and two in relationship oriented situations (H and 

1). Situation G will be illustrated in case 3 in chapter 13. Specifications of standard products 

are set unrelated to customer orders in transaction oriented MTS situations. In relationship 

oriented situations some customer specific models can be made, for example private label 

products. As has been discussed before, product specification involves the balance between 

"technology fit" and "market fit", together determining the potential profitability of the 

company operations. This is especially important in MTS situations because the product life 

cycle of a product can be very long. New products in these situations require extensive 

research and development activities. The technology fit can be tested more easily than the 

market fit, also the technology can be adapted more easily than the market. Of a range of 

products introduced 20% of the models usually accounts for 80% of sales. Coordination of 

Production and Sales in this process should be extensive and of a mutual adjustment 

character. In MTS situations the end-products inventory really decouples the functions of 

Production and Sales at the operational level. All coordination must be directed at setting a 

plan to get the right kind and amounts of inventory, after that each function can work 
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independently. This means that interdependence at the operational level is mainly pooled, 

together they work for the total. 

Situation F. 

Standard products are Made-to-Stock in New Task situations where customers do not have 

a drive to a relationship orientation. However, the New Task effect on Production/Sales 

coordination is 1imited as products are standardized. There is no experience in buying the 

product 

Figure 10.7. Coordination in situation F. 

Subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Strategic Mutual Meetings, product 
Reciprocal adjustment development group 

Volume Mngt control Mutual Planning meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment 

Mix Operational Rules Inventory management 
Pooled based on sales fore

casts 

Timing N.A. 

Coordination characteristics are: 
- Specifications 

Inventory control 

Specifications, for example documented in a catalogue need to be communicated to the 

customer in this New Task situation. This is one-way communication only as the 

specifications cannot be changed for just one customer. 

- Volume. 

In MTS situations volume coordination can be decoupled from customer orders. The long 

term sales plan, based on forecasts, must be balanced with available capacity. If products 

can be grouped in capacity related families, this plan may be formulated at the aggregate 

(family) level. A problem in this may be that market grouping can significantly differ from 

capacity grouping as we have shown in chapter 3. This makes it hard to fmd an aggregate 

plan that is meaningful both for Production and Sales. Interdependence in this process of 

balancing requirements with capacity is reciprocal, mutual adjustment is required. The 

output of volume coordination is a target for Sales and an orientation for Production. 

- Mix. 

Customer orders are delivered from stock. Stock replenishment determines what needs to 

be produced. When demand characteristics are pretty stable and/or predictable rules can be 

defined to replenish stock, for example re-order points and minimal batch size. When 

demand is highly stochastic Sales has to provide recent market information. The 
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infonnation requirements are for inventory control are; 

- how much stock do we have (inventory level), 

- when will this be finished (short tenn demand forecast), 

- how much do we need (long tenn demand forecast). 

Forecast reliability problems must be solved with safety stock. Inventory levels should be 

calculated considering the supply and demand during the replenishment lead-time, 

preferably time-phased. The Production and Sales interdependence at the mix level, that is 

the inventory replenishment level is reduced to a pooled character in case of market 

stability and rules can be used for coordination. In other case sales planning is the input 

for Production. Especially in Transaction Oriented, New Task situations sales forecasts may 

be very unreliable leading to high levels of safety stock. 

- Timing. 

Customer lead-times do not have any operational relation to production as customers are 

delivered from stock. Therefore also Production and Sales do not need to coordinate 

customer lead-times. Coordination of timing in this situation is directed at the moments of 

stock replenishment. The stock replenishment lead-times and frequency are important in 

setting the inventory levels. 

As we can see, in this situation Production and Sales coordination is mainly directed at 

inventory control, interdependence at the operational level is pooled. Important coordination 

aspects are moved to higher levels of management. 

Situation G. 

Standard products are Made-to-Stock based on forecasts and sold to customers with a 

transaction orientation in Modified Rebuy situations, customers compare several suppliers 

before they buy. This buying process very much resembles the consumer buying process on 

consumer markets. Forecasting cannot be based on orientations from customers as there are 

to many of them, switching over suppliers. Forecasts must be based on overall market 

expectations. Coordination very much resembles situation F (see figure 10.8). 

- Specifications 

The products are specified for a longer period of time in a process unrelated to customer 

orders (see F). Customers assess suppliers and their products in the Modified Rebuy buying 

process based on standard product infonnation, for example in catalogues. 

- Volumes. 

Volume coordination is based on forecasts only. A sales plan can be checked for capacity 

availability. Coordination requires mutual adjustment and should lead to a volume plan 

which both functions agree upon. If possible the plan should be stated in aggregate tenn 

leaving as much flexibility as possible to operational levels. 
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- Mix. 

Order acceptance is based on available inventory. The volume per product is detennined 

by customer orders and the resulting inventory replenishment. Inventory replenishment are 

either based on planning {for example, MRP systems) or formalized rules (for example, re

order point systems). In general, rules will lead to higher levels of slack in the system due 

to the need to buffer for demand and supply variations. 

- Timing 

Coordination of customer delivery lead-times is not required as products are delivered from 

stock. 

In MTS situations with standard products the differences between New Task and Modified 

Rebuy buying are few, they mainly concern communication of product specifications and 

organizational aspects to the customer as executed by Sales. Both situations require 

forecasting of customer demand and specifications are not involved in order acceptance. At 

the operational level interdependence is pooled. 

Figure 10.8. Coordination in situation G. 

Subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Strategic Mutual Meetings, product 
Reciprocal adjustment development group 

Volume Mngt control Mutual Planning meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment based on forecasts 

Mix. Operational Rules Order acceptance 

Timing 

Situation H. 

Pocled based on inventory 
availability 

N.A. Inventory control 

Standard products are sold to potential relationship customers in New Task buying processes 

and delivered from stock. A relationship in this situation may exist because of switching costs 

concerning quality or customer service elements, or some minor form of customer specific 

products. 

Communication characteristics are (see figure 10.9). 

- Specifications. 

Although also this situation concerns standard products, customers in the relationship may 

have influence the product range. Some models can be designed for one customer only, for 

example private label products. This enables a very good market fit of the product 

specifications in contradiction to the Transaction Oriented situations where the market fit 
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of product specifications is very uncertain. This coordination of specifications with the 

customer is executed in the New Task buying process. Achieving a balance between 

customer requirements and production capabilities is equal to situation D. 

- Volume. 

Volume planning can be based on customer orientations which may (at an aggregate level) 

be more reliable then overall market forecasts. Possibly volume commitments can be set 

with each customer. The volume commitments should aUow for mix flexibility at 

operational levels. Hierarchical planning systems are appropriate. 

- Mix. 

Once specifications are set inventory replenishment is equal to situation F and G, except 

for the customer specific products where inventory replenishment should always be 

coordinated with the customer. 

- Timing. 

See situation F and G. 

Typical for situation H is the involvement of customers in the tactical coordination activities 

concerning specifications and volume. It is important here to indeed involve the customer, to 

integrate over company borders, to prevent obsolete inventories or low service levels. 

Figure 10.9. Coordination in situation H. 

Subject Main level and Coordination Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism Tool. 

Specifications Strategic Mutual Meetings, product 
Reciprocal adjustment development group, 

customer involvement 

Volume Mngt control Mutual Planning meetings 
Reciprocal adjustment based on customer 

orientations 

Mix Operational Rules Order acceptance 
Pooled based on inventory 

availability 

Timing N.A. Inventory control 

Situation I. 

Make-to Stock production of standard products with Straight Rebuy processes. This is a 

minimal coordination situation. This situation is similar to H, except that it only concerns the 

operational level related to customer orders. Specifications and volume are already set. To 

accept a customer order, products must be checked for availability in stock. This means that 

there is no direct interdependence between Production and Sales and therefore no need to 
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coordinate the activities involved in this situation. However, when the framework is not set 

right, many exceptional situations will occur which do require some coordination, for example 

rush orders. 

Figure 10.10. Coordination in situation I. 

Subject Main level and Coordination 
Interdependence Mechanism 

Specifications N.A. 

Volume N.A. 

Mix 

Timing 

Operational 
Pooled 

Operational 
pooled 

Rules 

Coordination 
Tool. 

Order acceptance 
based on inventory 
availability 

Inventory control 
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Chapter 11. CASE 1. CONVEYING SYSTEM MANUFACTURING COMPANY MOOVIT. 

11.1 INTRODUCTION. 

The first case concerns an ETO situation, with mostly transaction oriented customers 

relationships and new task buying (situation A in chapter 10). In this case there is a reciprocal 

functional interdependence between Production and Sales at the operational level. Sales cannot 

sell anything without the definition of the product by Production and Engineering. Production 

cannot produce anything without the specification of customer's needs by Sales. Each 

customer order has to be coordinated individually. Coordination activities focus on qualitative 

aspects like product specifications. Customers buy a solution to their transport problems and 

are not interested in engineering details. To evaluate the solutions offered by different 

suppliers they need quotations. As a result of this, salespeople are forced to quote 

specifications and prices at an early stage, when the actual costs cannot yet be properly 

estimated, because not all engineering details are already known. The engineering details can 

have a major impact on the costs of production. Only after the order has been placed and 

actual engineering can be executed products are fully specified. Insufficient coordination has 

a direct bottom-line impact, many products are sold at too low prices, sometimes even below 

actual costs. 

The improvement of the coordination between Production and Sales in this project is sought 

in two directions: 

- Create self contained tasks (through higher levels of standardization) to reduce the need for 

mutual adjustment. The process of further standardization of the product range is enabled 

by the management decision to no longer accept every customer order but to narrow the 

range to what they are good in. The remaining range will have more repetitive elements 

or modules in it which are suitable for standardization. A more standardized product range 

means that standard price tables can be made based on earlier engineering and production 

experiences. Also several helpful tools like check-lists for product specification can be 

made to simplify the sales process. 

- Create lateral relations to be able to use mutual adjustment. The lateral relations are 

established through the creation of some liaison positions between Production and Sales. 

A sales engineer executes a first feasibility check of the quotation of the salesperson before 

it is presented to the customer. Also the coordinator is appointed the task to take over the 

gathering of information for Engineering and Production after the initial sales process, 

which roughly defines the product and sets the price, is closed by the salesperson. The sales 

engineer further monitors the order completion on costs and lead-time. 
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So, lateral relations provide a better structure to handle the great variety of problems to be 

solved, while the creation of self contained tasks reduces the magnitude of the problem. We 

will describe the company, its problem and the proposed solutions in further detail in the 

following sections of this chapter. In section 11.2 we will give a general description of the 

company, in this section the relationship aspects as discussed in part II of this text will be 

described for Moovit. In the next section we will then place Moovit in the typology by 

describing the situational aspects. In 11.4 we will discuss Production/Sales coordination, the 

problems and possible improvements. This chapter will be ended with some conclusions in 

section 11.5. 

11.2. COMPANY DESCRIPTION. 

General 

The products of Moovit are conveying systems, mostly customer specific. An example is a 

system which transports cans to a filling machine, filled cans to a labelling machine, then to 

a packaging machine where cans are packed in boxes after which boxes are transported to a 

palletizer. Between machine centres cans and boxes may be transported both horizontally and 

vertically. These kind of systems are partly modular, built up from various components which 

can be adapted to the customer's needs in size and capacity. Moovit employs some 70 people 

of which 50% work in Production. Table 11.1 provides an overview of the manpower 

situation in the various departments. Annual sales equal some $ 5 million, most of which is 

exported outside the Netherlands. Moovit and the products they make are generally known 

among their potential customers. The markets are reasonably clear, both the number of sellers 

and buyers are limited. Moovit is a subsidiary of a large multinational company. 

Table 11.1. Manpower per department. 

Department 

Sales (own) 
(agents) 

Engineering 
Planning 
Materials Management 
Production 
Other (EDP, Accounting, etc) 

TOTAL 

Processes 

# of employees 

3 
4 
9 
3 
2 

35 
18 

70 

The sales process is often initiated by potential customers asking for a call of one of the 

salesmen of Moovit. In a first meeting the potential customer will briefly explain his needs: 
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the transportation problem. This usually involves some technician who, after having decided 

to relocate or add machines, needs some device to transport the product flow to and from 

these machines. Buyers or purchasers are not (yet) involved. The solution to this 

transportation problem is not uniform, there are many possibilities. To be competitive it is 

better to suggest a solution different from those of competitors, price then is less important 

than technical characteristics like capacity, noise or maintainability of the system (this is 

typical when only technicians are involved). During this first meeting the requirements are 

globally specified in a lay-out draft. Also a price indication has to be set. 

Figure 11.1. Sales process interactions. 

Customer 

(1) 
Identify 
need < 

(2) 
Search for 
suppliers f-

(6) 
Evaluate < 
Quotations 

(7) < 
Write 
order 

Initial problem 
specification 

> 

Request for 
quotation 

> 

Quotation 

Changes 
(specs, price) 
-------> 

Order 
> 

Sales 

(3) 
Determine 
specifi-
cations 

(5) 
Write 
Quotation 

Engineering 

(4) 
Lay-out and Calculate 
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Based on the proposed solution and the price indication Moovit may be invited to send in a 

quotation. Quotations consist of a lay-out drawing and a list of specified elements of the total 

system. Per element a price must be quoted. Prices are based on the salesman's own cost 

calculations in case of little required engineering, small orders or extreme time pressure. In 

all other cases also engineering is involved in making cost calculations. In 50% of the 

quotations engineering needs additional (verbal) explanation of the specifications given by the 

salesman. Cost calculations are made with the help of price tables for some standardized 

components and historical data concerning similar projects, often indicated by the salesman. 

These costs include material, engineering and direct labour costs. The price is set by adding 

a margin to the calculated costs based on an estimate of the order complexity, when orders 

are complex and require much engineering, a higher margin will be chosen. The target margin 

for all products is 40%. Engineering should provide cost calculations to the salesman within 

a week as customers expect quick responses, but only 70% of quotations are realized in time. 

The price quoted is the ultimate sales price to the customer when the system is purchased as 
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specified in the quotation. However, with large orders the system may undergo many changes 

during the quotation process as customers want to change specifications. Quotations do not 

include installation, this is a separately planned phase which we will no further consider in 

this description. The sales manager has to approve all quotations. The number of quotations 

averages 2 per day. There is a weekly meeting of Engineering and Sales to discuss quotations, 

which can be expected to become orders and when, which require more accurate calculations 

and other related subjects. Figure 11.1 provides an overview of the whole sales process with 

interactions between various departments. 

Some 35% of quotations, which represent 65% of quotation value, lead to an actual order. 

This means that Moovit is most successful in larger, more complicated systems. The time 

between submission of the quotation and receiving the order is undetermined, some customers 

place their orders immediately, others wait for months. All this makes it very hard to do any 

production capacity planning based on quotations, but in order acceptance a delivery lead-time 

has to be set. Often customers have already determined a due-date, for example related to the 

installation of other machines. The quotation must show whether or not this due-date can be 

met. After customers have placed an order they may still want to change specifications, for 

example the machine attached to the system turns out to be slightly higher then was expected 

when the system was ordered. Due to the length of the whole sales and production process, 

the possibility to change things, exists over a long time. Knowing this, customers will take 

advantage of this. However, changes after order acceptance require a lot of work in all 

functions to process, everybody must be told of the change, price and lead-time consequences 

must be evaluated, drawings must be changed, etc. 

In the sales process several problems can be identified: 

- Customers under-estimate the product, they see the conveying system as less important than 

the other production machines and expect CS to deliver quickly the right system at low 

costs. They allow much longer lead-times for other equipment. Also they keep on changing 

their requirements, even after they have placed the order, while they are not aware of the 

difficulties they are creating for Moovit. 

- Moovit is not competitive on standard products. Where imaginative, high tech solutions are 

offered, Moovit has a much better chance of getting the order. This contradicts with the 

drive for standardization. 

- Quotations must be made quickly, the information exchange procedures are too slow. 

- There is no possibility for evaluating the solution chosen on all its production and 

engineering aspects before a quotation is sent out. 

After an order has been received Engineering and Production can start their activities. 
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Engineering has in most cases already been involved in the quotation phase. In engineering 

both the construction and the Bill-of-Material are determined. For standard parts drawings are 

available on which only the measures have to be entered. The engineering phase starts with 

a discussion between the chief engineer and the salesman discussing what the system should 

really look like. The lay-out drawing and the list of specifications are the input for this but 

are not enough, additional specification by the salesman is necessary as only he knows the 

exact situation at the customer. Salesmen often consider things obvious, and therefore do not 

sufficiently specify their plans towards engineers. This meeting results in a list of questions 

also the salesman cannot answer and additional visits to the customer are required. After this 

meeting the chief engineer will allocate one or more engineers to the order. Engineers are 

specialized in mechanics and electronics. This means that orders will be passed on through 

the engineering department. Also during engineering additional information concerning 

specifications may be required, it is considered impossible to foresee all engineering problems 

during previous phases. Engineers do not know the customer situation and are therefore 

uncertain whether or not their ideas to solve a construction problem are feasible. In general, 

engineers at Moovit are less experienced in solving the problems met than salesmen. Again 

the salesman will have to answer questions or contact the customer for additional information. 

A problem in this is that salesmen are hard to reach due to the large amount of time they 

spend outside the sales office. The process of engineering takes 6 weeks on average. Figure 

11.2. presents a picture of the information requirements and exchange during the order phase. 

Figure 11.2 Moovit Order Processing 
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The BOM is input for materials management to determine purchase requirements. Long lead

time items are identified during the pre-engineering phase so they can be purchased as soon 

as possible. The BOM is entered into the computer system from which purchase orders can 

be derived. Material management has two weeks to procure all required components and raw 

materials. The rule is to have all items available in before the start of the production process, 

although some items are only needed at the very end of the production process. The ultimate 

construction drawings and BOM are also used for order release by the planning department. 

The construction drawings are translated into production work-orders. The planning of 

production orders is determined based on capacity profiles and order due-dates. Capacity 

proflles provide an overview of the total capacity of production and the capacity already 

planned for other orders. Due to the flexibility, production capacity is planned at an aggregate 

level. Capacity is expressed in sales value per hour. Customers orders are divided by the per 

hour rate to determine capacity requirements of an order. One can imagine that this is not 

very accurate at the order level due to the fluctuating level of added value and the limited 

certainty on what really needs to be produced. 

The production process mainly consists of cutting and shaping sheet metal and assembly. 

Most production people can do various jobs, the whole workforce can be considered as one 

pool of flexible workers. Also it is not hard to hire and flre temporary workers or use over

time. Moovit is very flexible in man-capacity. This compensates for the limited accuracy in 

production planning. A requisite to production control is the availability of good construction 

drawings and materials. The average lead-times of the production processes is 3 weeks. This 

leads to a total average lead-time of 11 weeks. 

In the processes of engineering and production the following problems can be identified: 

- Insufficient experience in application engineering. Engineers are unfamiliar with customer 

situations and the specific engineering problems of these situations. 

- Insufficiently specified customer orders causing much additional information gathering and 

exchange. This often delays the process of engineering and production. 

Structure 

Moovit is divided in three main groups, Sales, Administration and Production. An organigrarn 

is presented below (flgure 11.3). The sales force is geographically organized with one or more 

salesmen responsible for a country. Production is not further subdivided. Administration con

sists of Engineering, Planning, Materials Management and several support staff units like 

Accounting, Finance and EDP. Moovit is basically functionally structured and therefore not 

very much adapted to cope with the reciprocal interdependence between functions, 
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coordination possibilities for Production and Sales of this structure are low. In general cus

tomer orders are not big enough to carry a project oriented structure. This means that some 

configuration in between these two organizational structures is required. 

Figure 11.3. Moovit Organigraro 

Engineering is positioned in between Production and Sales. The engineering process can be 

considered as part of the production process. Like production it needs to be planned based on 

customer orders. However, also in the pre-order phase some engineering activities are 

required. In Moovit engineering these tasks are executed by a separate group of engineers. 

Culture 

As we have explained in part II, chapter 3, culture does play a role in companies at two 

levels, but neither one can easily be measured. Some outside indicators of culture for Sales 

concern a believe in technical superiority, orders can be won on providing the customer with 

imaginative high-tech solutions. Moovit cannot be competitive on standard solutions. 

Therefore salespeople need to be very flexible towards customers, even if procedures or rules 

have to be broken for that. An example in this is that salespersons do not always consult 

engineering for cost calculations as they think engineering is to slow in that. In Production 

we can find a strong believe in discipline. Many problems can be solved if only (sales)people 

would stick to the rules. If rules do not seem to be worked with, simply enforce them with 

disciplinary actions. Flexibility required by Sales is countered with standardization from 

Production. Each function believes that they will restore profitability with their course of 

action. 
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Objectives 

As Moovit is a (relatively small) ETO company the objective of profitability is valid for both 

Production and Sales. Targets are set in percentage of sales value per order. The accounting 

department keeps track of the profitability of each customer order, making this the most 

important objective for both departments. This emphasises the reciprocal interdependence. 

Profitability is discussed in quotation meetings. However, both in Sales and Production some 

local objectives were stated, respectively concerning sales volume and efficiency. As we have 

explained in chapter 6 these objectives are related to profit but do not automatically lead to 

a coordinated effort of Production and Sales to maximize company profit. 

11.3. MOOVIT SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

From the above description of the company we can distract most information to place Moovit 

in the typology as described in part III. We will briefly discuss the situational aspects in so 

far they have not been mentioned yet. 

Order process. 

Moovit mostly faced New Task Buying. In figure 11.1 and 11.2 and the accompanying text 

we have described several phases of the buying process. Only in one customer segment. the 

OEM customers which build similar systems themselves some Modified Rebuying can be 

identified. This meant that the information requirements of the customers are extensive, the 

customers are inexperienced much more buying a solution to a problem than a product. 

Customer relationships 

The market can be split in four segments. 

- OEM; Original Equipment Manufacturers which make conveying or similar systems 

themselves and thereby use components from Moovit. 

- Packers; usually small size companies which fill, for example, cans with food. Packers have 

very little knowledge of conveying systems, they want Moovit to solve their transportation 

problem. 

- Packaging-makers; usually large companies producing packaging for Packers. Some 

Packaging-makers are partly OEM, they also manufacture filling machines and t 

ransportation systems. 

- Others; customers which need a transportation system for all kinds of discrete products. 
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This may include palletizers, elevators and belt conveying systems. 

Table 11.3 provides an overview of characteristics of each segment. Long term customer 

relationships do not exist except in the OEM segment. However, commercial relationships are 

maintained for marketing (promotion) reasons. 

As there is limited repeated buying most customer relationships are transaction oriented. 

However, this is only valid for the actual ordering of a system. The after sales service, 

concerning installation and maintenance contracts could be considered as relationship oriented. 

Table 11.3 Market segments 

Segment Products 

OEM Moovit components 

Packers large complete 
systems 

Packaging- both ~~<up<>n~•n~ 
makers and 

Other One-time special 
equipment 

Production control structure. 

% eng in. 
cost 

13 

12 

15 

17 

annual average % 
sales gross margin 

1,200 26.5 

1, 700 24.5 

250 27.0 

1,800 35.5 

Moovit is an ETO company, there are no two conveying systems exactly the same, although 

they are built up from more or less standard components. Although there is a drive towards 

standardization to increase efficiency, Moovit has not been able to really sell the (partly) 

standardized products in the markets yet. The average percentage of engineering costs as part 

of the total material and direct labour costs is 13%, which is high as the average material 

costs already account for some 60%. Several orders have an engineering costs percentage of 

over 40% (see figure 11.4). 

Information exchange between Production, Engineering and Sales is very much directed at 

specifications. To properly execute the sales, engineering and production process the functions 

need each other, they are reciprocally dependent. The division of objectives is not very strong, 

profitability, operationalized by gross margin, is the objective for both Production and Sales. 

Planning, other than concerned with actual orders, does not exist. 
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11.4 COORDINATION. 

The problems 

New Task buying means that the customer is not experienced and needs a lot of information 

concerning the product. the organization, prices and lead-times. The perceived uncertainty for 

the customers is high. This uncertainty involves the product, the customer does not exactly 

know what is needed, but also the market and the transaction, can this supplier fulfll this need 

at the right prices. The order process is long, so also the uncertainty for the supplier 

concerning the volume and mix of future demand is high. Future demand can be monitored 

by classifying the quotations. The success rate of quotations is 35%, mostly the larger orders. 

Production is highly flexible, however the reaction time for capacity increase or decreases is 

not completely insignificant. To avoid (more) costly short term manpower capacity changes 

it is important to know how much work is to be expected. In weekly quotation meetings this 

matter is discussed. 

The lead-time set in the quotation can only be based on the expected work contents of the 

order itself. However in this ETO situation there is a relation with other work in progress 

during actual engineering and production. As the starting date of engineering or production 

cannot be determined during the quotation phase and the workload at that point in the future 

is unclear, there is some uncertainty on the feasibility of this lead-time. As both short and 

reliable lead-times are important to the customer this may require additional communication 

with the customer during later phases. Due to the production capacity flexibility it is possible 

to deal with part of this uncertainty. Weekly planning meetings with all people involved 

(Engineering, Production, Sales, Planning) discuss the matter of order progress. During order 

completion the uncertainty of the lead-time is reduced, but the lead-time may already be 

longer than expected. 

In the markets of Moovit. fulfilling the needs of a the customer in the areas of product 

specifications and quality qualifies a manufacturer as a potential supplier. Above that, price, 

lead-time and technical superiority are important order-winning criteria. Prices and lead-times 

of different suppliers will be compared during the quotation process. However, prices are not 

straightforward like on full competition markets, but directly related to the proposed solution 

for the customers problem. A technically superior solution may therefore cost more but still 

be preferred by the customer. Especially low noise and easy maintainability are aspects of 

importance to most customers. As customers are mostly transaction oriented buyers of capital 

goods there is only one chance to set a proper lead-time and price. Customers will consider 

the quoted price and lead-times as fixed. They only accept price or lead-time changes if 
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specifications are changed at their specific request, not if specifications need to be changed 

for construction or production reasons. From the description above we can see that in the 

quotation phase many specifications are still unclear. Working out the construction in furdter 

detail during engineering and even production may lead to (costly) adaptations in the initial 

design. Only in case changes are initiated by the customer the cost consequences can be 

charged to the customer. 

From the above we can identify the following problem. The present communication 

mechanisms of planning meetings are capable to deal with effectiveness, ultimately the 

product is produced to customer specifications. However, the communication mechanisms 

cannot guarantee or realize efficiency. This leads to both costs and lead-time exceeding the 

price and lead-time set in the quotations. A general line of thought was that especially 

complex large customer orders had led to this situation. In these orders, where high amounts 

of customer specific engineering were required, the inaccuracy of calculations would be high. 

However, there is only a limited correlation between order size and ex post gross margin and 

between percentage of customer specific engineering and ex post gross margin (see figure 

11.4). As has been stated before Moovit was not very competitive in the standard product 

segments, but more successful in getting larger, more complicated orders. Only when (too) 

low prices were quoted orders for standard products could be obtained. 

Figure 11.4. 
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As has been stated in the introduction of this chapter, the realized gross margin is way below 

target. Now what is the cause of this problem. Reasons for this were being sought in the 

communication problems between Production and Sales, lack of accurate quotation 

calculations and lack of market oriented standard products. 

The improvements. 

As has been stated the improvements will lead into two directions; 

reduction of interdependence by standardization of product specifications and 

increasing mutual adjustment coordination by introducing lateral relations. 

Here we will discuss these two in further detail. 

The aim of standardization is to reduce interdependence, proper standards lead to a situation 

where the different functions have a common base of knowledge which no longer requires 

coordination. Also the introduction of standards will reduce uncertainty and thereby improve 

calculation reliability. Standardization has already been tried for several years within Moovit. 

However, every bit of standardization introduced, either concerning products or procedures, 

did not decrease difficulties as salespeople did not follow standards. The first reaction of 

management to this disobeying the rules was to enforce the rules with sanctions. Management 

did not analyze whether the rules themselves could be the problem. One of these 

enforcements is that each quotation must be approved by the sales manager. Orders would not 

be engineered or produced if they have not been formally calculated by engineering. The 

problem of going around the rules was considered a matter of discipline. All this meant that 

standardization had not been very successful. From the above description of the company we 

can see that part of the reason for this lies in the high amount of perceived uncertainty in all 

processes, what cannot be foreseen cannot be standardized. However not being able to foresee 

the future is partly caused by not properly measuring, documenting and classifying the past. 

The information systems present did not allow for easy comparison of future orders with 

already realized projects. Another part has to do with the particular capability of Moovit to 

provide new and imaginative solutions to customer problems. Salesmen know what Moovit 

is best in and focus on this during the sales process. Competition in standards is fierce, 

Moovit does not have the production equipment to produce standards at low costs. The only 

way to solve this is to adapt production equipment and technology. This would require major 

investments in an already over-capacitated supply side of the market and is therefore not 

recommendable. 

To use standardization as a coordination mechanism means that the product specifications 

must be standardized only in sofar as specifications can be foreseen. For example, each 
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customer request concerns the transportation of form-fixed products, but over what distance 

and at what speed cannot be foreseen. Standardization should still allow for the imaginative 

solutions to customer transportation problems. It is essential to identify these parts of the 

problems which are constant. Two measurement and analysis methods were developed: 

- Expected and realized % engineering costs. 

For each quotation the salesmen would estimate the % of engineering costs. This figure is 

a representation of the degree of standardization, both ex ante and ex post. If measured per 

product group or customer segment it can be used to get an indication of the usability of 

designed standards. Differences between expected and realized engineering cost percentages 

should be evaluated with all people involved, and lead to adaptations in the standards when 

a trend can be identified. 

- Classify Conveying problems and solutions. 

Find generic ways to describe problems, separate from products used to solve the problems. 

This means that problems will be described in terms close to customer needs like speed, 

capacity,length, elevation, etc. Only after these characteristics are described a system will 

be designed to solve this problem. 

The standards designed in this way mostly concern components which can vary in size and 

material used. Many specifications will remain customer specific and have to be coordinated 

between Sales, Engineering and Production. It was decided to use a CAD-system for this. The 

development and use of market oriented standards will enable Moovit to better use previous 

experiences, a learning effect can be obtained which will ultimately lead to improved 

calculation reliability and less engineering. 

From the above it is clear that introducing standards cannot solve all the problems. Better 

possibilities for the required mutual adjustment have to be developed. Essential for this is that 

the people who coordinate their activities have a common frame of reference. In Moovit this 

was not the case. Salespeople were very much application engineers, while in the engineering 

department focus was on construction engineering. In Production this focus further shifted 

towards the construction itself, the application was totally out of focus. This means that 

moving from Sales to Production the required amount of detail in specifications is increasing. 

The problem with this is that each time the order is passed on to the next function it is with 

an insufficient amount of detail. This can lead to a situation where, for example, the ultimate 

construction can handle steel products up to 1000 lbs while the application concerns a 

maximum weight of 8 lbs of screws because the weight capacity of the products was not 

discussed. 

A proposed solution to this coordination problem concerned the creation of a liaison position 

between Sales, Engineering and Production, a Sales Engineer (SE). The SE would have the 
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following tasks and responsibilities: 

- Construction check during the quotation phase. 

Already in the quotation phase proposed construction are checked on aspects concerning 

engineering and production. Missing details and ambiguities are cleared. This construction 

check involves the salesman, the SE, and the calculation engineer. This construction check 

does not only concern the project at hand, it should also have a learning effect for both 

·salesmen and engineers. Salesmen should gain insight in which part of constructions are 

particularly difficult, engineers should better understand the ideas and line of thought of 

a salesmen, leading to a situation where these two functions more easily communicate with 

each other. 

- Gather additional engineering information after order acceptance. 

The SE should take over from the salesman as soon as there is a customer commitment to 

the order. Further specification should be carried out by the SE visiting the customers and 

instructing engineers. The SE is responsible for this during the rest of the project. 

- Evaluate orders on realized profitability 

The SE will play a vital role in the evaluation of customer orders as described above. Also 

the SE will participate· in the other information gathering and analysis. 

A result of this is that although there is not a project administration, there is one person 

involved in the whole project. In stead of throwing orders and drawings over the wall orders 

are now carefully handed over from one function to another. In implementation of this 

solution it must be guarded that the SE indeed maintains his integrating position, that he does 

not evolve into an extra function between Sales, Engineering and Production. Also, the SE 

should focus on the larger or high engineering orders to prevent an overload of the SE and 

an unacceptable increase in delivery lead-time of small orders. For small orders customers 

may not like to have contacts with different people of Moovit. 

11.5 CONCLUSION. 

From this case we have seen that coordination of Production and Sales in ETO situations is 

mainly focused on the coordination of specifications. The problem indicator is the profitability 

which in this case is directly related to the operational performance of Production and Sales. 

Functional interdependence at the operational level concerning specifications is of reciprocal 

nature, coordination tools need to provide for mutual adjustment. This does not mean that 

other mechanisms cannot help to improve the situation, also rules and procedures can help 

to simplify interdependence and thereby provide possibilities for improvements. At the 

management control level interdependence only concerns volume as the general range of 
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products is set at the strategic level based on technology while the other coordination subjects 

can only be considered in relation to customer orders (see figure 11.5). 

Figure 11.5 Coordination mechanisms in Moovit. 
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Chapter 12. CASE 2: THE PACKAGING COMPANY TINCO. 

12.1. INTRODUCTION. 

This second case concerns a situation of MTO production of customer specific products, many 

relation oriented customers and mostly Straight Rebuys within a long term framework 

(situation D and E in chapter 10). In this company, which we will name Tinco, functions are 

very much separated, each living its own life, pretending there is no interdependence 

whatsoever. Sales handles all customer communications, from complaints to order acceptance, 

without consulting Production. Production produces the products based on the schedule 

provided by Sales, not knowing the actual market demands. High levels of slack between each 

function exist. This concerns long lead-times to the customers to make long production runs 

and high inventories to buffer for production and demand fluctuations. Also, due to limited 

communication, very high quality standards are demanded which lead to high production 

costs, while this is not always necessary. 

In this the coordination problem concerns the cost of slack which is too high. Improvements 

of this situation can be directed at replacing slack with cheaper coordination mechanisms. As 

we are dealing with repeated buying of relationship oriented customers also customers are 

involved. The decision was made to intensify contacts with one of the major customers by 

means of a co-makership project. This project aimed at both internal integration of Production 

and Sates and external integration with the customer (see Konijnendijk & Wijngaard 1991 and 

Konijnendijk 1991). As we have remarked in the introduction of this thesis, the ultimate 

objective of operational level coordination is not so much coordination with the sales function 

as with the customer. The co-makership project started with an overall analysis to identify 

interdependence, after which coordination structures and mechanisms were designed to 

manage interdependence. The structure involves the separation of operational and tactical 

levels, coordination mechanisms include planning meetings, task teams and rules and 

procedures. We will further discuss this in section 12.3. In section 12.2 we will frrst describe 

the company and relevant situational aspects in a similar way as in the previous chapter. 

12.2. COMPANY DESCRIPTION. 

General. 

Tinco is a manufacturer of tins with printing facilities. It is a,relatively large organization 

with several production plants. Each production plant or unit is dedicated to a market segment 

(food, chemicals, drinks). The total group ofTinco employs 4800 people. Consolidated annual 
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sales equal DFL 980 million. The PU of food tins which we will discuss here accounts for 

annual sales DFL 130 million. flood tins can be made in many sizes, although there is a drive 

for standardization initiated by retail organizations. Tins are made customer specific by 

printing a design on the tin. Many customers prefer this above labelling for reasons of 

traceability and robustness of the design. Labels are vulnerable to humid atmospheres, they 

easily damage, decay or may be ripped off the tin. The market for food tins is dominated by 

a few large organizations, food industries have known high levels of business concentration 

in the last few years. The quality of tins is very important, especially for high quality food 

packers. Prices are under constant pressure due to competition. Supposed economy of scales 

is reflected in price structures towards the customers, large orders lead to lower prices per tin. 

Processes. 

In the sales process of tins three types of orders can be identified: 

- initial buying of a new tin. 

- repeated ordering for printed plates (blanket orders). 

- repeated ordering of tins. 

Only after this last type of orders tins are delivered to the customer. Neither of the three types 

involves Production and Sales at the same time, each order is received by Sales, processed, 

confirmed and then passed on to Production. 

The creative process of developing a new design may take a considerable amount of time, 

sometimes leading to a situation where all other activities having to be executed in a rush. 

When customers want a new tin they present the drawings of the design, the so-called 

artwork, to one ore more tin suppliers. The salesperson responsible for that customer then has 

to determine a price for tins. with that particular design. Commercial prices depend on the 

amount of colours needed for the design and the order size for printed plates. But also the 

intentional amount of tins that will be bought plays a role, prices will be lower for larger 

amounts. Next to this, important customers, which have been buying significant amounts of 

tins over the years will use their buying power to influence prices. Only in this part of the 

sales process an order can be lost, for example, due to another supplier being cheaper or 

faster or better. Once the customer has decided to place the order at Tinco, automatically 

orders for printed plates and tins will follow. There are several initial costs, for making the 

press plates, the films etc, which introduce switching costs. Changing to another supplier will 

lead double payment of initial costs. Customers will wait with this until the design is replaced 

or significantly changed. 

A new tin order is usually accompanied by an order for a first batch of printed plates. Before 

printing can start a sample print, a so-called proof, must be approved by the customer. 
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Customer approval is based on a print proof, made in Tinco's graphics department. The 

objective here is to produce an exact copy of the art work (drawings) send in by the customer. 

A colour analysis is made which translates the colours of the drawings into ink recipes for 

tins. The graphics department is well knowledged of production capabilities. The print proofs 

they make can be reproduced by Production in the same quality. There are no design changes 

after the customer has approved the print proof. For each colour, a film is developed from 

which the press plates can be made. These press plates are made once for each design and 

stored for repeat orders. The initial buying of a new tin is closed with an agreement on prices, 

related to the order size for printed plates. 

Figure 12.1. Order processing communications. 
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Orders for printed plates, whether or not for new designs, are sent to a salesperson by the 

customer. The customer specifies how many tins of which design and a due-date. Sales uses 

a standard lead-time of 2 weeks in order acceptance, all customer orders with a delivery lead

time of 2 weeks or longer are accepted. Based on the required due-date, Sales determines the 

delivery week. A schedule of all orders accepted is then sent to Production. This means that 

the planning of production is already partly determined by this sale schedule. 
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The acceptance and processing of orders for tins is similar to the above, except that the 

standard lead-time is 3 weeks. Figure 12.1 provides and overview of communications between 

the customer, Sales and Production. The reason for separating print and assembly orders is 

the large difference in optimal order size. In assembly customers orders can more easily be 

clustered, in printing each customer order requires some set-up time. If tins were assembled 

in the same order size as printed, huge amounts of tins would have to be stocked. As there 

is an increase in volume between plates and tins of 2500%, one can imagine that order sizes 

in assembly must be kept low. The ratio of print order and assembly orders is 1 to 5. 

From the above it follows that production is based on customer orders and contracts. The PU 

receives its production orders from Sales. The production process can be divided into printing 

tin plates and manufacturing tins. Both processes are highly mechanised with long set-up 

times. Raw materials, which have a high commonality, are procured based on sales forecasts. 

Printing tin plates is similar to other printing processes. The number of colours that can be 

printed on a plate in one pass is limited. Most printing machines at Tinco can handle two 

colours, some just one. New technological development will extend this to four colours in one 

pass, but this technology is not (yet) available at Tinco. Most customer orders require 3 to 

4 passes to apply 5 to 7 colours. Printing a batch starts with the set-up of the press. A set-up 

may concern the following activities; 

- install new printing plates on the cylinders (always), 

- clean and refill ink drums, 

- adjust press to plate size, 

- tune the press to get the exact right colours (always). 

If customer orders can be clustered to size and colours a significant reduction of set-up times 

can be established. Set-up times can vary from 1 hour to 4 hours depending on the activities 

to be carried out. In the present situation 35% of production time is consumed by set-ups. 

After the set-up, plates are printed at high speed, dried, stacked and stored in a warehouse. 

During this process several quality checks are executed. 

Tins are assembled from the inventory of printed plates, again based on customer orders. This 

process involves cutting the plates, bending and welding the plates to bodies after which the 

lid is rimmed upon the body. The bottom will be rimmed on after the tin has been filled at 

. the customer. Tinco has three assembly lines for tins, each set for a specific set of diameters. 

Set-ups here concern the differences in height of the tins. A changeover to another height will 

take a full shift (8 hours) of four operators, so here it is extremely important to be able to 

cluster customer orders with the same height of tins. However most customers comply with 

the standard heights, per diameter there are only 3 to 4 different heights. 
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Figure 12.2. Production process. 

Man capacity is flexible over the machines within printing or assembly. Machines are utilized 

at 95%, the plant is working in three shifts, around the clock except in the weekends. The two 

processes are decoupled by a large buffer stock of printed tin plates. The processes of printing 

and assembly are separately planned. Minimal order-sizes are (somewhat strangely) 

determined by the maximal lift capacity of fork-lift trucks. On a pallet this maximal weight 

in plates will be stored, minimal order-sizes are set at one pallet the reduce handling. Figure 

12.2 provides an overview form the production processes. 

Structure. 

The Tinco sales organization is separated from the production plant. Both the sales and 

production units are structured based on market segments, although PU's are not yet totally 

specialized for one market segment, there are some overlaps. The sales unit "food" consists 

of a sales manager, two account managers and some support staff. Account managers each 

have a group of customers they are responsible for. 

Figure 12.3. Tinco Organigram (of relevant functions) 
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The production manager is responsible for the entire plant of 560 employees. The production 

and sales manager do not directly report to the same group manager, only at the next level 

the hierarchical line come together (see figure 12.3.). We can see a functional organization 

at operational levels. Due to the size of the entire organization Sales and Production are really 

very much separated, direct contacts between for example account managers and production 

planners are few. The contacts seem to be limited to shouting over the phone when something 

goes wrong. 

Culture 

The example discussing both levels of culture in an organization in chapter 5 taken from this 

case. Summarized it says that; 

- Tinco does not have tradition of solving problems together, each department lives its own 

life, made possible by the high amounts of slack through the entire organization. 

- Sales and Production do not really communicate. If you want to see stereotyped production 

people and salespeople, go to Tinco. 

All this does not improve the climate for coordination. 

Objectives. 

In an organization like Tinco, where interactions between functions are avoided, also 

objectives are very much directed at the separate functions. Production managers focus on 

efficiency. There is no registration of on-time deliveries. Directly related to efficiency is 

quality. To maximize quality leads to minimal scrap and thereby improves line efficiency. 

There is an accurate registration of set-up times and running times. Weekly reports are 

discussed in planning meetings. 

Sales is focused on sales volume. The more you sell the better, but also the more expensive 

tins you sell the better. This means that designs with many colours will be happily sold. It 

are exactly those designs which are causing the trouble in printing. They lead to more set-ups 

and therefore low efficiency, which costs are not sufficiently covered by the higher price as 

was discovered during the project. Both in Production and Sales there is no direct link 

between performance and compensation of operators and managers. Therefore the influence 

of the objectives on the performance of employees is limited, they are directed at the 

objective but will not stick to it under all circumstances. For example, rush-orders are 

produced as well although they decrease line efficiency, because everybody knows that a poor 

delivery performance towards customers can badly damage the company. In these kind of 

sitoations people realize that local objectives are only part of the story. Still, production 

people would be more happy when rush-orders could be prevented. 
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12.3. SITUATIONAL ASPECTS 

The Tinco situation concerned mainly Modified (new tins) or Straight (print orders) Rebuys 

of relationship oriented customers in a MTO production environment. We will discuss these 

aspects in some more detail in the following section. 

Customer buying process. 

In the customer buying process we can differentiate between the three types of orders. 

1. New design orders. Although these orders consider a new design, they do not consider 

a new product. Most customers are experienced buyers, also for new designs. Therefore 

these orders cannot be considered New Task orders. It is not unusual however that 

customers ask for quotations of several suppliers. In this commercial process it is only 

the number of required colours and the planned order size which are important, not what 

the design actually looks like. In these Modified Rebuy type buying processes prices are 

important as most suppliers can deliver the required quality. Customers want prices of 

various (print plate) order sizes. Some competitors are better equipped to handle small 

orders, others are similar to Tinco and mainly directed at large size orders. 

2. Print orders consider the production of printed plates. These orders are Straight Rebuys 

as prices and design have already been specified. Only quantities and timing are of 

importance here. 

3. Tin orders are not actual orders but just delivery signals. There is no relation between 

order size and price here, because no customer specific set-ups are required. However, 

the minimal order size for various tins is restricted. Sales checks inventory of plates and 

tins and then passes the order on to production and shipping. 

Customers experience little uncertainty in these buying processes, especially in the last two. 

Lead-time slack is the coordination mechanism involved in processing these orders. The lead

times are long enough to make sure an order can be fitted into the production planning and 

delivered in time. For production planning this means that there is nothing until customer 

orders start corning in. Because of the nature of the production process, mainly capacity 

oriented, this is alright as long as lead-times are long enough. Production has a high mix 

flexibility within a week, it does not matter whether customer order A or B is produced 

within a certain week. Each week all sizes and colours are produced. However, rush orders 

do exist. Customers do not always accept long lead-times and want their tins fast. Rule is that 

Production is consulted before a rush order is confirmed to the customer. However, even if 

orders cannot be accepted because they would lead to additiqnal set-ups, they are accepted 

(after some shouting). Material requirement planning cannot be based on customer orders 

because delivery lead-times of suppliers added to production lead-times are much longer than 
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customer acceptable lead-times. Material planning is based on sales forecasts. Material 

planning in this case is executed by a central purchasing department. 

Customer relationships. 

Customer relationships are mostly relationship oriented. A reason for that is that tins are used 

over a longer period of time in large amounts. Most customers have a dual sourcing policy. 

Switching costs between design orders are low, switching costs between print orders are 

higher because of the initial order costs have then been made. Switching costs between tin 

orders are very high as all printed plates will have to be payed for, whether they are used or 

not. The top-ten of customers account for 50% of sales. Most large customers have been 

buying from Tinco for several years already. Also the order structure, with the three types of 

orders, invokes longer term relationships. The number of competitors is limited. This provides 

the opportunity to really adapt systems to customer wishes, but only if customers are willing 

to invest in the relationship as well, switching costs must be introduced for the customer. But, 

having these opportunities is not enough. Traditionally, account managers have been focused 

on the operational, transaction part of the relationship, type 2 and 3 orders. An organization 

like Tinco, with very much separated functions does not easily integrate with customers, they 

are kept at a distance. A true relationship, where both supplier and customer have 

accomplished specific benefits does not exist with any customer. Most relationships are 

institutionalized, not directed at constant improvement. 

This leads to a situation where indeed customer orders are the basis for all communications, 

and sales over a longer period of time have to be forecasted. However, customers plan ahead 

as well, they know more about their future. Their sales may fluctuate over the months, but 

year volumes show little variation. In the next section we will discuss the advantages of 

structural agreements with customers above waiting for their orders to come in. This has a 

major impact on the coordination of Production and Sales. 

Production Control Structure. 

From the above description of processes we can read a sequential dependence between 

Production and Sales typical for MTO companies with sufficient production capacity. Sales 

accepts the customer orders and then passes these on to Production. In this case there is no 

involvement whatsoever of Production in the sales process. But the production planning and 

execution is solemnly determined by the orders accepted. The sequential dependence in this 

process is taken care of by the long lead-times. Because of the long lead-times production 

planning can try to cluster orders to minimize set-ups and thereby increase efficiency. This 

mostly concerns clustering to plate and tin size, but in printing also colours are important 
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When products are finished they are delivered to the customer. Whether this indeed is in time 

depends both on Production and Sales. If Sales accepts to many (rush) orders without an 

accurate evaluation of lead-time consequences, deliveries will be late. Also, when Production 

does not plan right, customer orders will be delivered late. This, in its turn may influence 

future sales. This points at some longer term reciprocality between Production and Sales but 

this is less strong than in the previous ETO case. This reciprocality does not concern the 

operational level. 

12.4 CO-MAKERSHIP 

In this case the initial stimulus to look at the relationship of Production and Sales came from 

a co-makership project with one of the most important customers of Tinco, a baby food 

company we will call BFC. BFC accounts for 10% of sales of Tinco Food. BFC buys tins in 

two sizes with some 30 different designs. Tins are ordered by the Production Unit of BFC and 

also delivered to the BFC PU. This PU is the production facility for several BFC Marketing 

Units (MU). MUs are responsible for the designs. Designs are changed with an average of 

three years, in between minor (text) changes may occur. 

In a co-makership relationship, short-term incidental orders are replaced by long-term, 

structural agreements. Such agreements are not restricted to quantity, price, quality and due 

date, but are broadened to all aspects of customer service: frequency of delivery, order 

processing, quality information, traceability, product design, etc. A co-makership relationship 

may lead to a higher performance of the chain (efficiency, quality, flexibility). The 

development of a co-makership relationship requires certain investments. Co-makership is 

structural adaptation to each other. Such a structural adaptation leads also to a certain buyer

seller dependence through the introduction of switching costs. The development of a 

co-makership relationship is not always easily reversible and to avoid the risk of dependence 

may be difficult. In this section, the impact of co-makership on the Tinco organization will 

be discussed in further detail. We will identify functional interdependence which is covered 

by the high amounts of slack and relate that to the coordination mechanisms applied in the 

areas of improvement. 

During the initial analysis of the goods flow and information flow between Tinco and BFC 

many people stressed the fact that they were quite content about the present relationship of 

the two companies. BFC provided accurate orders with few last minute changes (unlike many 

other customers) and Tinco was considered a reliable supplier of high quality tins. However, 

from the results of the analysis it became clear that much slack could be replaced by other, 
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cheaper ways of coordination. The identified possible improvements can be clustered into 4 

areas of which we will give a brief overview: 

• Coordination of designs; a 30% printing costs reduction. 

MU's do not coordinate tin design which has led to a large number of size/design 

combinations. Also within Tinco there is no coordination between the graphics department 

and Production. The sequential interdependence between the graphics department, Sales and 

Production was not recognized. The high variation in designs has a direct influence on 

production costs because every extra colour to be changed on the press results in longer 

set-up times. Using standard colours in stead of special blend-colours and reduce the 

number of colours from 6 to 4 per design would imply a 30% reduction in printing costs, 

which is a 5% price reduction for the BFC range of tins. After initial changes, design 

coordination must be an on-going process of lowering costs, designs must be a subject in 

each tactical level meeting between Tinco and BFC. Operational design coordination can 

then be taken care of by design rules carefully communicated to customers. Periodical 

review of these rules requires higher order coordination mechanisms (see communication 

structure below). 

- Order quantities and timing; a 50% inventory reduction at BFC. 

The analysis of the goods flow between both companies showed large inventories at both 

sides. BFC orders tins in full truck-loads. A safety-time of one week is kept to allow 

changes in the production schedule. Full truck-loads are different from production 

batch-sizes both at Tinco and BFC. Ordering of more precise amounts of tins would lower 

stocks at BFC, without raising them at Tinco. Also, more frequent communication would 

eliminate the main part of safety-time. Together, those two improvements, would lead to 

a 50% reduction of inventories at BFC (30% overall). 

- Quality; yearly audits. 

The right quality can only be accomplished when quality standards are established. Both 

setting standards and finding a way to control quality involves both the customer and the 

supplier. Requirements and possibilities must be balanced to avoid high cost, either of 

rejects because of too low quality or of production and scrap because of too high quality 

levels. Although BFC and Tinco had already started with coordinating quality standards, 

they had not yet agreed on how to secure quality. The co-makership meetings enabled 

higher management to discuss the matter openly. It was suggested to have yearly quality 

audits as opposed to quality information per shipment. This will save Tinco of setting up 

a new quality registration system and also eliminate quality control of the tins at BFC. 
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- Communication structure; better, faster communication. 

The suggested changes in the other four areas require faster and more frequent 

communication. The communication structure used was inappropriate for this. The sales 

department of Tinco handled all communication with customers. Sales confirmed due-dates 

or determined delivery schedules without consulting production planning. Sales then passed 

information on to production plants. This left few possibilities for Production to optimize 

schedules. The suggested new communication structure consists of short direct 

communication lines. Commercial and tactical coordination is separated from operational 

matters (see figure 12.4). 

Figure 12.4. Communication structure adaptations. 
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At the operational side this structure enables fast communication and better coordination 

of production schedules in both companies through direct ordering. That is, type 2 and 3 

orders of BFC will be placed directly at the Tinco PU. The PU contacts change from only 
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internal to partly external contacts. Direct ordering therefore requires; 

- preparing the planning department for accepting customer orders through hiring new 

employees and/or additional training in sales tasks of the present planners. The 

investments related to this may be rather high, 

- changes in the information system to provide the right people with the right information, 

e.g. price information not only at Sales but also at Production. This can be realised 

through the existing computer system at low costs. 

Also, quality audits will involve quality people of both organizations, not Sales or 

Purchasing. This will bring the quality discussion to where it belongs, at the operational 

level. This provides a possibility to deal with the reciprocal interdependence of quality 

properly. 

The suggested communication structure means a new, mainly tactical role for Sales without 

daily operational tasks like order-acceptance. The impact for Sales is; 

- no direct contact with the customer on daily operational matters, 

- sales will, in cooperation with the PU, have to prepare and execute a periodical 

commercial coordination with BFC. The output of this should be long term structural 

agreement on the identified issues. 

The new communication structure also leads to better overall coordination of commercial 

and tactical objectives of both companies. In a periodical coordination process, agreements 

on all operational matters will be set to provide the production units with a framework 

within which they can operate. Typical subjects in this process would be: 

- Total sales volume. 

- Efficiency objectives. 

- Design coordination. 

- Logistics (order size, delivery frequency, etc.). 

-Quality. 

-Price. 

To make agreements on the above subjects there should be extensive coordination between 

Production and Sales. Production should periodically evaluate the possibilities to further 

improve the production capabilities. This can be executed through periodical audits. The 

result of these audits should be input for tactical/commercial negotiations with the 

customers. 

Periodical coordination of the above subjects will secure an on-going process of improving 

the relationship between BFC and Tinco. 
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12.5. CONCLUSIONS 

The benefits of co-makership can be substantial but organizations have to be prepared to turn 

things up-side down. The required adaptations concern quality, designs and the 

communication structure (ordering). Procedures and organization structure will both be 

changed. The suggested communication structure will lead to shifts of tasks and 

responsibilities and has an impact on the entire organization. The investments to be made are 

substantial. The sequential interdependence of Production and Sales at the operational level 

is moved into the relationship with the customer at the management control level where a 

framework is set. Lateral relations are introduced between the customer's and supplier's 

operational units. Coordination can be established between the customer and Production, 

thereby taking full advantage of the situational opportunities of customer relationships. For 

the customer, BFC the impact is smaller. 

In this case we have seen that in some situations functional interdependence can be totally 

ignored when there is enough slack. This is true both within the company as in relationships 

with customers. Repeated buying in relationship oriented customer markets provides 

opportunities for coordination over company borders. 

Table 12.1 The use of coordination mechanisms in case 2. 

Subject 

Operational 
level: 

- Specifications 

- Volume 

- Mix 

- Timing 

Management 
control level: 

- Specifications 

- Volume 

Mix 

- Timing 

Interdependence 

Pooled 

n.a. 

Sequential 

Pooled 

Reciprocal 

Sequential 

n.a. 

Sequential 

Coordination 
Mechanism 

Design Rules 
Quality specifications 

n.a. 

Production Planning. 

Order acceptance rules. 

Design meetings, setting 
design rules. 

Long term production 
planning. 

n.a. 

Setting order acceptance 
rules in planning 
meetings 
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The use of coordination mechanisms for the different subjects in this case is summarized in 

table 12.1. This figure is different from the figures in chapter 10 as it includes both Straight 

Rebuys (tin and plate orders) and New Task orders (new design). In this MTO situation with 

co-makership, the operational interdependence is mainly of a pooled nature. Coordination is 

established by the rules set at the management control level. Only concerning the mix there 

still is a sequential interdependence, volumes per product are carefully planned to avoid high 

inventory levels. With this long term focus of the relationship operational interdependence 

decreases. This needs to be accounted for at the tactical or management control level. There 

we see some sequential and some reciprocal interdependence. Coordination mechanisms used 

are periodic meetings and planning systems. 

The above interdependence does not so much relate to Production and Sales as to the 

customer-supplier relationship. Coordination is established with the customer. The sales task 

is that of maintaining the customer relationship. Thereby the operational interdependence 

between Production and Sales has lost much of its importance. 

The quantitative results of this co-makership projects include a significant reduction of 

inventories and production costs. Expressed in money these results are not very impressive. 

However, a substantial part of the results cannot be quantified as it lies in the establishment 

of a long term relationship between the two companies which allows for a process of 

continuous improvement. People have got to know each other well, but also a large part of 

the commercial process has been rationalized leading to a much more open relationship in 

which operational problems can be solved. 
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Chapter 13. CASE 3. GLOBAL CONSUMER ELECfRONlCS. 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

This third case concerns a situation of MTS production, mostly transaction oriented customers 

with Modified or Straight Rebuy, the case of Global Consumer Electronics (situations F and 

G in chapter 10). The coordination issues at Global focused on the high local inventories on 

the one hand and low availability of fast running products on the other. This is mainly related 

to the coordination subjects of volume, mix and timing. These three subjects are coordinated 

within the hierarchical planning system of Global. Customers can be characterized as "traders" 

or price buyers. Demand uncertainty was considered high. The present planning system cannot 

cope with the flexibility demands of the environment Planning lead times are too long, 

planning flexibility too low. A second coordination issue concerns increasing service demands 

from customers. Often customers ask for special services of the supplier. Sales then has to 

decide to accept such a request or not, but due to a lack of information they are unable to 

properly evaluate the cost of the request and to set the right price. The system should be 

supportive in providing data on the cost of a certain service to a customer. A second order 

effect of this may be that providing the customer with the right prices for extra service may 

lead to more rational service requirements of the customer. Customer service levels should 

be set with an overall view on costs (see Konijnendijk 1991). 

In this case the use of (better) planning and information systems to improve Production/Sales 

coordination will be discussed. An information system should give good insight in the 

flexibility available and required. In section 13.2 we will introduce the company, in section 

13.3 we will describe the specific situational aspects. In section 13.4 we will discuss 

coordination of Production and Sales. In this we will focus on the planning system. In section 

13.5 we will summarize the relevant coordination mechanisms and tools in this case. 

13.2. COMPANY DESCRIPTION. 

General 

Global is a large company with Marketing Units and Production Units all over the world. The 

products manufactured and sold are mainly consumer goods, for example, kitchen appliances 

and electric razors. Products have short life cycles, models are annually up-dated. The product 

range is broad and deep, there are many models and several versions of one model. A version 
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of a model is called a "Type". The difference between models mostly concerns the technical 

characteristics of a product, like size or power (watts). The types of a model can differ in 

colour, brand-name (private label) and options. An example of different models, options and 

types is given in figure 13.1. Many products are country specific due to special brand names 

and different power plugs. 

Global is established in many markets for many years. Global employs some 100,000 people 

in different divisions, annual sales equal $ 10 milliard. 

Figure 13.1. Models and versions. 

Model A. Type: Model B. Type: 
3-S cups, traditional All 4-12 cups, thermos B31 
can on heating plate. can 

Options: Options: 
drip-stop, yes - timer yes 

- timer, no - design can yes 
- small/large amounts no - english/continental contin. 

selector plug 

Processes. 

The products of Global are ultimately bought by consumers, typical consumer goods 

behaviour patterns are valid for this buying process. The products of Global can be classified 

as shopping goods, people compare several products in different shops before they buy. Once 

a selection is made, products must be directly available, products are bought off the shelf, 

there is low brand loyalty. Availability in shops is crucial, when products are not available 

consumers will look for alternatives. Products are more and more technically homogeneous, 

in many case non-availability leads to lost sales. Consumer sales are directly related to the 

market image of Global, the consumer perspective of what they get when they buy Global 

products. A large part of the promotion budget of Global is therefore used for consumer 

directed advertising, supporting retail sales. 

This buying process however, is not of direct concern to Global as Global does not directly 

sell to consumers. The most important aspect of consumer buying is that product availability 

in shops is crucial. Global is selling to retailers, wholesalers and some OEM customers. We 

will now focus on the sales process of Global to their direct market channel partners. This 

sales process starts with a yearly model selection. The buyers of the customer organization 

visit MUs of Global to attend to model demonstrations. It is very important to have many 

buyers indeed select the products, shop shelf space is limited, large market coverage is 

crucial. In this selection process the buyers' expectations of profits are the basis for selection 

decisions. Retailers must be convinced that they can make a good profit on Global products, 

only then they will reserve shelf space for these products. In this phase it is highly uncertain 

whether a product will be a success or not. The selection process is ended with an agreement 
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on expected sales volumes and related prices, delivery conditions, promotion activities, return 

policies (of unsold products) and additional rebates, often stated in a year contract. The 

volumes in this contract are only indications, customers do not commit themselves to volumes 

in this stage. 

After selection, initial orders will be placed. Successive ordering will only follow when the 

product is a "hit". Repeat orders are delivered from stock in the MU warehouses. Repeat 

orders are directed at replenishing customers' stock. Retailers expect products to be supplied 

when they need them. Replenishment must be fast and in small amounts. Retailers thereby 

keep their inventory levels low and minimize their obsolescence risk and inventory costs. 

Rebuys are straightforward. An order can be confirmed by the internal sales office when 

inventory has been checked for availability in the MU warehouse. Products are delivered 

following the agreements from the year contract. Customer orders are not of direct concern 

to the Production Units as products are delivered from stock. To replenish stock there is an 

hierarchical planning systems which involves the MUs, the PUs and some business unit 

support groups. This will be further discussed in section 13.4. 

The production process consists of two stages, sub-assembly and assembly (see figure 13.2). 

Sub-assembly mainly concerns the insertion and onsertion of purchased parts (components) 

on PCBs and is highly automated on dedicated machinery. Many components can be used for 

several end-products (types), there is some commonality in PCBs. Assembly is only partly 

automated, it still is very labour intensive. 

Figure 13.2 Production process. 

Sub-assembly and assembly lines have limited volume capacity as many lines already work 

in 3 shifts. Capacity mix flexibility is high. Production lines are dedicated to one or more 

product families. A product family consists of one or more models and all their versions. 

Changeovers within a family are easily made with short set-up times. A changeover from one 

family to another may take much longer due to the need for a change of dies and component 

sets on the line. Mix flexibility within families is mainly limited by material availability. Total 

production lead-times are less than 5 days for most products. Some specials which require 
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additional work in a machine shop take a few days more to produce. The end-product 

inventory in figure 13.2. is shipped as soon as possible to MUs. PUs do not hold inventory 

other then for shipments. 

A separate phase to consider in the goods flow is distribution. As manufacturing units are 

scattered all over the world, extensive transportation by boat or over the road is necessary. 

Production lead-times are short compared to transportation lead-times. This very much 

increases the reaction times for delivery from far away PUs to MUs. 

Structure 

Global has 3 main divisions, one of them being discussed here. The structure of Global 

divisions resembles a matrix structure with functional and product group axes (see figure 

13.3). A matrix structure is a created to stimulate coordination over functions (lateral 

relations}, however this does not seem to have worked in Global. The functional separation 

of tasks seems stronger than the product grouping. This could be related to the fact that 

functions are physically separated, PUs are located based on the costs and availability of 

production resources like specialized labour, capital and energy and the infra-structure of a 

country which has lead to a situation where many PUs are located in the Far East. 

Figure 13.3. Global Organigram (partly) 
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MUs are located close to their markets, with a focus on Europe. Support and Staff groups are 

centralized in the division head-quarters. This leaves Global mainly with the deficiencies of 

a matrix structure, that is ambiguous lines of command and unclear hierarchical structures 

(Sayles 1976). 
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This structure leads to a situation where several MUs put their claims on production capacity 

of one PU, but also that several PUs deliver products to more than one MU. To coordinate 

that, BU support groups gather market information from the MUs and balance this with the 

production capacity of the PUs. This means that when demand is high each MU will be 

allocated a part of the production volume based on the MU requirements. When demand is 

low, production capacity is used to build stock for seasonal demand. 

Culture. 

The culture of Global has been described as technology oriented. Organizational focus seems 

to be on technology, development and production, not marketing of the products. This has 

lead to high production technology investments to increase flexibility without a good fit with 

market requirements. As MUs and PUs are physically separated there is no opportunity to 

develop a common culture. Cultural differences between a PU and MU mainly concern 

orientations, technology in the PU and the commercial process in the MU. Global has been 

trying for many years to make the organization more customer oriented but has not succeeded 

in this in any department except for the MU. 

Objectives. 

Global is in a situation of MTS production. A well balanced fit between market demand and 

available inventory supplied by Production will lead to maximal sales. Stability in production 

schedules can improve production efficiency. However, long production runs will lead to high 

inventory (cycle stock). Sales benefits of high inventory levels because of the low probability 

of stock outs. To control inventory levels inventory budgets are set. Basically the MUs are 

responsible for inventory control. However MUs do not have complete control over 

inventories, they cannot always get what they want because of production constraints. 

Objectives for Production concern efficiency but also the logistics performance is carefully 

monitored. Criteria for the logistics performance concern the number of MU replenishment 

orders delivered in time, component inventory levels and production lead-times. For MUs 

there are sales volume targets stated in value, but also gross margin and net margin targets. 

Gross margin targets are set against periodically determined internal transfer prices based on 

production costs. The net margin targets do also include sales costs for promotion, 

distribution, direct sales etc. Next to this the effectiveness of the inventory is monitored by 

measuring the service level, that is, the percentage of orders completely delivered in time 

from stock. The MUs also allow for back-ordering, although customers do not like to wait 

for their products. Due to the use of transfer prices there is no interdependence between 

Production and Sales objectives concerning efficiency and gross or net margin. The 

interdependence of objectives does exist for inventory objectives. 
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13.3. SITUATIONAL ASPECTS. 

Global is an established company in many markets for decades already. All customers know 

Global, also most consumers know Global. Customers have been buying from Global for a 

long time yet. New task buying does not really exist in most markets. Even if new products 

have to be selected it is more like a Modified Rebuy than New task. The perceived 

uncertainty mainly concerns the success of the particular product. In the selection process 

Global is competing for shelf space, the more models are selected the more shelf space is 

taken by Global. Competition is monopolistic, no other supplier can supply the same product, 

but they can supply similar products. Therefore, model selection is a crucial phase in the sales 

process. The high uncertainty concerning future sales is not so much caused by the retailers, 

but much more by consumers. Consumers ultimately determine whether or not the product 

is a "hit". The information available in this phase cannot support decision making concerning 

production planning, except for the initial "buying-in"-orders from customers, that is orders 

to fill shops and warehouses for initial sales to consumers. Buying-in generates a peak 

demand for a new product at a moment where production is still at a low level of experience 

in the learning curve (see figure 13.4). This leads to a high supply uncertainty in the early 

phases of new product introduction, it is not sure whether products can be supplied in the 

required quantities. This can be a big problem as new product introductions are often 

accompanied by intens promotion campaigns, which cannot be changed easily if products are 

not available. 

The stock replenishment of customers can be considered Straight Rebuys. In these rebuys 

there is some seasonality in total volume, with a peak around november. Sales per version 

(type) show high variability over time. The main part of this variability at the type level is 

caused by sales actions. Sales actions can be held both by retailers or Global itself. During 

an action demand for the action types will be high, demand for other, similar types will be 

lower and after the sales action demand for the action types will drop. This fluctuating 

demand pattern leads to a situation where it is highly uncertain when replenishment orders 

for MU inventory will come in. Sales forecasts at a type level are very unreliable. At the 

product family level, sales can be forecasted rather accurately because there is a negative 

correlation between sales of types within a family. Also the seasonal pattern influencing the 

total sales volume of a family is relatively constant over the years. So uncertainty does not 

so much consider the volume per family, but much more the mix, which types of the family 

will be sold. 
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Figure 13.4. Learning curve and demand. 
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Although many customers have been buying from Global for years already, tight customer 

relationships like described in the previous chapter do not exist, mainly due to the lack of 

switching costs and opportunistic buying behaviour. Customers, especially large retailers can 

be characterized as traders. Their main commercial power is in buying, a good purchase 

provides a basis for making a profit. Due to fierce competition on consumer markets, retailers 

do not have much influence on sales prices. As consumers shop around before they buy prices 

cannot differ too much. This means that retailers try to get as much as possible from their 

buying process. Price has traditionally been very important in this. The last few years there 

has been much concentration in the consumer retail markets with a few large chains 

controlling large parts of the market. In some countries, the 10 largest customers of a MU 

account for more than 50% of sales. These chains have thereby created much concentrated 

buying power and a strong position in negotiations with Global. Global cannot afford to be 

not on the shelves of these large customers. Other countries have a large number of small 

customers. 

However, more recently some retailers have shifted their focus a little, prices are still 

important but together with this service elements enter the yearly negotiations. As discussed 

before, decreasing shop and warehouse stock levels is an issue. Retailers do not want to be 

sold out of good running types. This can only be accomplished when suppliers deliver quickly 

and frequently. Discussing service issues has lead to a more relationship oriented way of 

buying. As customers are increasing their dependence on supplier inventory, they need to 

secure their deliveries. In return for quick and frequent deliveries customers are prepared to 

better coordinate sales actions and provide longer term market orientations to suppliers. We 

will further discuss this in section 13.4 on coordination. 
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Products are made to stock only, determining the quantities to be produced is based on stock 

replenishment, market forecasts and production capabilities. The reason for make to stock 

production is in the long delivery lead-time compared with the accepted delivery lead-time 

in the market. Some customers request delivery lead-times of less than 48 hours while the 

total stacked lead-time of production and transportation can be as much as 2 months. 

Inventory of end products is held at the MUs only. In principle MUs order what they think 

they need. Due to·the long transportation time MUs have to order for a long time ahead. This 

leads to a situation where requirements change during the delivery lead-time. This can cause 

availability problems. 

13.4.COORDINA TION. 

In this section we will discuss coordination of Production and Sales concerning volume, mix 

and timing. We will not consider product development and specifications as these are 

coordinated outside direct influence of PUs and MUs at a BU level. To coordinate Production 

and Sales, a hierarchical planning system is used in which volume and mix planning are 

partly separated. The BU support group logistics plays an important role in this as this group 

gathers the requirement and capability information from respectively MUs and PUs. In this 

section we will first discuss the present planning system and the problems resulting from this. 

Then we will discuss alternative ways of coordination directed at the effectiveness of 

inventories. In this discussion we will focus on the operational levels of planning, the long 

term strategic plans are considered fixed as well as the product range and the production 

capacity determined in these long term planning activities. 

In the present planning system we can identify 3 levels; volume planning, mix planning and 

supply plans. These levels are hierarchically planned, with higher levels setting commitments 

for lower levels. Figure 13.5 presents an overview of the timing of planning activities. The 

planning activities per level are as follows. 

- Volume planning. 

The volume planning is on the aggregate level of product families. It concerns a monthly 

up-dated rolling plan with a horizon of 14 months. A product family is defined based on 

production characteristics. A family consists of one or more models. The MUs provide the 

BU logistics group with sales plans for each family for the corning 14 months. Based on 

the stock norms, the realized sales of last month, the actual stock level in the MU and the 

already committed volumes for the corning two months, the requirements per family per 

MU are calculated. These summed requirements of all MUs are then compared with 

production capabilities of the PUs involved. If a capacity shortage is anticipated this 
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shortage is divided over the MUs. If a capacity surplus is anticipated the resuming capacity 

is used for building seasonal stock. This balance of requirements and capacity leads to 

volume commitments from each PU to each MU per family. It must be noted that the 

commitments can differ significantly from requirements. The commitments are for the 

month N+3, that is three months after the present month. The commitments calculated by 

BU logistics are then communicated to the MUs and PUs involved. Volume commitments 

are required to assure feasibility of mix calls. At the short term production volume capacity 

is low. It is not necessary to set mix commitments at such a long term because mix 

flexibility is higher. 

Figure 13.5. Planning procedures 
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- Mix planning. 

The mix planning concerns the determination of the supply plans per type per MU. Mix 

planning is monthly executed with a commitment for month N+l or N+2 (depending on 

the transportation times} and orientations for the coming 10 months. MUs place calls for 

their requirements at the PUs. Calls for product are based on inventory levels and expected 

sales. These call request must be in line with the volume commitments. The calls are then 

balanced with availability of capacity and materials. The balanced supply plans are 

communicated to the MUs. Mix orientations are made by the BU logistics groups based on 

the volume planning. The mix orientations are used for material procurement decisions for 

long lead-time purchase parts. 
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- Weekly supply planning. 

What the MUs ultimately get, depends on the production plan. The production plans are 

based on the adjusted mix planning. The PUs determine what they will produce each week. 

Weekly production planning is mostly directed at efficiency. Calls from MUs are combined 

to production runs, the calls per month are equally divided over the weeks. When calls for 

a certain a type are too low to produce weekly runs this type will be produced in the frrst 

week of the month. Minimal batch sizes, material availability and seasonal stock building 

further influence what will be produced. What is produced is supplied to the MUs in 

proportion with their calls. The production plan is communicated to the MUs as a supply 

plan. 

From this we can see that MUs do not always get what they want. On the other hand, they 

do not really know what they need because of the high demand uncertainty as described in 

the previous paragraph. Another aspect to be noted is that there is little direct communication 

between PUs and MUs, only the supply planning is directly communicated. The central 

position of the BU support groups in the communication structure reduces the number of 

required communications, thereby making communication efficient. However, one can doubt 

the effectiveness of communications, the planning system does not really coordinate 

Production and Sales, but the MUs and the PUs with the BU separately. The intended 

integration of the matrix structure is not accomplished. Reciprocal and sequential 

interdependence is avoided through slack in the planning systems leading to long planning 

lead-times. Slack in the planning systems means that plans are fixed too early in time, thereby 

allowing the PUs to produce according to plan, not according to actual requirements. The 

reaction time of a change the required mix is the sum of the transportation time and the 

planning lead-time of mix-planning. Planning slack is further enlarged by setting volume 

commitments, these commitments are used as a restriction for lower level planning. Because 

of this the interdependency between MUs and PUs is mainly of a pooled character, they both 

have to perform well to control inventories. But however well they perform, inventories will 

always be high as the slack in the planning system does not allow the use of production 

flexibility . 

The present planning system has lead to a situation where relatively high inventory levels in 

the MU warehouses only accomplish a 70% service level on customer orders. There are high 

inventories in the MU warehouses of the wrong products. The present 70% service level is 

not a good start to talk to customers about service requirements. Much of the production 

flexibility is lost in the rigid planning systems and the long distribution chains. As has been 

discussed this mainly concerns mix flexibility. Still, compared to competitors Global is very 

flexible. At the same time this leads to customers moving their trouble over to Global as 

Global is the only supplier receptive for that. So what is necessary is a planning system that 
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better uses the available flexibility and thereby increases the service level, maybe even with 

lower inventory levels. 

To coordinate Production and Sales in this situation there are two options considered: 

- Pretend that interdependence does not exist and use a inventory rule to control inventory 

of finished products, in this case a BQ system. BQ is a reorder point inventory control 

technique where replenishment in a fixed quantity is ordered as soon as the economic 

inventory level is below the reorder point. Economic order quantities and the reorder points 

are calculated periodically and then set as norms for both Production and Sales. This rule 

based system only looks at inventory levels and replenishment of these, future sales and 

production capacity are not considered. 

- Face the interdependencies and separate mix and volume planning. To accomplish that, the 

planning frequency of mix planning can be changed from monthly to weekly. With this the 

weekly mix planning must be directly between MU and PU, where the outcome of this 

planning is the supply plan from PU to MU. This also requires some adaptations in the 

volume planning and in the tasks of the BU support groups. This leads to the following 

planning procedures: 

- Volume planning 

Volume planning is on family level, monthly executed with a horizon of 12 months. 

There are two activities in this; determine the production capacity per family per month, 

forecast the demand for the next three months per family. This forecast should be per 

week per family and made by the MUs (not by the BU!). The output of volume planning 

should be a volume orientation per family for month N+2. This orientation is used for 

capacity planning and long lead-time purchased parts procurement. Commitments per 

MU are not required as the volume can be shifted over the MUs when actual calls for 

products come in. The BU logistics group only plays a role in the planning of seasonal 

stock building in case the MU requirements do match the available capacity. 

- Mix planning. 

Mix planning is on type level, weekly executed with a horizon of 8 weeks. The outcome 

of mix planning is a supply commitment from the PU to the MUs. Of the 8 weeks the 

fll'St 6 weeks are already committed, most of the products already being on their way to 

the MUs. Mix planning starts at the MUs, they determine, based on their forecasts, 

stock levels and orders on hand how much they want of each product. The combined 

requirements of the MUs are then checked by the PU for material and capacity 

availability. In case of shortages again a division over the MUs must be made. However, 

there are no restricting volume commitments per MU, this increases mix flexibility. 
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This second option means that the reaction time for the MUs is reduced with 50% from over 

3 months to 7 weeks. The planning horizon is restricted to the sum of the production and 

distribution lead-time. Unnecessary volume commitments no longer restrict mix flexibility. 

Flexibility is created where it is needed, at the type level. 

In the analysis leading to a better planning structure both options were tested (through the use 

of simulations). The second option described above does account for the interdependence 

concerning efficiency, sales volume and inventory control. However, due to the high 

uncertainty over the planning horizon, and therefore the low quality of information that goes 

into the planning system it does not perform much better than a rule based system like BQ 

inventory control. So while interdependence exist, lack of accurate information limits the use 

of planning as a coordination mechanism. Accurate information is _available too late to be 

used in the planning system. 

Still, Global has chosen for the second option. The main reason for this is that although the 

rule based system would be simple and work as well, it has little potential for improvement 

over time. Using inventory rules requires little information and forecasting accuracy. Thereby, 

it creates a situation where coordination over departments on the product axes is not valued. 

But top-management of Global feels that they should know the market, better than 

competitors. The second option does stimulate people to really integrate and coordinate their 

actions. 

Figure 13.6 New system planning procedures 
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13.5. CONCLUSION 

In this case we have seen extensive use of planning as a coordination mechanism between 

. Production and Sales. The present interdependence cannot easily be coped with as the reaction 

time of the control system is too long. This leads to a situation where decisions or 

commitments are made before all relevant information is available. These commitments 

provide the necessary stability for production and material requirements planning. A 

commitment is used to decouple Production and Sales in operations where they are 

interdependent but the control system cannot cope with that. In this, there should be optimal 

use of available flexibility, commitments should be made as late as possible. 

The proposed planning system clearly separates volume and mix planning, thereby allowing 

for mix commitment to be made much later. This should lead to higher customer service 

level, maybe even with lower inventory levels. Table 13.1 provides an overview of 

coordination characteristics of this case. 

Table 13.1 The use of coordination mechanisms in case 2. 

Subject 

Operational 
level: 

Interdependence 

- Specifications n.a. 

- Volume n.a. 

- Mix 

Timing 

Management 
control level: 

Sequential 

n.a. 

- Specifications n.a. 

- Volume 
(per MU) 

Mix 

- Timing 

Reciprocal 

n.a. 

n.a. 

Coordination 
Mechanism 

Production Planning. 

Order acceptance rules. 

Volume planning based 
on forecasts 

n.a. 
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Chapter 14. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH. 

14.1 INTRODUCTION. 

In the previous parts we have described the Production/Sales relationship, introduced a 

typology to classify Production/Sales environments and based on this typology we have 

provided some guidelines for coordination of Production and Sales. In these guidelines we 

have coupled the kind of interdependence resulting from the environmental aspects with the 

coordination mechanisms and possible coordination tools. 

In this chapter we will look back, see what we have and what we can do with it. What we 

have is a framework to describe the Production/Sales interface in practical situations. The use 

of this framework is twofold: 

- The framework can be used to identify and analyze Production/Sales coordination problems 

in practice. It provides insights which can be used by managers and consultants in tackling 

coordination problems or identifying opportunities for improvement. 

- The framework provides an initial step in theory building for the Production/Sales interface. 

Based on this framework specific questions for further research can be formulated. 

In this chapter we will further discuss the use of the framework. In section 14.2 we will draw 

some conclusions from the previous chapters in relation to the research questions as 

formulated in chapter 1. In section 14.3, we will state some recommendations on how to 

improve coordination of Production and Sales by presenting a number of practical guidelines 

which concern analysis, design and implementation of Production/Sales coordination systems. 

Finally, section 14.4 will identify some areas for further research. 

14.2. CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY. 

In this section we will discuss what we have. In relation to the research question of chapter 

1 we can draw the following conclusions. 

What are the elements of the Production/Sales relationship? 

The Production/Sales relationship can be accurately described when the elements of processes, 

structure, culture and objectives are included in that description. The processes determine the 

work flow interdependence of Production and Sales, both for products and information. The 
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structure determines between which persons or groups the products and information must be 

interchanged, which persons or groups need to coordinate their activities, but also the 

possibilities to use certain coordination tools. The culture determines how the people of these 

different groups see themselves and the others and influences the coordination possibilities. 

And finally, objectives determine the direction and magnitude of the efforts of these persons 

or groups. 

These four elements are linked to each other. For example, processes characteristics and work 

flow interdependence influence grouping or structuring possibilities. This can be illustrated 

with a job shop production process where many multi-purpose machine ares used. Many 

different pruducts can be produced on these flexible machines so that work flows are 

intertwined and cannot easily be separated so that grouping based on work flows is difficult. 

A similar situation can be found in Sales where customers may buy a large part of the 

product range but only want to deal with one supplier representative for ease of 

communication. This salesperson therefore has to be very "mix-flexible", grouping based on 

work flows is again very difficult. Only when in these situations parallelization can be 

established grouping based on work flow criteria is possible. So structure and process are 

linked. But also, the other way around, activities as part of the processes may be assigned to 

already existing groups. 

But, work flow interdependence is not the only criterion for grouping, other criteria concern 

social and professional issues. These criteria have lead to a separation of Production and Sales 

in many organizations. If grouping is based on these criteria, groups are a strong basis for 

developing (sub )cultures. People in professional groups usually already share the same back

ground in which the basis of a professional culture may already have been laid. Interactions 

within groups and shared experience are building stones of a culture. From this it follows that 

also structure and culture are linked. 

Other relations concern objectives, structure and processes. As we have discussed in chapter 

5, objectives need to be translated through the layers of the control and thereby through the 

structural hierarchy. Local objectives need to be meaningful to the (groups of) persons they 

are given to, that means they need to be related to the activities or process these persons have 

to perform but should be independent from local objectives of other groups. Managers of 

groups or departments are typically the persons to whom objectives are appointed. If grouping 

is not based on work flows but on other criteria it is very hard to find meaningful and 

independent local objectives for the separate groups which do not harm the overall 

effectiveness of the organization. We have discussed this subject for Production and Sales in 

chapter 5 with the objectives of respectively minimize costs and maximize turnover. Also 
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culture and objectives are interrelated because meaningful objectives need to be stated in the 

right language, in line with the frame of reference of a specific culture. One can think of 

volume quotas stated in value or, still better, in terms of profit contribution, for salespersons. 

The other way around, the culture norms and values will play a strong role in how people 

evaluate their own and each other's work. This may deviate from formal objectives and 

reward systems. 

Our conclusion is that the Production/Sales relationship is a complicated relationship which 
is determined by the elements of processes, structure, culture, objectives and the relations 

between these elements. Understanding this relationship in practical situations requires a 

thorough analysis of all these elements and their interrelations. 

- What are the main causes of the identified conflicts between Production and Sales and how 

can coordination contribute to decreasing the dysfunctionality of these conflicts? 

Next to culture, orientation and reward system (objectives) differences, as already defined in 

the literature (Shapiro 1977), we can add two causes of conflict, namely process characteristic 

differences and structure problems. In part ll we can read the following causes of conflicts 

between production and sales. These causes are related to the above identified elements of the 

Production/Sales relationship. 

- Processes. 

Production flexibility to react on demand fluctuations is limited whereas sales flexibility 

is high in this respect. In such situations Production limits the possibilities of Sales. On the 

other hand, Sales often cannot provide good enough demand information, that is, predict 

what the output of the sales process in the future will be, due to limited controllability. In 

such situations, Production does not have enough time to react, Sales limits the 

performance of Production in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Summarized we can 

say that the difference in flexibility and controllability between the sales process and the 

production process leads to a situation where Production is limited in its reaction to demand 

fluctuations and Sales is limited in its control of demand fluctuations. This difference in 

process characteristics is the basis for many conflicts. 

- Structure. 
Production and Sales are grouped in a way which leads to high coordination requirements, 

central production groups face demand of many segmented or decentralized sales groups. 

This kind of grouping does not have a high built-in coordination potential so that conflicts 

between the functions can arise. For example, the use of mutual adjustment or in-process 

coordination in these structures is limited so that Production/Sales coordination must be 
based on rules or planning which makes it hard to deal with short term uncertainty. 
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-- Culture. 

Based on the structure, differences in professional back-ground and experience, culture 

differences between Production and Sales can develop which lead to a situation where the 

two functions do not understand each other. Misunderstanding can easily lead to conflict. 

- Objectives. 

Local objectives of Production and Sales are different in focus (for example, minimal cost 

versus maximal turnover} but very much interrelated due to work flow interdependence. 

The relations between the four elements, as described above, add to the potential for conflict 

and the complexity of the problems. We can conclude that to reduce the conflicts between 

Production and Sales requires an integrated approach to organizational change including all 

four elements. 

A conclusion concerning the contribution of coordination to reduce the dysfunctional effects 

of these conflicts is that using coordination mechanisms like mutual adjustment, planning and 

rules and procedures can take away daily agony and misunderstanding in the execution of 

operational processes. However, differences in views and orientations on interface issues may. 

still be existent. Coordination itself will not reduce conflict potential based on the causes 

identified above, although the process of developing coordination systems and the personal 

contacts required for coordination may increase mutual understanding. To reduce conflict 

potential the causes of conflicts, as identified above, must be taken away. In section 14.4 we 

will discuss some research issues concerning the reduction of conflict potential. 

- what are the important situational aspects which influence the requirements and 

possibilities of coordination of Production and Sales? 

From part m we can conclude that order types, customer relationship and production control 

structure are the important situational aspects, which determine the coordination requirements 

of Production and Sales. We identify three order types; New Task, Modified Rebuy and 

Straight Rebuy. The influence of this aspect only concerns the operational level as it is 

directly related to customer orders. The influence mainly concerns the length of the 

coordination process and thereby the information uncertainty, information requirements 

(subjects) and the people involved. 

We identify two types of customer relationships; transaction oriented and relationship 

oriented. The influence of this situational aspect concerns the level of coordination for the 

different coordination subjects. In a transaction oriented relationship everything is tied to one 

transaction, it is uncertain whether customers will return for they may have several alternative 

sources of supply. Coordination takes place at the operational level and has a short term 
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perspective. Systems must provide information and process data quick enough to do instant 

order acceptance. Each order must be evaluated on technical, production and profitability 

aspects. In a relationship oriented situation order acceptance does not really exist, a long term 

agreement for many individual orders can be set. Coordination can be separated in two levels, 

with the commercial process at the higher level, setting specifications and volume planning, 

and coordination concerning mix and timing at the operational level. Recent trends as 

discussed in chapter 7 lead to ever more relationship oriented buyer- seller relationships. The 

activities of Sales in these relationships are shifting form order taking to maintaining the 

relationship with the customer. The activities of Production are changing from manufacturing 

only to also include operational coordination with the customer. 

In the production control structure we identify three situations; Make-to-Stock, Make-to-Order 

and Engineer-to-Order. The influence of this aspect concerns several coordination issues, but 

most important is the influence on the functional interdependence of Production and Sales. 

The form and intensity of the interdependence determines the kind of coordination mechanism 

that needs to be used. Moving from MTS via MTO to ETO the operational interdependence 

increases from pooled via sequential to reciprocal. This means that in general operational 

Production/Sales coordination in MTS situations can be established by rules, in MTO 

situations by planning and in ETO situations by mutual adjustment. 

Based on these aspects we have provided a typology in which the environmental situation of 

a specific company can be classified. The place in the typology roughly defines the required 

coordination mechanisms. 

- What are the available coordination mechanisms and when should they be used in relation 

to the identified situational aspects? 

In chapter 9 we have discussed the coordination mechanisms which are available to 

coordinate the Production/Sales interface; rules, planning and mutual adjustment. When to use 

which mechanism depends on situational characteristics. As we have discussed in chapter 10 

the situational aspects are interrelated. In practice we need to know the combination of aspects 

to really say something about coordination requirements. For example, in a Relationship 

Oriented situation the coordination requirements of a New task order are different from a New 

Task order in a Transaction Oriented situation. Also, in chapter 10 we have provided an 

overview of all conceivable combinations of dimensions of the situational aspects and the use 

of coordination mechanisms. The use of mutual adjustment will most often require an 

adaptation of the organizational structure to enable the use of this coordination mechanism 

at reasonable cost. 
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With this we have dealt with each of the research questions, although in some areas the 

project has raised more questions than given answers. Some of these new questions will be 

formulated in section 4 of this chapter. 

14.3. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

When dealing with the issue of coordination of Production and Sales in practice, companies 

will need some way to make a start. To tackle coordination problems requires a well 

structured approach. Based on the projects executed, this section will provide 

recommendations on how to improve coordination of Production and Sales in practice. We 

will do this by describing the steps in an improvement project 

The steps in the project are very much similar to any change project but the contents of each 

step, and the problems along the way can be described specifically for a Production/Sales 

interface project. The steps to be taken are: 

- Problem recognition. 

- Analysis. 

- Determine coordination needs 

- Design and test coordination tools 

- Implement 

- Manage (evaluate and control) 

We will discuss these steps in further detail below. 

Problem recognition. 

This may seem easy, somewhere something is going wrong, people signal it and can start a 

project or task group on improving it. But this is not a very common course of action for 

interface problems. Two functions can go on either blaming each other for the trouble or 

looking for local solutions for a long time. This may even drive the functions further apart, 

and thereby further away from an integrated approach to the solution of the problem. Also, 

the perception of a certain situation may be very different between the two functions. In 

chapter 4, on culture, we have given examples of that What may be a problem to Production 

does not necessarily have to be a problem to Sales as well. Especially where objectives and 

responsibilities are strongly separated this may be a problem. One can think of a situation 

where Production has an end product inventory responsibility to assure proper batch-sizes but 

inventory levels have gone up due to unreliable forecasts. Sales will not experience this as 

a problem, as they are not responsible for end-product inventory, but also because Sales 
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benefits from high inventories by getting high delivery service levels. An unequal power 

balance can add to this. Problems in Production may be wiped of the table by a strong Sales 

function which puts adaptability to customer wishes in the first place. Or, the other way 

around, Sales may have problems responding to a changing and broad range of customer 

requirements because of a strong Production function which puts efficiency before everything. 

To identify an interface problem requires an integrated look over the different functions. This 

means that management should be perceptive to problem signals of the operational functions 

and consider these problems in a broader view. Input of data and information of both 

functions is vital to avoid local solutions to integral problems. This may require extensive 

analysis, which we will discuss in the next step. Examples of general problem indicators are 

high inventories combined with low service levels, long planning lead-times, increasingly 

functional orientations. But even more than that, there is a problem when people say so, the 

point is to provide a platform where people have opportunities to discuss interface problems. 

An approach to the identification of interface problems is to bring representatives of both 

functions together in periodic meetings where each is allowed to present his or her view on 

the current situation. The form and setting of these meetings should be so that they are in 

balance with the (sub)culture(s) of the organization, each of the parties involved should feel 

at ease. People have to believe in these meetings, they should be carefully followed up with 

further analysis and/or corrective measures. A complicating factor is that conflicts do not 

necessarily mean problems. As we have discussed in chapter 9, conflicts can be necessary for 

change. Therefore, similar to the periodic meetings, conflicts should be followed by analysis 

and corrective measures. One can think of the "5 whys" technique as described by Womack 

et al (Womack et a/1990) in which each problem is traced to its roots by asking "why". 

Analysis. 

Even if you know the company very well, it is required to first gather some information and 

register it in a structured way before the problem can be solved. One of the most important 

reasons for this is that interface problems require data and information from both functions 

to be looked at from an integral point of view. Most available data (systems) do not 

sufficiently support this kind of analysis. Data has to be combined and described in a way 

different from daily operational information records. The analysis can be restricted to the 

identified problem, but we recommend to extend it to areas not directly related because 

interface problems may have unexpected causes. As we have seen in section 14.2, the 

Production/Sales interface can only be described properly when the elements of processes, 

structure, culture and objectives are included. An analysis may also be executed without 

having identified an actual problem, in that case the analysis is a structured search for 
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possible improvements and should be broad. However, an analysis will have more 

commitment and momentum when an actual problem is tied to it 

The aim of the analysis should be a good description of the Production/Sales interface from 

which coordination needs can be derived. As we have shown in part IT of this text, this 

requires the aspects of processes, structure, culture and objectives to be included in the 

analysis. The process description is necessary to determine the basic operational 

characteristics. Existing techniques like logistics audits can be used as part of the analysis. 

Table 14.1 provides an overview of production and sales characteristics which should be 

included. Whether the sales process should be considered per segment or customer depends 

on the variety between customer(groups). 

Table 14.1 Production and Sales process characteristics. 

Production 

Production steps: 
Lead-time 

- Capacity 
- Capacity utilization 
- Set-up times 
- Batch-sizes 

Work in progress 
In-going product flow 
* number and type of components 

or materials 
- Out-going product flow. 

* number and type of components 
or materials 

* waste 

Controlled inventory points: 
- Inventory level (in days demand) 
- Inventory product range 
- inventory value 

Sales 

Sales steps (per order type if 
appropriate): 
- persons involved 
- information requirements 
- information output 
- lead-time 

Markets (per segment or customer) 
- demand pattern 
- product range 
- delivery requirements 
- competitive position 

* qualifiers 
* order winners 

In the presentation of these data, the use of charts and graphs can be recommended, these 

presentation techniques provide a quick overview of large amounts of data. An example of 

a (simplified) production process description can be found in figure 14.1. 

Next to a description of the process a description of the control system Qf both primary 

processes is required. In, for example, flow charts the basic control procedures of production 

and sales planning, the timing and the information inputs and outputs can be described. The 

structure and the work process determine the interdependence between (groups of) people. 

The analysis of the structure should be directed at identifying the groups involved and 

analyzing the communication patterns between the various departments. 
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Figure 14.1 Production process description 

~~Assem~ I ·~· ,...~ rod. 

Production: 
Leadtlme 2days 5days 

Capacity 100 pcsJh 25pcslh 

C=city 60% 97% 
utll tlon 

Set-uptimes 4 hours n.a. 

Batch-sizes 400 10 

WIP 1600 1000 

Inventory: 
level 5days 15days 10days 

range 2 types 100types 20:rJ:s 

value {$x 000) 
{sta ard) 

100 300 200 

The analysis of the culture (differences) ofproduction and sales may be hard. As we have 

explained, the outside indicators of culture do dot provide a clear insight in the underlying 

basic assumptions. However, lasting solutions to problems can only be achieved when they 

are in line with the (sub)culture of the organization. A cultural change may be required. The 

results of a cultural diagnose should only be presented to organization members if the people 

involved support findings of the analysis, agreement has to be obtained before the results are 

presented. To get support, the results can be discussed with culture representatives, people 

who are acknowledged carriers of culture norms and values (Schein 1985). 

Objectives can be found in formalized plans and reward systems. However, the impact of 

these formal objectives may be limited, informal norms and values may strongly influence 

the way people work. So, in analyzing the objectives it is not enough to look at formal 

systems only, a thorough analysis of what people drive in the execution of activities is 

required. This is related to the culture of the departments and organization. 

Determine coordination needs. 

From the analysis one should be able to place the organization in the typology of part three 

of this text. The place in the typology may vary over the different market segments or product 

groups. The information gathered during the analysis should enable to determine the 
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coordination needs concerning specifications, volume and mix planning and timing of the 

goods flow. In section 9.4. we have discussed the coordination requirements for each of the 

subjects, in chapter 10 we have combined these with the typology situations. 

In determining these needs it can be recommended to take the ideal situation as a basis, 

although the current systems may be far from ideal. When these current systems are the basis, 

the identified coordination requirements will not lead to an optimal or satisfying situation. For 

example, in figure 14.1 the total lead-time of the production process is 7 days, but the 

administrative or planning systems may add several days to the order throughput time. These 

systems should not be considered as a constraint, only the fixed operating facilities can be the 

basis for determining what the coordination requirements are. Often it is hard to define what 

the ideal situation is as the way processes are executed is based on a mixture of facility and 

administrative constraints. A way to avoid sub-optimality is to not rely upon second source 

information. If, for example a purchaser defines the supplier lead-time at 6 weeks, go ask the 

suppliers how much time they really need. This may be considerably shorter, although a 

shorter lead-time may require a different form of order information exchange. This then needs 

to be incorporated in the design of the coordination tools. In the definition of coordination 

requirements a clear insight in functional interdependence should be attained. It is mainly this 

interdependence which defines the mechanisms to be used. 

Design and test coordination tools. 

Based on the definition of coordination requirements the tools to achieve coordination should 

be designed. Also this step requires active participation of the functions involved. As 

discussed in chapter 9 the operational or active coordination mechanisms available are rules, 

planning and mutual adjustment. Rules can only be used when the possible outcomes are 

known. Planning incorporates periodic review. An example of a planning tool is a production 

control system like MRP II. However, few integrated Production/Sales information systems 

are available, in most companies Production and Sales use different information systems. The 

obvious link between these two systems is order-entry, but this mainly concerns information 

exchange, not coordination. Coordination requires a tool with which the subjects of 

coordination can be evaluated against production and sales criteria. 

When mutual adjustment is required as a coordination mechanism, in most situations an 

adaptation of the organizational structure is necessary to enable the use of this mechanism. 

The adaptation of the structure may concern task forces or re-grouping. One can think of a 

ETO company where the structure is changed from functionally oriented to project oriented, 

to bring production and sales people together in one group. If a functional organization still 
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exists, different kinds of lateral relations can be designed, from matrix structures to liaison 

positions (Galbraith 1973). 

The tools designed to coordinate production and sales should be in line with the culture of 

both groups, tests are required to assure that both groups can and will use the tools. 

Coordination tools can be tested parallel to existing systems or in a pilot project concerning 

a limited part of the Production/Sales interface. 

Implement. 

The implementation of required changes follows the design. This is not just the installation 

of some information (exchange) system, sending around new rules or declare the organization 

to be differently structured. The integrative character of improving coordination between 

Production and Sales makes implementation a difficult organizational change process. People 

involved may resist change, participation in the change process, including the previous phases, 

is then required (a recent comprehensive discussion of the subject of organizational change 

can be found in Cozijnsen & Vrakking 1992). Some specific Production/Sales interface 

problems concern: 

- The professional differences, leading to functional grouping. 

This means that implementation of a coordination tool will always concern at least two 

groups or departments, the needs of both groups have to be fulftlled. Also a physical 

separation of Production and Sales may exist which further complicates integrated 

solutions. 

- The cultural differences. 

Perception concerning the problems an the way to solve them may vary, an example of that 

is given in chapter 11. This difference in opinions can easily block or delay implementation 

of coordination tools. Cozijnsen & Vrakking suggest that in such situations organizational 

change can be achieved through directed culture interventions. The need for coordination 

improvements will then follow from the changed culture, thereby assuring support for 

implementation of coordination tools (Cozijnsen & Vrakking 1992). This requires great 

emphasis on culture aspects in the analysis phase. 

- The (seemingly) contradictive local objectives. 

Local objectives of Production and Sales may not be viable with the coordination system 

to be implemented. Changing objectives for a function can often not be done by the 

function itself, higher levels of management have to validate and support the change to 

integrally consistent objectives. Implementation Production/Sales coordination tools requires 

support and participation of these higher levels of management. 

These problem again stress the need for an integral approach to improving coordination. To 
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overcome these problems may take many months, or even several interface projects, each 

dealing with a specific aspect of the Production/Sales interface. Complicated change processes 

like the implementation of coordination tools require bottom-up participation and top-down 

commitment to be successful. The knowledge of the processes should come from the 

operational functions, the drive for improvement should be stimulated by top-management. 

Manage 

One coordination improvements project will not do the job as the environments are dynamic. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of the Production/Sales interface should be under constant 

surveillance. In this we can identify three management cycles (see figure 14.2). 

- Operational cycle. 

In the operational cycle the daily coordination necessary for the execution of the primary 

processes takes place. The performance must be measured on integrally meaningful 

performance indicators. Small adaptations can be made when necessary, intensive contact 

between the two functions may be required. 

Figure 14.2 

Strategic 
cycle 

Tactical 
cycle 

Opera
tional 
cycle 

- Tactical cycle. 

Strategic 
> Coordination 

Tactical 
r-----> Coordination 

in process 

adaptations 

Performance 
Operations ~ 

'----------'1 

Commitment 

Parameters 

The performance indicators of the operational cycle can also be used to search for structural 

improvements. Based on the performance indicators the operational levels of Production 

and Sales should prepare a concept plan. This is similar to the problem identification phase 

as discussed above. Periodically production and sales management should discuss the 
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opportunities for improvement leading to an action plan. The execution of the action plan 

my lead to a new framework for the operational levels. 

- Strategic cycle. 

In this cycle the constraints concerning the markets and facilities are being set. New 

investments may be decided upon, triggered by an integrated process of strategic planning. 

This mainly concerns the balance between market requirements (order-winners) and 

production facilities (e.g. process choice). 

The cycles should be periodically gone through with people involved from both functions. To 

define and execute an action plan directed at further improvement will require to go through 

the steps as we have described them above. 

14.4 FURTHER RESEARCH. 

To conclude this study we will formulate some questions to be answered by further research 

concerning the Production/Sales interface. 

As we have explained in the introduction of this text, the research conducted here is mainly 

explorative. The typology model and coordination guidelines have not been validated. The 

reason for that is that at the beginning of this project there was not a body of knowledge 

available upon which we could build and test a model, much insight in possible relations 

between aspects and subjects of the Production/Sales interface where not described. Based on 

the assumption that coordination improves organizational effectiveness, an obvious follow-up 

on this study would be to design and execute research activities to measure the use of the 

available coordination mechanisms in relation with the identified situational aspects. An 

example of this kind of research is the work by St.John and Hall where they relate the use 

of coordination mechanisms with the differences between Marketing and Manufacturing in 

MTS companies in the relative importance of objectives and in planned courses of actions in 

trade-off situations (St.John & Hall 1991). They find that the whole range of coordination 

mechanisms is used an they all attribute to the reduction of these differences, however they 

do not define the level or subjects of coordination, nor do they provide any data on situational 

aspects. 

The typology as presented in part m provides a framework to base this research concerning 

the relation between situational aspects the use of coordination mechanisms on. For example, 

in chapter 8 we have suggested a relation between the production control structure and the 

operational interdependence, and thereby the required coordination mechanisms, of Production 
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and Sales. A survey could be executed to measure the use of the coordination mechanisms -

rules, planning and mutual adjustment - at the operational level in relation to the production 

control structure. These data can then be related to data on the degree of (experienced) 

conflict between Production and Sales to get a feel for conflict reduction through the use of 

coordination mechanisms. Also, the use of coordination could be related to operational 

performance of Production and Sales. For this, setting performance indicators and bench

marking is required. Measuring the operational performance of Production and Sales is very 

complicated as performances are influenced by dynamic situational aspects, for example 

market characteristics. One can think of performance indicators like inventory levels, obsolete 

inventories, number of orders delivered on time and lead-times. Bench-marking can be based 

either on performances of similar companies or on an analytical model of the situation, 

however the current availability of such models is limited. 

Concerning Production/Sales conflicts several research questions can be formulated. A fmt 

matter concerns the issue of dysfunctionality, when do conflicts between Production and Sales 

become dysfunctional. Many people, both in the literature and in practice talk about a 

"healthy" tension between Production and Sales. However, too much tension is undoubtedly 

unhealthy. As we have stated in chapter 9, operational level conflicts are never healthy or 

constructive and should be eliminated through coordination. Operational level conflicts are 

related the execution of activities for customer orders, for example Production disagrees with 

the lead-time that Sales has confirmed to the customer. When such conflicts frequently occur 

they lead to slack in the operational system, typical conflict symptoms are long lead-times or 

high inventories. Research can be directed at measuring the degree of conflicts in terms of 

frequency and length and the subjects of these conflicts. To measure the dysfunctionality may 

be difficult A possible approach is to reconstruct recent conflicts in detail and see what the 

eventual outcome of this conflicts was in case studies. In a larger sample size the only 

possibility is to ask how the people involved have experienced the conflicts, constructive, 

destructive or somewhere in between, for example using Likert scale questionnaires. 

Another issue concerning conflicts is to relate conflicts to the causes identified in part II. If 

data on the importance of the causes is available, a normative theory concerning conflict 

reduction can be formulated. In part II we have identified differences in process 

characteristics, structure, culture and objectives as areas which cause conflicts between 

Production and Sales. This provides a framework for further research on this issue. Relating 

conflicts to their causes will require much qualitative information. Basically we can think of 

two approaches to this: 

- Gather data in case studies to describe the Production/Sales interface on the aspects of 

processes, structure, culture and objectives and relate these to the degree of experienced 
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conflict in these situations. For example, a company in which dual Production/Sales careers 

exist, through which cultural differences may have been reduced, can be compared with a 

company having functional careers only. 

- Engage in projects to reduce conflicts by taking away the causes, for example increase 

production flexibility so that the differences in process characteristics are reduced and 

measure the influence of these project on experienced conflicts. 

Some special attention can be given to the differences in objectives. As we have explained 

in chapter 5, the split-up of the profit objective in maximal sales and minimal costs is not 

operationally viable. The possibilities for an integral decision support system enabling both 

Production and Sales to evaluate their operational decisions on integral criteria can be 

investigated. The framework of chapter 10 can be used to identify the requirements of such 

a system in different situations. Interesting in these studies is also whether Production and 

Sales experience the same events as conflicts, to compare the perception of conflict subjects 

between the two functions. Based on process characteristics we expect Production to 

experience far more problems than Sales. 

Another issue for further research concerns the structure of the Production/Sales interface. In 

this text it has been suggested several times that a structure adaptation may be required to 

achieve the full potential of coordination between production and sales. One of the structures 

often found in practice directed at improving chain performance is account management. Sales 

people are appointed to a few accounts for which they are entirely responsible. As we have 

pointed out in chapter 3, this easily leads to a situation where many sales people all 

communicate to one central production function, each with his or her own very important 

customers. This structure may very much fit the outside requirements customers place upon 

an organization but lead to coordination problems inside the organization, for example in the 

area of production/sales planning. Some further research should be directed a measuring the 

effectiveness and efficiency of this structure, potential improvements of this situation and 

required changes of the rest of the organization. More in general, we expect structure 

adaptations from functional to product or project oriented structures - with production and 

sales representatives in a project or product team - only effective and efficient where mutual 

adjustment is required as a coordination mechanism, or differently stated, where there is a 

reciprocal interdependence between Production and Sales. These situations are identified in 

chapter 10. Further research can be directed at finding the critical aspects which determine 

whether or not product or project structures are viable. 
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SUMMARY. 

This thesis is about the relationship between Production and Sales in industrial production 

companies. The reason for this study concerns the conflicts and coordination problems as they 

have been signalled both in practice and in the literature. Typical problem symptoms are long 

and unreliable lead-times, high inventory levels and low customer service levels. This study 

is directed at the development of a framework to describe coordination requirements and 

possibilities for Production and Sales in industrial production companies. Based on such a 

framework both practitioners and scientists can analyze and develop coordination systems. 

The description of the Production/Sales relationship, as provided in this thesis, is based on 

three types of research activities: 

Desk research, analysis of the available literature on the production and sales functions 

and general coordination theory. 

Telephone survey among 58 companies. The results of this survey were mainly used. 

· to support the description of the difference between Production and Sales and the des

cription of the situational aspects which influence the characteristics of the 

Production/Sales relationship. 

Case studies. In five companies a {Consultancy) project directed at the improvement 

of Production/Sales coordination was executed. De results of these case studies are 

used to illustrate the coordination framework. 

This thesis starts with a general description of the Production/Sales relationship. In this 

description the (interrelated) subjects of processes, structure, culture and objectives are 

discussed. Basically, the interdependence between Production and Sales concerns product and 

information flows. Production requires market information to determine a production plan, 

Sales requires products to fulfil {potential) customer orders. In this initial description a 

number of sources of potential conflict between Production and Sales are identified: 

Differences in process characteristics concerning flexibility and controllability. 

Production is limited in reacting on demand changes caused by the limited 

controllability of the sales process. 

Differences in structure, a central, functionally structured production department 

supplies it products to several sales departments in a market oriented structure. This 

misfit of structures leads to very high coordination requirements which often cannot 

be completely fulfilled. 

Differences in culture, the split-up in Production and Sales careers often already starts 

in formal education and it continues through several organizational layers in many 
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organisations. The differences in environment and back-ground easily lead to the 

development of sub-cultures which complicate coordination. 

Differences in objectives, the integral company objectives are often translated to the 

separate functions in, for example, minimize costs for Production and maximize 

turnover for Sales. This split-up of objectives easily leads to conflicting local interests, 

for example, Sales can maximize turnover by extending the product range, but this 

will most often lead to higher costs for Production. 

The complexity of coordination issues is still increased by the interrelations between the 

subjects discussed. 

The characteristics of the Production/Sales relationship are influenced by a number of situatio

nal aspects: 

Order types (Buygrid model): the main influence is on uncertainty, the subjects en the 

people involved in the coordination processes. 

Customer relationships (relation oriented, transaction oriented) which determine the 

hierarchical levels on which coordination should take place. 

Production control structures (Make-tot-Stock, Make-tot-Order, Engineer-tot-Order) 

which influence the operational interdependence between Production and Sales. 

Based on these aspects a typology is developed which enables the classification of situations 

in practice in the coordination framework. Each conceivable combination of aspects is 

discussed on its coordination characteristics. This is further illustrated by three case studies. 

Based on the framework developed some directions for further research are identified. The 

Production/Sales relationship could be further studied to empirically validate the identified 

relations between situational aspects and the use of coordination mechanisms and the 

reduction of conflict potential by eliminating the identified problem causes in relation to the 

effectiveness en efficiency of the organization. In order to do that, performance criteria should 

be developed and bench-marking should be started. 
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SAMENV A TIING. 

Dit proefschrift behandelt een descriptief onderzoek naar de relatie tussen Produktie en 

Verkoop in produktiebedrijven die opereren op industriele markten. Aanleiding hiervoor zijn 

de in de literatuur en praktijk vaak geconstateerde gebrekkige afstemming en conflicten tussen 

beide functies welke leiden tot lange levertijden, hoge voorraden en lage service niveaus naar 

de afnemers. Het onderzoek is gericht op het on twerp van een integraal raamwerk voor de be

schrijving van de coordinatiebehoefte en -mogelijkheden van Produktie en Verkoop in de 

genoemde bedrijven. Een dergelijk raarnwerk biedt een uitgangspunt voor praktijk en de 

wetenschap in analyse en ontwerp van coordinatiesystemen voor Produktie en Verkoop. 

Het raamwerk voor de beschrijving van de relatie tussen Produktie en Verkoop is gebaseerd 

op de resultaten van drie lijnen van onderzoek: 

Literatuurstudie, een analyse van beschrijvingen van de afzonderlijke functies van 

Produktie en Verkoop en algemene coordinatie theorieen. 

Vergelijkend onderzoek middels een telefonische enquete onder 58 bedrijven. De 

resultaten van deze enquete worden gebruikt bij de beschrijving van de verschillen 

tussen Produktie en Verkoop en bij de beschrijving in een typologie van belangrijke 

situationele aspecten die de karakteristieken van de relatie tussen Produktie en 

Verkoop beinvloeden. 

Gevalstudies. In 5 bedrijven is een (advies)project uitgevoerd met als doel de 

verbetering van de afstemming tussen Produktie en Verkoop. De resultaten van deze 

studies zijn gebruikt ter ondersteuning en illustratie van het beoogde raamwerk. 

In dit proefschrift wordt de relatie tussen Produktie en Verkoop eerst in het algemeen 

behandeld. Daarbij komen (de onderling samenhangende) onderwerpen van processen, struc

tuur, cultuur en doelstellingen aan bod. In essentie betreft de samenhang tussen Produktie en 

Verkoop de produkt- en informatiestromen, Produktie is afhankelijk van Verkoop voor 

marktinformatie voor het maken van een produktieplan terwijl Verkoop afhankelijk is van 

Produktie voor het vervullen van de (geaccepteerde) orders. In die beschrijving van de relatie 

worden een aantal potentiele oorzaken van conflicten tussen Produktie en Verkoop 

geidentificeerd: 

Verschillen in proceskarakteristieken aangaande flexibiliteit en beheersbaarheid. 

Produktie is beperkt in het reageren op de vraagveranderingen veroorzaakt door de 

beperkte beheersingsmogelijkheden van het verkoopproces. 

De niet op elkaar aansluitende structurering; een centrale, functioneel ingedeelde 

produktieafdeling Ievert produkten aan een aantal, marktgericht ingedeelde, verkoop-
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afdelingen. Dit leidt tot een zeer hoge coordinatiebehoefte waaraan vaak niet voldaan 

kan worden. 

De cultuurverschillen; de splitsing tussen Produktie en Verkoop begint vaak al 

gedurende de opleiding en zet zich door in veel lagen van de organisatie. De 

verschillen in omgeving en achtergrond leiden gemakkelijk tot het ontstaan van sub

culturen wat de coordinatie bemoeilijkt. 

De splitsing van integrate doelstellingen naar Produktie en Verkoop in bijvoorbeeld 

een maximale omzet deel en een minimale kosten deel. Deze doelstellingen zijn 

zodanig aan elkaar gerelateerd dat ze kunnen leiden tot een belangentegenstelling. 

Bijvoorbeeld, het nastreven van een maximale omzet door het uitbreiden van het 

assortiment, kan gemakkelijk leiden tot een verhoging van de produktiekosten. 

De samenhang tussen de verschillende onderwerpen in de relatiebeschrijving verhoogt nog 

de complexiteit van de problematiek. 

Een aantal situationele factoren belnvloeden de karakteristieken van de relatie. 

Ordertypes (Buygrid model): belnvloed de onzekerheid, onderwerpen en betrokkenen 

in de coordinatieprocessen. 

Klantrelaties (relatie georienteerd, transactie georienteerd): belnvloed de niveaus 

waarop afstemming moet plaatsvinden. 

Produktiebeheersingssituaties (Make-tot-Stock, Make-tot-Order, Engineer-tot-Order): 

beYnvloed de operationele interdependentie en daarmee de te gebruiken coordinatie 

mechanismen. 

Op basis van deze drie aspecten wordt een typologie gepresenteerd die het mogelijk maakt 

om praktijk situaties te classificeren. Voor iedere eel in de typologie worden de coordina

tiebehoeften en mogelijkheden kort besproken. Dit wordt verder geillustreerd met een drietal 

gevalstudie beschrijvingen. 

Verder onderzoek naar de relatie tussen Produktie en Verkoop zal zich kunnen richten op het 

empirisch onderbouwen van de beschreven relaties tussen situaties, het gebruik van 

coordinatie mechanismen en de vermindering van conflict potentie door het wegnemen van 

de gesignaleerde oorzaken. Dit in relatie tot de effectiviteit en efficientie van de organisatie. 

Daartoe zal gewerkt moeten worden aan het opstellen van prestatiecriteria en normen. 
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Appendix 1. Survey Questionnaire. 

INTRODUCTION 

Good morning/afternoon, this is ...... of the Eindhoven University of Technology. I am calling 
you to follow up on the positive reaction of .. (name of CEO) .. to participate in our survey 
concerning coordination of Production and Sales. Are you familiar with our survey? 

If yes: Please let me shortly introduce purpose of the survey. 
If no : Please let me shortly introduce purpose of the survey. 

We are researchers of the department of Industrial Engineering and Management Science an 
we are presently engaged in a project to explore coordination possibilities and problem 
between Production and Sales of industrial companies. Of each participating company we 
interview a production management representative and a sales management representative. Mr 
.... (CEO) .. has mentioned your name to us as a production/sales representative. Such an 
interview will take about 20 minutes. Are you available now or should we make another 
appointment? 

If no : make. appointment 
In yes: continue 

Do you have any questions? 

PART l. TACTICAL LEVEL COORDINATION. 

Then I would like to start the interview now. 
In the coordination of Production and Sales we can often identify two levels; 
- tactical level coordination 
- operational level coordination. 
With tactical level coordination we mean the process of coordination between Production and 
Sales over a period in which several or many customer orders may be received, often this 
would be a period of several month or a year. 

1.1 Does such a tactical level coordination exist in your company. 
yes/no 

If no: go to part 2. 

1.2a Is this coordination: 
formal only(mformal only/a combination of both 

If both: 

1.2b Which is most important in your situation, formal or informal coordination. 

1.3a How do you register agreements? 
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1.4a What are the subjects of tactical level coordination between Production and Sales? I 
will give you some example subjects of which you can say whether or not these are 
coordination subjects. 
(Read the subjects and till in the answers on the answer sheet.) 

Production/sales volume 
Product mix (volume per product) 
Product range 
Product introductions 
Lead-times 
Price levels 
Inventory levels 
Quality (quality standards) 

:yes/no 
:yes/no 

:yes/no 
:yes/no 

:yes/no 
:yes/no 

:yes/no 
:yes/no 

1.4b Are there any other subjects we have not mentioned but which are coordination 
subjects in your company? 

1.5 What is the coordination frequency? 

1.6 Who is, in your opinion, most influentiaVpowerful in setting agreements? 
Sales/Production/equal 

1.7 What is your opinion on the quality of coordination between Production and Sales? 
good/reasonable/bad 

1.8 What do you think is the biggest problem in the tactical level coordination between 
Production and Sales? 

1.9 What would you do in the first place to improve tactical level coordination? 
(Give some examples if asked for further explanation of the question.) 

1.10 Can Production and Sales keep to the agreements in the execution of operational level 
activities. 
always/most often/sometimes/never 

This concludes the tactical level coordination questions. 

PART 2. OPERATIONAL COORDINATION 

Optional further explanation: Next to tactical level coordination, in most companies we 
need operational level coordination between Production and Sales; that is coordination based 
on actual customer orders. One customer order can concern more than one deliveries. Please 
answer the following questions. 

2.0a Do you get blanket orders from customers? yes/no 
U no: go to 2.1a 

2.0b What percentage of total sales is realized by these orders? % 
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2.0c From how many customers do you get blanket orders? 

2.1a Does an individual customers order need Production/Sales coordination: 
always/most often/sometimes/never 

If never, go to 2.lb 
If sometimes, go to 2.lc 
If most often, go to 2.lc 
If ever, go to 2.2 

2.1 b Then, upon what do you base order acceptance or confirmation. 

go to 2.4 

2.1c When is coordination required for an individual customer order? 

2.2 What are the subjects of operational level coordination? 
(optional examples: lead-times, quantities, prices/costs, order changes) 

2.3 Who is most influential on the contents of the order confmnation? 
Production/Sales/equal. 

2.4 Will customer orders with a too short lead-time be accepted: 
yes/no/sometimes 

2.5 What do you think is the biggest problem in operational level coordination between 
Production and Sales? 

2.6 What would you do in the first place to improve operational level coordination? 
(If asked for, give some examples or further explain the question). 

PART 3. PERFORMANCE 

The third subject of the interview concerns some performance indicators of Production/Sales 
coordination. If you cannot give an exact answer to the questions please give an estimation 
to your best knowledge. 

3.1 What is the inventory level as a percentage of turnover? 

3.2 What is the percentage of obsolete stock? 

3.3 What is the established service level? 
(Service level is number of orders which are delivered on time to the customer as a 
percentage of all orders) 

3.4 Is there an official service level registration? yes/no 
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PART 4. GENERAL INFORMATION 

We will end the interview with some questions on general data to be able to classify the 
results. 

4.1 Company size: 

Total sales (in $ and/or number of products)? 

Number of employees 

Are Production and Sales located in the same building? 

Question 4.2 for Sales Manager ONLY. 

4.2 What is the main objectives for Sales? 

What kind of products do you sell? 

(categories: installations, products, components, raw materials). 

How many different end products do you sell? 
(items, options) 

What are the market characteristics of your company? 
(number of customers, large/small etc.) 

What is your distribution channel? 

How is your price level as compared to competitors? 

What are the average lead-times? 

Question 4.3 Production Manager ONLY. 

4.3 Production process. 

What is the main objective for Production? 

How do you deliver customers orders? (ETO/MTO/MTS). 

What is the average batch-size. 

What is the average production lead-time. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
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STELLING EN. 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

COORDINATION OF PRODUCTION AND SALES. 

1. Het raamwerlc voor plannings- en beheersingssystemen zoals beschreven door Anthony is 

niet van toepassing op Verlcoop, omdat in bet verlcoopproces bet verband tussen inzet en 

resultaat niet vast ligt en dus "operational control" niet mogelijk is. 

(Anthony, R.N.; A framework for analysis, Boston 1965, dit proefschrift, pag 37) 

2. Het gebruik van co6rdinatie mecbanismen zoals wederzijdse aanpassing, planning en regels 

voor de afstemming van Produktie en Verlcoop leidt tot een vermindering van de 

dysfunctionele confl.icten tussen die twee functies terwijl verschillen in visie kunnen blijven 

bestaan. 

(dit proefschrift, pag. 191) 

3. Het identificeren van problemen in de co0roinatie tussen Produktie en Verkoop is een 

probleem op zicb. 

(dit proefschrift, pag. 193) 

4. Door intensieve invoering van ISO 9000 certificering verliest bet certificaat aan waarde voor 

de bezitters, maar wint aan waarde voor de niet-bezitters. 

5. Een werlcelijk marlctgericbte ondememing beeft geen marlceting afdeling nodig. 

(HAkan HAkansson) 

6. Het feit dat sommige begrippen als "bedrijfskunde", "organisatie" en "kwaliteit" moeilijk in 

algemene zin te defini~ren zijn, wil niet zeggen dat men niet weet wat ennee bedoeld wordt 

(vgl Pirsig, R.; Zen and the Art of Motor-Cycle Maintenance.) 

7. Klantgericbtheid van leveranciers stelt eisen aan de leverancier en aan de klant, 

onvoorwaardelijke klantgerichtheid duidt op een overscbatting van bet inzicbt van de klant in 

de keten. 

8. In tegenstelling tot wat voor verlcopers geldt, geldt voor promovendi het motto: "Wie niet 

schrijft, die blijft (promovendus)". 



9. Produk.tontwikkeling lijkt veel op geslachtsgemeenschap tussen olifanten, er wordt veel 

geschreeuwd, getrompetterd en gegooid met modder en dan gebeurt er een jaar lang niets. 

(naar J. Reichert, geciteerd in: Dumaine, B; How Managers can succeed through Speed, 

Fortune, Februari 13, 1989). 

10. De beheersing van emoties is de essentie van goed toneel, zonder emoties wordt het een 

klucht, zonder beheersing een drama. 

Paul A. Konijnendijk. 


